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Chapter 1: Introduction
1

Introduction
I drive the van onto a pedestrianised city centre street, hazards flashing, and follow
the hi-vis clad festival representative to our allocated pitch. It is 8.30am and it’s
already sunny, there are a few, mainly older, shoppers about but apart from them
it’s quiet. The street is festooned with bunting, colourful flags and blackboards
announcing the day’s performances. Around us other shows are setting up: a trapeze
rig is being built just up the street and somewhere, someone is sound-checking a PA
system.
These first few minutes of the day are critical to our performances because,
being the boss, I have to work out how to ‘play’ the space: what atmospheres does
the space provoke? Where are the pedestrian flows? Where will the sun be at 2pm
so it’s not in the audience’s eyes? How can I use the street furniture? Does the
architecture focus the space in a particular way? What kind of ambient sounds are
there? Is there a secure ‘back’ for our equipment? How should I align the audience?
Will the topography of the space push them into particular configurations?
We unload and begin to set up, constantly discussing the options and making
minor adjustments to how we manage the space before the ever-growing set
becomes too heavy to move. Every now and then someone will come over and ask,
“what’s going on?” Always looking for gems of local knowledge about the space
and who uses it, we chat and invite them to come along to the shows and direct them
to the festival’s information point. All the while we try to get the show set up in time
to get the van off site, find the parking and the dressing rooms and hopefully meet
up with old friends and grab a coffee before starting the first show at 12.30pm.

I have been performing in public spaces for over 30 years and there have been many
hundreds of days like this. I will argue that these experiences lead to being intensely attuned
to public spaces, their publics and their performance potentials through the use of a tacitly
embodied multi-sense-based knowledge. This thesis seeks to study the state of
contemporary UK outdoor arts by reflecting on my praxis, whilst acknowledging the effects
of positionality on my understandings. With this in mind, I will bring additional research
methods to bear on the question through the generation and analysis of ethnographic and
rhythmanalytic data.
The proliferation of outdoor arts festivals in the UK has been an accelerating
phenomenon since the 1990s, mirroring the country’s increasing love of, and access to
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outdoor culture (Mackintosh et al, 2018; Shine, appendix 7). The process was aided by
several major events including the UEFA European Championships (1996); the Millennium
celebrations (2000); The Manchester Commonwealth Games (2002); Liverpool European
Capital of Culture (2008) and the London Olympic Games (2012), the organisers of which
all, to some extent, saw outdoor arts as the answer to their need for broad cultural
engagement (Shine, appendix 7). This growth period also happened at a time when funding
from the National Lottery (from 1994) and a change of Government from Conservative to
New Labour (1997) saw arts funding increase and a prioritisation of wider access
(Hesmondhalgh et al 2015), a policy ensconced in Arts Council England’s mission
statement from 2010: ‘Great Art for Everyone’. Despite subsequent austerity cuts to the arts
following the global financial crisis of 2008, the UK outdoor arts sector has remained
relatively healthy.
One main reason for this continued health was the creation and growth of the
Without Walls Consortium: a group initially comprised of 5 festivals, which together began
to commission new outdoor arts shows from 2007. At the time of writing (2020), there are
36 Without Walls partners and the organisation is an Arts Council England National
Portfolio Organisation (NPO) with an annual grant of £1.2m. In the period since 2007
Without Walls have commissioned or supported the touring of 140 new shows as a way,
according to their website, to lead ‘...excellence in outdoor arts through the creation of
inspirational new work...’ and raise ‘...the artistic bar of UK outdoor arts...’. These claims,
which inevitably involve highly subjective judgements, are discussed further and from a
range of viewpoints in chapter 3. Although not universally welcomed by the outdoor arts
sector, this tectonic shift in the industry was the spur to begin the doctoral research on which
this thesis is based. I will argue that, since 2007, the UK sector has been remoulded by the
homogenizing and codifying processes of what Haußermann and Siebel term Festivalization
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(1993). The tensions, inherent in the festivalization process, between ‘...the managed and
the subversive... between control and carnival, and the extent to which the meanings and
flow of urban space can be managed’ (Johansson & Kociatkiewicz 2011, 2-3) are central to
this research.

1.1

What are Outdoor Arts?

The terminology and nomenclature of the area of investigation are problematised further in
the critical glossary (section 1.7) and so here I will just try to give a clear indication of what
I am referring to by the term ‘outdoor arts’. Beyond the obvious, arts that happen outdoors,
I have a more specific definition in mind but, it should be noted, this definition is not
universally agreed upon.
Firstly they are temporary, occurring in borrowed space: Disneyland does not
produce outdoor arts. Secondly, they are performances and/or participatory events: Banksy
makes art outdoors, but not outdoor arts. Thirdly the audience is non-captive – they can turn
up halfway through, they can change position and they can walk away if they want: Regent’s
Park Open Air Theatre is a theatre without a roof, not outdoor arts.
I also consider them to be professional, or professionally led and free at the point of
demand, however, these last two points are highly contested, as many in the industry would
say that outdoor arts can be amateur and that they can be ticketed or part of a ticketed event.
Whilst such delineations may blur any definition of the form, for the sake of clarity I am
going to focus on professional, free-to-attend outdoor arts in the UK. The examples I have
in mind are most often organised into events or festivals and funded, at least partly, by the
public purse.
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Chronological limitations

Whilst I give a brief history of significant developments since 1989 as context, my main
focus is on the period from 2007 to 2019.1 This bracketed range is an appropriate period to
consider as it might be termed the era of Without Walls (see Critical Glossary 1.7), a period
during which an increasingly significant proportion of outdoor arts festivals became
members or associate members of the Without Walls Consortium. At the same time, from
2010, the effects of austerity, particularly on local authorities, denuded the number of other
opportunities for professional outdoor artists (Street, appendix 8).
The longer, historical context I give starts in 1989 for two reasons: firstly, Bim
Mason’s overview of the UK sector (Street theatre and Other Outdoor Performance, 1992)
deals fairly comprehensively with the period before approximately 1990, and secondly, my
own professional engagement with the sector started in 1989 and so this date offers a
convenient juncture.

1.1.2

Geographical Limitations

Whilst there is some mention of European and US models, the specificity of funding
ecologies and their impact on modes of production has led me to focus on the UK, whilst
recognizing the influence of, in particular, French systems and companies (because of their
influence on myself and other research participants as well as the UK outdoor arts sector
more generally). More comprehensive research into European (largely French) outdoor arts
has been published by Gaber (2009a; 2009b), Haedicke (2013) and Calder (2019) and the
European organisations Hors le Murs, Artcena and Circostrada also disseminate European
outdoor arts research.

1

The 2020 season was, to all intents and purposes, cancelled due to the Corona virus pandemic and whilst
the repercussions of this event on gatherings in public space were momentous and potentially long-lasting,
they occurred too late in the process to be included in this research (see section 1.8)
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Meanwhile, Harrison-Pepper’s seminal text, Drawing a Circle in the Square (2010
[1990]) considers examples in the US, where the outdoor arts sector is almost entirely
unfunded, but also relates to the wider discourse on busking, where performers ask their
audience for donations (see critical glossary).

1.2

Research Imperative

As I have intimated, I am myself an outdoor arts professional, and have been for over 30
years. As such I have witnessed the transformation of the sector from an unregulated part
of the counterculture to a well-funded, codified and managed cultural phenomenon. In the
early days, I made shows without funding, had no public liability insurance and had not
even heard of a risk assessment. The terms creative producer, festival curator and outdoor
arts advocate were unheard-of: put simply, there were bookers and there were acts.
Today, there is a substantial echelon of managers, arts administrators, producers and
what Jeremy Shine (director of Stockton International Riverside Festival) calls ‘second level
creatives’ (appendix 7) positioned in critical gatekeeping roles within the organisations that
commission and programme outdoor arts. Segers, Schramme and Devriendt question
whether this sort of transformation has benefitted artists, observing that ‘...although the arts
have been largely embedded within organisational and management structures, the situation
of individual artists has become more vulnerable’ (2010: 58) and there is a certain amount
of disquiet, particularly amongst the parts of the sector active before 2007, about the
direction of travel.
It was wanting to understand these changes and develop a deeper theoretical
appreciation of how outdoor arts functioned in public space which drove my exploration of
the subject. The aims and objectives of the project, which follow, were suggested by this
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research imperative and, inevitably, honed by the PhD application, registration and
progression processes.

1.3

Aims
1. To deepen understandings of how the contemporary professional UK street arts
sector is evolving, the factors which have led to change and the consequences of
any changes on the art form.
2. To evaluate the ways in which UK street arts contribute to the construction of public
space.

1.4

Objectives
1. To use my personal experience, amassed over a 30-year career in outdoor arts to
reflect on developments in the industry
2. To identify, describe and compare the views, histories and artistic genealogies of a
representative sample of arts professionals currently working in UK Street Arts.
3. To discover which artistic and curational practices are currently being employed by
the interviewees; develop understandings of how these practices arose and why they
chose to use them.
4. To document examples of live outdoor arts events, select from those events a range
of case studies and carry out a Rhythmanalysis (Lefebvre, [1992] 2013) of them.
5. To construct, through a critical comparison of the case studies, knowledge of various
significant models of contemporary performance in public space.
6. To apply theoretical understandings of social space to the practices of street arts
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studied in order to assess their potential significance in the social production of space
and their potential impact on everyday life.
7. To develop, where possible, recommendations on the optimisation of current
practices and cultural policies.

1.5

Research Questions

In formulating the research questions, I settled on three clearly worded inquiries intended
to investigate the elements of the research aims identified by the research objectives.

1. What kinds of practices, histories, motivations and relationships exist in currently
active street arts in the UK? [Research objectives 1, 2, & 3]

2. How have these changed in the last decade, and what may have led to any changes?
[Research objectives 3 & 5]

3. How might new data about UK street arts contribute to our understanding of the way
in which public space is produced and contested? [Research objectives 5,6 & 7]

1.6

Research Design

In order to answer the research questions, meet the stated objectives and fulfil the aims of
the project, I make a detailed case for the research design in chapter 2. However, in
summary, the process involved an extensive, ongoing and increasingly transdisciplinary
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literature review leading to a structure which coalesced around Lefebvre’s concept of
rhythmanalysis ([1992] 2013).
The rhythmanalysis is built on a foundation of what Denzin terms
‘[auto]ethnography’ (2003; also see section 2.1.1) carried out through reflection on my 30year professional career in the industry combined with interviews with a range of
purposively selected individuals working in the sector. This [auto]ethnography, which is
described in detail in chapter 3, seeks to establish a historic and strategic context for the
behaviours seen at the live events studied, mainly during the summer of 2018.
To generate data at these events I followed the examples of Simpson (2012) and
Lyon (2016) in using time-lapse photography as a central tool in performing
rhythmanalysis. However, in line with Lefebvre’s instructions, these events were always
witnessed by an embodied researcher on the ground (which, on all but one occasion, was
myself) focussed on what Chen describes as the reflexive, ‘gestalt meta-sense’ of
rhythmanalysis (2017: 36, 77). I documented a total of eighteen events during the study and
of these I selected three as case studies, which form the core of Chapter 4.
Finally, from the theoretical position developed in Chapter 2, combined with the
findings of chapters 3 and 4, I seek to derive conclusions in Chapter 5 which respond to the
research questions, summarize the new knowledge represented by this thesis and offer some
recommendations.

1.7

Contribution to Knowledge

The contributions to knowledge and scholarship which this thesis develops fall into two
linked areas: firstly, those new knowledges, of use and interest to the sector, which pertain
particularly to the historical and contemporary practice of outdoor arts, how it is funded,
organised and evaluated; secondly, contributions to scholarship, which have implications
14
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for performance and audience analysis, spatial theory and the implementation of
rhythmanalysis as a functional research methodology.
There has been no serious study of outdoor arts in the UK since Mason’s in 1992
which considers ways of thinking about outdoor arts, their audiences and relationships with
public space. This study does so and develops new categories and models of the phenomena
observed. For example, I map growth and development pattern of the sector onto Kershaw’s
five phases of independent theatre in the UK (1992: 251) in order to compare and contrast
the two parallel cyclical patterns and abstract understanding of current trends. I investigate
new funding and organisational practices, particularly those associated with the Without
Walls Consortium (see 1.8.2) and develop theory to explain the effects they have on
increasing levels of codification at outdoor events and on commissioning and programming
trends. I create new qualitative and quantitative data sets and employ them to reconsider
understandings of how outdoor arts are evaluated both in terms of audience numbers
engaged (which have, it seems, been greatly underestimated) and the different kinds of
engagement which occur and how they are valued by artists, producers and audiences.

In relation to contributions to scholarship, the research offers a number of new theoretical
advances. In terms of the conception of outdoor arts, I locate them as a particular kind of
spatial practice which occur in and between the realms of the everyday and the extraeveryday. I consider outdoor arts to be more than just arts placed outdoors and several
phenomena have been observed and described which differentiate outdoor performance
practices and audience behaviours from their indoor relatives which may be useful for
further performance and audience analysis.

For example, time-lapse made clear the

dynamic fluidity and flow of outdoor audiences during performances as well as behaviours
and tendencies including ‘seeding’, ‘anchors’, ‘edges’, ‘sampling’, and ‘topping out’ (which
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I will describe in detail in Chapter 4). In terms of spatial theory, and the way in which
outdoor arts may affect the production of space, I combine several theoretical perspectives
including, from social

geography, the idea of space as a contested realm which is

constructed through perception, conception and particularly the way we live it (Lefebvre,
2014; Soja, 1996); from crowd psychology the theory of socially constructed identity
(Reicher, 2011; McPhail, 1991); and from carnivalesque theory the idea of a suspension of
the prevailing order in which new realities can be imagined (Bakhtin, 1984; Stallybrass &
White, 1986). I take these three approaches and apply them to Lefebvre’s ideas of the fête
(and its nemesis, the pseudo-fête) as a way of evaluating the liberating potential of outdoor
arts. Lastly, I construct a logical, practical and efficient methodology for using
rhythmanalysis to study outdoor arts based on time-lapse documentation and using a
combination of qualitative and quantitative data. This methodology develops those used by
Simpson (2012) and Lyon (2016) by adding multiple cameras and statistical analysis which
allows a comparative scrutiny of different performances on a site and between sites.

1.8

Critical Glossary

Language is nuanced, fluid, and can define and reinforce identity and group membership,
but language can also obfuscate, particularly when used by an in-group in a highly
specialised way. Whilst the language of outdoor arts is not overly technical and generally
uses familiar words, the highly specific meanings and etymologies of these words and
phrases, when used within the sector are often unintelligible or misleading to people
unfamiliar with its lexicon. In addition, there is a dizzying array of acronyms in common
use or relating to specific events, which have sometimes changed with the terminology over
time.
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This section seeks to give a point of reference to assist the reader in understanding
both the signified meaning/s of words, phrases and acronyms as they are used within the
sector and some history as to how and why those meanings may have arisen. First, for ease
of access, I will list the range of acronyms which appear in the thesis (1.7.1) and then
secondly tackle the lexicon in a more thematic order by focusing on the evolution of sector
bodies (1.7.2) and the terminology used to refer to the form and its comprising parts (1.7.3),
attempting to illuminate some of the historic trends, developments and conjunctures which
have shaped the sector. Finally, any remaining terms which require explanation are covered
in section 1.7.4.

1.8.1

Acronyms

ACE

Arts Council England

ATN

Associate Touring Network (part of Without Walls since 2013, recently
became TNP)

CDN

Creative Development Network (part of Without Walls since 2019)

DN

Doncaster (as in DN Weekender, Case Study 3)

FLOI

For the Love Of It (NASA’s annual convention)

GDIF

Greenwich and Docklands International Festival (Case Study 1)

ISAN

Independent Street Arts Network (became OAUK in 2018)

MIA

Manchester International Arts

NASA

National Association of Street Artists (Often called NASAUK to avoid
confusion with the space agency)

NPO

National Portfolio Organisation (regularly funded by ACE on a four-year
cycle)

OAUK

Outdoor Arts UK (previously ISAN)

ORNC

Old Royal Naval College (Greenwich, part of GDIF festival site)
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ONS

Office for National Statistics

RAB

Regional Arts Board (geographic subdivisions of ACE until 2002)

RCG

Revolutionary Communist Group

RTS

Reclaim the Streets

SI

Situationist International

SIRF

Stockton International Riverside Festival

SNGSQ

Sir Nigel Gresley Square (Doncaster, part of DN Weekender festival site)

TNP

Touring Network Partnership (part of Without Walls, previously ATN)

USAN

UK Street Artists Network (Artists’ network 2004-6, forerunner of NASA)

WoW

Without Walls

YOTA

Year of The Artist (Millennium themed artist in residence scheme)

1.8.2

Sector Organisations

There are four sector organisations which I mention repeatedly: Outdoor Arts UK (OAUK);
the National Association of Street Artists (NASA), Without Walls (WoW) and Xtrax. Their
histories and, to an extent, heritages are all interwoven, with roots in the transformation of
culture that occurred in the UK around the Millennium as a range of macro-economic and
cultural forces aligned. Of these factors, the change of UK government from Conservative
to Labour in 1997 was the most obvious, with Blair’s championing of the optimism and
vitality of popular culture represented by the ‘Cool Britannia’ brand (Kamp, 1997), and a
general relaxation of the public purse-strings, in which funding for the arts increased. In
some ways, this cultural shift mirrors that identified in the 1970s by Stuart Hall as a
‘conjuncture’ where ‘[h]istory shifts gears. The terrain changes. You are in a new moment’
(Hall cited in Chen, 2017: 53). For Bennet, Hall’s concept of conjuncture represents ‘...both
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a moment of danger and one of opportunity; it was something to intervene in, a
configuration whose components were to be rearranged through practice’ (2016: 284) and
this reflects the dual risk/opportunity of the expansion of arts and culture under New
Labour’s instrumentalist arts policy (Hesmondhalgh et al., 2015).
Just as with Thatcher and her neoliberal 1980s Conservatism, Blair and New Labour
were both symptom and cause of these socio-political changes, the results of which were
rapid cultural growth and, crucial to this study, newly available public subsidy for outdoor
arts. These new monies were particularly related to the establishment in 1994 of the National
Lottery (a Conservative Government initiative), of which a substantial £250 million were
used to fund the arts in its very first year (Alexander, 2007: 190). Lottery funding, because
of its wide player base, was also under pressure to fund accessible art forms rather than
those which were characterised as elitist (ibid.).
For outdoor arts this was a moment of new opportunities, growth and reorganisation
but with it came risks of dominance by a new managerial stratum which was evolving
throughout the arts during this period (Segers et al. 2010; Shine appendix 7). A senior ACE
officer I interviewed in 2014 and who wished to remain anonymous, summed this effect up,
saying simply that ‘there’s a whole load of administrative people that years ago wouldn’t
have been there because it would have just been about creating the work’. Total Theatre
Magazine, one of the few periodicals dealing seriously with the sector at the time, offered
some portentous warnings in reporting an early sector discussion at a meeting hosted by
ZAP in Brighton titled the (second) National Street Arts Meeting (1998):

...the introduction of a funding system for Street Arts has temporarily put
performers and producers on a wary footing. They are frightened to bite the hand
that feeds them. The meeting highlighted two possible futures for Street Arts: one
where the powers that be dictate the terms, and Street Arts are trained to jump
through establishment hoops, such as funding criteria; and one in which a healthy
dialogue exists between government agencies and artists, in which the artform itself
is nurtured and given freedom to grow and develop. One hopes the latter scenario
will shape the future of British Street Arts. Only time will tell.
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This tension, identified by Rentell, was most often depicted as being between the
sector as a whole and the funding bodies, with the solution often suggested as being the
development of a strong sector voice to insure self-determination. This point of view is
typified by the Total Theatre report on the fourth National Street Arts Meeting (2000) which
identifies ‘...the dichotomy between the free-spirited nature of street arts and potential
problems which may occur without a collective voice to lobby and promote the form’
(Gavaghan, 2000: 11).
The decade between 1997 and 2007 saw the establishment of a range of
organisations which sought to speak for the outdoor arts, or parts of it, and the machinations
which ensued have largely defined the modern sector. Power over the direction of
development and the allocation of funds was at stake in this period and, at the time, there
were relatively few players able to take a strategic view of the new landscape. The
development of sector organisations in this period is therefore of particular interest, and
worth detailing (figure 1.1).

Figure 1. 1 Timeline of sector Organisations

One of the first to attempts to speak for the sector was by Brighton’s ZAP arts. Originally a
venue, they had established a street festival named Streets of Brighton in 1994 and, in the
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spirit of entrepreneurship typical of the times, had quickly franchised the idea. By 1997 they
were running five similar events, all branded ‘Streets of...’ in London, the South West, The
South, The East Midlands and the West Midlands (MyBrightonandHove.com, n.d.). In 1997
they hosted a meeting which they called the ‘National Street Arts Meeting’ and, with Lottery
funding, mounted a new, similarly branded event the ‘National Street Arts Festival’ in
Brighton between 1998 and 2000.
In reaction to this initiative, the Independent Street Arts Network (ISAN) was
established in 1998 by a group of large UK festivals, which had been cooperating since
1995 in coordinating international companies touring to UK festivals during May (Shine,
telephone conversation, 2020). ISAN was founded as a competitor to ZAP’s National Street
Arts brand, which was felt by the founding ISAN members to have seized a national role as
spokesperson for the sector without consultation. Perhaps more importantly, Zap had
leveraged Lottery funding by using the ‘National’ label and in the very early days ISAN
was (partly jokingly) referred to as the ‘anti-ZAP alliance’ (ibid.), the ‘Independent’ in the
title being a direct reference to its rivalry to ZAP.
For the first few years ISAN was exclusively an organisation for festival producers,
focussed on sector advocacy and the sharing of good practice and touring costs. However,
after formally constituting in 2001 it began to open its doors to artists and organise more
broadly-based events including conventions and an annual ‘Ideas Summit’, where selected
companies could pitch ideas for new shows to bookers. The original purpose of the
organisation, to challenge ZAP’s bid to become the national spokesperson of the sector, was
successful: eventually Streets of Brighton capitulated and became a member of ISAN
(although this is not recorded in the online history of ISAN).
The role of the organisation gradually changed during its second decade (20072017) as Without Walls became more responsible for the creation of new work and ISAN
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became more focussed on networking, support and advocacy. The range of members under
its umbrella broadened to include Carnival and Greenfield Festivals for whom the term
‘Street Arts’ was less applicable. In 2018, as a direct result of the efforts of its director,
Angus Mackechnie (appendix 7), it changed its name to Outdoor Arts UK (OAUK).
Artists, always somewhat suspicious of these promoter-led structures (Rentell, 1998:
Gavaghan, 2000) set up their own organisation, the UK Street Artists Network, at a breakout
meeting of artists in Liverpool at the second ISAN conference in 2004. This decision built
on conversations at various events in the early 2000s which had identified the need for an
artist-led organisation. USAN had aims including ‘[t]o take more control of our art form
and its promotion and profile’ (Beedell, 2005), but was largely an opportunity for artists to
get together and share ideas and information. The name, which felt uncomfortably
derivative of ISAN, was changed in 2006 to the National Association of Street Artists
(NASA) in a vote where warnings about confusions with the space agency were gleefully
ignored: the volunteer steering group (of which I am a member) is still called Mission
Control.
The last significant outdoor arts organisation to be established, in 2007 was Without
Walls (WoW), which was, in many ways, a re-imagining of ISAN’s original purpose, for a
few large festivals to share resources in order to access better quality content. WoW’s raison
d'être, however, was specifically orientated to improving the quality of UK street arts
through the commissioning of new shows. The origins of this mission can be found in the
increasing awareness of the higher quality of European, and particularly French street arts
which developed as festival directors began visiting international show case events such as
Chalon dans la rue (France), Festival International de Théâtre de Rue d'Aurillac (France)
and Fira Tàrrega (Spain). In the UK, the arts establishment were also becoming aware of
this perceived quality gap, which was illustrated, to many, by the visit to London of The
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Sultan’s Elephant by Royal de Luxe in 2006, a piece of enormous scale with the highest
(highly subsidised) French production values. Even before this, however, funding bodies
were uneasy about the artistic credentials of the sector. In 2002 Maggie Clark, director of
Xtrax wrote: ‘[i]t is not uncommon to hear representatives of the arts funding system talk
about the poor artistic quality of UK street work and point out the preponderance of
entertainment-driven acts in the sector’ (2002: N.p.).
Without Walls have, since 2007, mainly but not exclusively commissioned work
from companies new to outdoor arts and supported this work’s touring at the growing
number of WoW festivals through a subsidy. A group of Associate Touring Network
festivals (ATN) was added in 2013, recently renamed the Touring Network Partnership
(TNP) and another group of partners, the Creative Development Network (CDN) added in
2019. In all there are currently 36 festivals in the WoW stable.
Without Walls has a somewhat complex relationship with Xtrax who, since 2012
have administered WoW. Xtrax started in 1997 as a part of Manchester International Arts
(MIA) organising the showcase elements of their festivals in Manchester. They became a
separate company in 2001, working as a ‘street arts development agency’ (xtrax.org.uk)
which, confusingly, in some ways is also what OAUK are. Xtrax, however, are more
focused on administration and management, and have a more international perspective.
They were a founder member in 2007 of Without Walls, and have since 2012 managed the
Without Walls consortium (withoutwalls.uk.com). Whilst not part of the decision-making
process in relation to commissioning, Xtrax tend to be seen as the public face and
gatekeepers of WoW by artists (private conversation, Parry, 2019).
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Sector Terminology and Categorisation

It may already be clear from the previous section that there is a complex range of
terminology used to describe the sector, and that it has changed over time. In discussing my
subject area, I might use three or four different terms depending on whether I was talking
to, for example, a member of the public, a fellow performer, an agent or the Arts Council.
There is a contested lexicon relating to the naming of the form which values different
histories and genres, thus the terminology used is problematic. Some examples of these
terms are: Busking; Street Entertainment; Street Performance; Street Theatre; Street Arts;
and Outdoor Arts.

Each term has a different resonance and connotation which tends to identify the position of
the user toward the form. For example, in my experience ‘Street Performers’ are most likely
to do short, structured shows which gather an audience, build up to a finale of some kind
before asking the audience for money. The most typical example might be a comic circus
performer working in Covent Garden; indeed, they have an association, which gives a
concise description of their makeup:

The Covent Garden street performers association is comprised of the street
performers of the West piazza and Covent Garden Market. Performances include
jugglers, unicyclists, acrobats, ropewalkers, magicians, mime artists, sword
swallowers, escapologists and many other variety artists and comedians...included
in the association are the international acts who live abroad but who perform at
Covent Garden when they come to the U.K.
(Covent Garden Street Performers Association, 2016)2

2

This website has since been edited since accessed in 2017, but the description remains accurate.
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The term ‘Street Performer’ has been consciously adopted by this group to
differentiate themselves from musicians, performing in a more passive style to passers-by,
which Street Performers would usually describe as ‘Busking’.

The term ‘Street Theatre’ tends to indicate that the performer/s consider their material to
offer something of more substance than entertainment and often hints at a connection with
popular theatre, performance art, agit-prop or the avant garde. Generally, ‘Street Theatre’
companies do not ask the audience for payment at the end of the show but will finance their
work through paid bookings from, for example, local authorities and festivals. It is
interesting to note that those who call themselves ‘Street Theatre’ practitioners generally
call any performer who asks the audience for money a ‘Busker’.
Mason and Calder both prefer the term ‘Street Theatre’, Mason using it in his
seminal 1992 work, Street Theatre and other Outdoor Performance, although even in 1992
the term was contested enough to cause him to offer the alternate ‘Outdoor Performance’ in
his title (a term which has never caught on). Calder, writing in 2019 about the French
context, uses street theatre (théâtre de rue) because of the interplay between the two terms
in which ‘street’ ‘...stands in metonymically for public space or for space that performers
and their audiences seek to make or claim as public’ (2019: 8). Whereas ‘theatre’ ‘...
suggests an institution that establishes a public’ and refers to events that ‘... facilitate modes
of spatio-temporal perception that are fundamentally theatrical’ (ibid.: 11).
It is more difficult to typify the nature of Street Theatre or describe a common
manifestation, but elements of character, narrative and aesthetics often predominate over
physical virtuosity. Apart from when communicating with funding bodies, I would use this
term to describe my own work and that of my direct peers.
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The term ‘Street Arts’ was adopted in the late 1990s (for example, by the first National
Street Arts Meeting in 1997) and began to replace ‘Street Theatre’ as the most commonly
used term to describe the sector. It was initially introduced and promoted by festival
directors and advocacy bodies, but quickly taken up by Arts Council England, for example
in the 2002 publication Street Arts and Circus: A Snapshot (Jermyn). The exact UK origins
of the term are not clear, but it seems likely that ‘Street Arts’ imitated the French Arts de la
Rue, particularly because by the 1990s the UK looked to the French sector for examples of
high-quality work. This premise is supported by the fact that the UK’s main commissioning
body, Without Walls, is also a close translation of a parallel and pre-existent French body
Hors Le Murs ‘Outside the Walls’.
Particularly for those organisations courting public funding, the word ‘arts’
accentuates the claim to cultural value in the activity, playing down the criticism of it being
‘just entertainment’. ‘Street Arts’ also incorporated a wider range of performance than just
theatre; for example, music, installation, dance and circus. The two early membership
bodies representing the industry mentioned in the last section - the Independent Street Arts
Network (ISAN, 1998) and the UK Street Artists Network (USAN, 2004) - both date from
the time when the term ‘Street Arts’ was in vogue. Susan Haedicke uses the term for her
2013 book Contemporary Street Arts in Europe: Aesthetics and Politics, by which time the
term had already lost currency in the UK. However, as the book deals mainly with French
subjects, the common French terminology, which remains arts de la rue, is likely to have
influenced this decision.
One enduring issue with ‘Street Arts’ in English was the common confusion implicit
in the term with urban graffiti, as demonstrated by the powerful algorithms of search engines
such as Google where a search for Street Arts will turn up substantially more ‘hits’ for the
likes of Banksy than groups performing in public spaces (MacKechnie, appendix 4).
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Increasingly over the last decade, the term ‘Street Arts’ has been overtaken by ‘Outdoor
Arts’ as evidenced by Arts Council England’s publication New Landscapes: Outdoor arts
Development Plan (2008) and the renaming of ISAN as OAUK (2019). ‘Outdoor Arts’
avoids an urban specificity, is less exclusive, including a wider range of practices such as
large-scale Spectacles, Environmental Arts and Carnival Arts and has generally now
become accepted (if not necessarily liked) by the sector. The term has not yet become widely
understood outside of the sector, perhaps because it is too broad an umbrella to offer clarity,
denoting a range of activities which may be too diverse to retain a distinctive identity.

During the course of this research I changed my mind about which term to use, originally
preferring ‘Street Arts’ as it is the most commonly used internationally, and the term which
offers the least disadvantages of those already in common usage in the UK. In particular I
concur with Calder in his explanation of how the word ‘Street’ can stand for a wide range
of public spaces, or spaces-made-public through cultural intervention. While I also
considered the term ‘Performance in Public Spaces’ or PiPS (Ghent, private conversation,
2016) as a less loaded and more accurate description of the practices under investigation,
and even the French term ‘caractère tout terrain [adaptable to all spaces]’ (Harris, 2004), I
rejected them as unnecessary additions to an already congested terminology.
Finally I opted for ‘outdoor arts’ which, whilst it is an umbrella term covering a
wider range of genres and events than my research area has, since ACE adopted the term in
2008, become almost the only term used in serious discourse of the UK sector including by
WoW, OAUK and (for the most part) NASA as well as the majority of UK festivals.
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Other Terms

Some descriptors of common performance types include parades, static shows, walkabouts
and installations. For the most part these are relatively self-explanatory and when I am
describing hybrids such as Southpaw Dance in Section 4.1 or Acrojou in section 4.3, I
explain the format in more detail. Where I use the term ‘show’ with no other modifier I am
referring to a static show (for example Syrovy, Artizani, 2001) around which an audience
can gather for a time-limited performance rather than a perambulatory performance (for
example Lobster à la Cart, Artizani, 2010) or durational installation (for example The Bees,
Artizani 2016).
I have coined or borrowed several terms relating to behaviours or phenomena
specific to outdoor arts which include edge (the boundary between the performance space
and the audience); seeding (starting the audience with a few individuals placed on the edge);
sampling (watching part of a show and moving on); anchoring (establishing festival space
through the use of visual clues); audiencing (being an active audience); topped out (when
an audience has reached a self-regulating size because no more people are able to view it
satisfactorily); and managing (gathering, arranging and maintaining audiences). These
terms are used in particular ways which will be defined in more detail in Chapter 4. To
prevent confusion with other uses of the word ‘edge’ in particular, I always italicise it when
referring to the boundary between the performance space and the audience.

Contemporary dance and contemporary circus are multivalent terms that also need some
clarification in relation to outdoor work as they have become so significant as genres in
recent years. Contemporary dance is probably more familiar as a long-established term
which grew out of the tensions between modern dance and ballet in the middle of the last
century led by figures such as Merce Cunningham and, although now referring to a plethora
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of styles (Kwan, 2017), it tends to favour ‘esoteric’ (Butterworth, 2012: 90) non-figurative
abstraction in contrast to linear narrative or emotion. Contemporary circus, a more recent
term, grew out of New Circus, itself a 1980s reaction to traditional circus where the use of
animals and the keeping-secret of circus techniques was rejected (Bolton, 1987;
Macpherson, 1989). The ‘contemporary’ here echoes contemporary dance, and although
there are many sub-genres a general move towards abstraction is common and, in examples
such as Motionhouse, Kapow, and Ockham’s Razor, dance and circus (or at least the
acrobatic and aerial elements of circus) are combined. One common element which is
particularly relevant is that both forms tend to avoid direct interaction with the audience.
Throughout the thesis I use Butterworth’s term ‘esoteric’ to describe these qualities, of
contemporary dance and circus, however, other terms used by research participants include
‘abstract’ (Graham, appendix 2) and ‘gentrified’ (anon. cited by Mackechnie, appendix 4).

1.9

Note on Covid-19

The worldwide pandemic has, on a temporary basis at the very least, fundamentally changed
the nature of all three vertices of the triad of audience, performance and space I sought to
study. Questions of proximity, the production of space and the nature of performance have
all been thrown into the mixing pot in a way which was simply unimaginable before the
spring of 2020. With a whole year of festival cancellations, unprecedented governmental
control over the way we use public space, and artists and companies who have been used to
a regular pattern of work being driven to the edge of financial ruin, the ramifications of
Covid-19 on the industry are still unclear, but will inevitably be dramatic if not catastrophic.
Partly because these events occurred at the very end of my doctoral process and after
all the data generation and analysis had been completed, and partly because the long-term
consequences of the pandemic on the industry are still largely a matter of conjecture, I have
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not included them in this thesis. However, the ‘control’ effect of a year with almost no close
physical co-presence, strict codification of the use of public space and the almost total
absence of live performance will be very interesting to study over the next few years.
In another change, we have all become hyper-sensitised to the flows and accretions
of our fellow citizens in public space and the rhythms of life have changed so radically that
everyday life has been made strange in a global Verfremdungseffekt (Brecht, 1964). Perhaps,
to some extent, we have all started to become rhythmanalysts, to ‘...think with [the] body,
not in the abstract but in lived temporality’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 31). Such de-normalisation of
embedded power relationships and the sensitising of the population as a whole may just lead
to the ‘radical reconfiguring of everyday life’ which Highmore hopes will be the result of
‘la fête’ and ‘...point to the possibility of life lifted differently...to another tempo, a different
logic’ (2002: 122; 29). However, at the time of writing, the jury is still out; the wheel is still
in spin and so further reflection on the pandemic, critically important and fascinating though
it is, will have to wait.
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Chapter 2: Critical Framework
2

Critical Framework

I this Chapter I will interrogate the relationship between outdoor arts and socially produced
space using theories developed (in particular) by Lefebvre (1991a), Soja (1996) and Harvey
(2012) on the social production of space; by Rancière (2012) and Haedicke (2013) on
‘Dissensus’ and the rehearsal of democratic practices, and by Bakhtin (1984), Stallybrass
and White (1989), and Kershaw (1992) on ‘Carnivalesque’ challenges to normative
behaviour. These theories feed into the main methodological strand of the research, which
consists of a rhythmanalysis (Lefebvre, [1992] 2013) of outdoor arts case studies supported
by a foundation of [auto]ethnographic research. This framework is integral to the data
generation strands as it informs the data requirements and forms the lens of critical analysis
through which the key unique quality of street arts - that they occur in public space - can be
investigated.
A critical research focus is common to all the sources mentioned in that, as Lapan
et al state, ‘critical researchers always locate the behaviours and meanings held by
individuals and groups within larger systems of dominance and control’ (Lapan, 2011: 77),
and this research is intentionally situated within that critical tradition. I hope that through
such critical analysis the two aspects of the research into outdoor arts practices and its
relationship to space can be united, and further, that original theory may be generated into
the role outdoor arts might thus play in the future production of more liberating social
spaces.
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The aspect of culture most likely to be affected by outdoor arts is everyday life:
those practices which reside in the quotidian iterations of social behaviour, which tend to
become normative and largely invisible through familiarity, but which, Gardiner argues, are
the results of ‘… asymmetrical power relations...’ (2000: 7). The adoption of this ‘critical
approach to the study of everyday life’ according to Gardiner, leads to an ‘explicit ethicopolitical stance, and place[s] considerable stress on the potential for individual and
collective agency to transform existing social conditions’ (ibid.: 9). He identifies Lefebvre
as ‘the quintessential critical theorist of everyday life’ (ibid.: 71), and Lefebvre plays the
pivotal role in both my critical framework and methodology.

2.0.1

The Critique of Everyday Life (Lefebvre, 2014)

The everyday is somewhat difficult to define, being a variable set of qualities, and the
medium in which other more specialised, abstract and political practices are rooted. As such
the everyday is an inter-subjectively assembled and experienced range of phenomena that
make up the underlying reality of day-to-day existence. For this, Lefebvre uses the analogy
of ‘soil’: not the ‘flowers and trees’ of the landscape of experience, but still possessing a ‘...
secret life and a richness of its own’ (1991a: 87). Outdoor arts, perhaps more than any other
art form, occur in the realm of this everyday: they are sited in the spaces ‘produced’
(Lefebvre, 1991b) by our social interactions, not the specialised extra-everyday spaces of
the theatre and the gallery, but in the places where, Gardiner claims, ‘… routine praxis
occurs and concrete bodily and intersubjective needs are formulated and met’ (Gardiner,
2000: 11). Outdoor arts are relevant to these everyday routines because they can occur in
everyday spaces and have the potential to intervene in, disrupt and reveal the motors behind
quotidian praxis, as Lefebvre states:
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[t]he everyday is simultaneously the site of, the theatre for, and what is at stake
in a conflict between great indestructible rhythms and the processes imposed by
the socio economic organisation of production, consumption, circulation and
habitat.
(2013: 82)

The practices of the everyday are inherently spatialised and social, including all
those routine and mundane elements of life, work, leisure, culture and sociality in which we
are embroiled, but rarely conscious of at a critical level. Everyday life is that which has
become habitualised to the extent that it appears normative, a natural order without
particular values or ulterior motives. However, I would argue that everyday life is not
natural but a cultural construct and represents a worldview, which is highly ideological and
calculated to benefit the few: Harvey, for example, states that: ‘… certain kinds of
knowledge, seemingly ‘neutral,’ or ‘natural’ or even ‘obvious’ could in fact be an
instrumental means to preserve political power’ (2001: ix), and Hoa identifies that power as
neoliberal, stating that Lefebvre is making ‘… a critique specifically of the privatization of
everyday life’ (2014: 55).
According to Gardiner (2000), the everyday is of particular concern to a number of
artists and thinkers, and it is interesting to note that the majority of those he identifies have
had significant influence on outdoor arts either aesthetically or theoretically (including
Dadaists, Surrealists, Bakhtin, Lefebvre, de Certeau and Situationists). Gardiner also
identifies a number of common enthusiasms and concerns held by these individuals and
movements, including a broadly Marxist perspective, focused on revealing the alienating
manifestations of modern consumer capitalism as they are constructed and reconstructed in
social space.
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Debord, founding member of the Situationist International, uses the notion of ‘the
spectacle’ ([1967] 2014), as a way of understanding the systemic changes in everyday life
as they move from what he calls a mode of ‘authentic being’, through ‘having’ [owning] to
‘appearing’ [representing] (ibid: 11). He suggested, in 1967, that we had reached the stage
at ‘…which the commodity has succeeded in totally colonizing social life’ (ibid: 21) to the
extent that the spectacle has become a normative and self-sustaining reality. Whilst Debord
was unaware of the technological advances of the subsequent 50 years, he almost seems to
predict the ‘super-modernity’ (Auge, 1995), of social media, where ‘[e]verything that was
directly lived has receded into a representation’ (Debord, 2014: 7).
This observation is borne out by my personal experience of performing outdoors
for the last 30 years, a period that has spanned the invention and proliferation of smart
phones and tablets. Whereas once interaction was generally eye-to-eye with audiences, now
it is just as common for the audience member to turn their back and photograph the
interaction as a ‘selfie’, the representation replacing the real experience. Even more
disconcerting to the performer is the experience of an audience member holding an iPad in
front of their face to film an entire 30-minute show. Here the very action of demonstrating
their presence on social media by posting what they were watching inhibits authenticity or,
for Debord, that which can be ‘directly grasped’ (2014: 11), by mediating the live
experience. Debord’s argument that ‘[t]he spectacle is not a collection of images, it is a
social relation between people that is mediated by images’ (ibid) was clearly made before
the internet or mobile phones, before Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, but suggests a process
which has been accelerated by these technologies (Harvie, 2009: 56).
In terms of social space and time, the alienation from human needs and desires,
instigated by the all-pervasive market economy is revealed where ‘…personal identity is
constructed increasingly through patterns of consumption rather than forms of communal
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and interpersonal dialogue’ (Gardiner, 2000: 13). This dystopian vision is particularly
apprehended in urban public space where combinations of retail and civic architecture
portion up social space, and the requirements of paid work and bought leisure (as well as
the ubiquitous pull of digital devices) portion up social time.
The everyday is a battleground where social practices produce space according to
the competing interests of different ideologies as they modify collective behaviours. This
evaluation is particularly bound up with Lefebvre’s thinking, in that he ‘…focused on the
urban environment as space for the intensification of the alienation of everyday life as well
as a site for its possible transformation’ (Highmore, 2002: 31). In order to investigate this
concept it is first necessary to outline some of the ways that space is socially produced, and
to consider which optics may best reveal transformational processes at work.

2.0.2

Socially Produced Space

The concept of socially produced space is another of Lefebvre’s contributions to cultural
geography, in particular his conceptual triad of space: espace perçu (perceived space),
espace conçu (conceived space) and espace vécu (lived space). Rogers suggests that literal
translations here are problematic ‘...because these concepts do not seem to survive
translation into our academic ethos very well’ (2002: 29) and hence I use the terminology
suggested by Soja in his monograph Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and Other Real
and Imagined Places (1996). Soja draws on Lefebvre (Soja, 2010: 271: Rogers, 2002: 35),
but also makes an explicit connection with feminist and post-colonial theories (Soja, 1999:
N.p.; Rogers, 2002: 37), proposing the following categorisation: ‘First Space’ (espace
perçu) refers to the more traditional geographical concept of objective, mappable, ‘real’
space. ‘Second Space’ (espace conçu) relates to a subjectively imagined geography, the
mental construction of abstract conceptions around spatiality, our ‘thoughts about space’.
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‘Thirdspace’ (espace vécu) challenges the Cartesian duality represented by this
object/subject separation, and conceptualises a fully lived space where ideas and substance
organically interweave:
‘[Thirdspace]… encompasses both the 'perceived space' of material spatial
practices and the 'conceived space' of symbolic representations and
epistemology, not as a simple either-or dichotomy but rather as a radically open
'both-and also' expansion … understanding lived space is much more difficult
than understanding perceived space or conceived space, making it all the more
important that it be guided not so much by a single formalized epistemology but
by a political project, by the usefulness of spatial knowledge for practical
application and praxis.
(1996: 74)

Lefebvre, in common with Schechner (2008) and Conquergood (2013), argues that this
‘lived space’ is inherently performative, that ‘…public space [is] the space of
representation…’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 102) or, as Goffman puts it, where ‘reality is being
performed’ (cited in Schechner, 2008: 14). Soja goes on to argue that knowledges of
Thirdspace are particularly useful for constructing critical models of lived space from what
he terms ‘other voices’ (ibid.: 75), which include feminist and post-colonial perspectives. It
can be argued, for example, in relation to public space that both Reclaim the Night (1977-)
and the Notting Hill Carnival (1966-) were conceived as radical performative Thirdspace
interventions into spatial practices, aimed at transforming everyday life to reflect the needs
and desires of disempowered communities. In both of these examples it is the physical
occupation of space and time by the bodies of those ‘other voices’, whether women or the
London West Indian community, which (arguably) produces a new lived space, at least
temporarily.3

3

Clearly the temporalized nature of space is particularly relevant to the Reclaim the Night movement which
responds to the different spaces produced after dark, where male violence results in women ‘being barred’
(Spare Rib, 1977: 21). This conflation of space and time is further discussed later in relation to
rhythmanalysis where it is of central importance (Lefebvre, 2013; Chen, 2017).
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A more general Marxist reading of Thirdspace applies to the ubiquitous annexation
of public space by capitalist consumerism, where, Gardiner argues:
[t]he qualitative meanings that we normally attach to lived space are under
assault by innumerable strip-malls, advertising billboards, and the like, which
colonize and commodify every nook and cranny of the urban landscape.
(2000: 14)

A question which needs to be addressed in order to assess the radical potential of
outdoor arts is implicit here: if the underlying power structures which lie behind everyday
life in socially produced space are to be revealed and challenged, then what mechanisms are
available and what processes might transform such spaces?

The use of public space as a performance location is the distinguishing characteristic of
outdoor arts. Since the early exponents in the late 1960s, the unusual requirements of the
form have led to the development of a specific range of dramaturgies both to overcome and
exploit the differences of working outdoors. This flexible and responsive ‘interactive
dramaturgy’ (Zvada, 2014: 204) was a key common practice throughout the late twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries. It demonstrates a tendency to move away from a formal
spatial separation of audience and performance (Mason, 1992: 1) and, experience leads me
to think, the constant renegotiation of the relationship between performer, audience and
space is at the heart of the form.
Mason suggests that the initiation of interactive dramaturgy through flexible
combinations of space, audience and performer can be attributed to the desire of the early
outdoor artists to seek a fresh reaction from new audiences, who were culturally or
economically excluded from theatres (1992: 20), but the practical and architectural aspects
should not be overlooked. Outdoor arts operate in borrowed space, usually designed for
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civic or commercial purposes and the resultant dramaturgical issues often include the lack
of clear delineation of the performance arena, control of sight lines, light, sound and the
need to gather and manage an audience. All of these are ‘overcome’ by the purpose-built
theatre, but as a corollary, indoor performances do not interact with everyday life as
conducted in everyday, public space.
Outdoor arts have tended to invite, inveigle, tempt and flirt with audiences, being
shaped by them and moving with, amongst and around them. Outdoors there is nowhere to
hide, no backstage and so the illusion of any fictional world always bleeds into the real, the
everyday. It is therefore common for outdoor arts performances to be intrinsically flexible
scenographically so they can be site-responsive and take advantage of local topography,
architecture and natural light. From the artist’s perspective there is generally no contract
entered into with the audience involving the exchange of money or implied acceptance of
the responsibility to watch the whole event by the ‘taking of one’s seat’ (in a closed and
darkened auditorium which makes it harder to leave)4. This means that the performance has
to be structurally configured to hold an audience and, if possible, grow it, while competing
with rival attractions and the pressures of modern life. It is this necessity that has historically
kept the form popular and accessible: in outdoor arts there is an immediate, Darwinian
pressure exerted by the audience’s ability to simply walk away at any time (HarrisonPepper, 2010: 125).

It can be argued that public space affects the performance event, but is this affect reciprocal?
If, as Lefebvre argues, social space is a social construct, do outdoor arts have a role in
deconstructing or reconstructing that space? The research outlined in the methodology

4

The funding ecology of the sector is highly relevant (Macpherson, 2015), but in the types of outdoor arts
studied here there is no direct payment made by audiences. For studies of ‘buskers’ or ‘street performers’
see Harrison-Pepper (2010), Simpson (2011, 2012, 2013) and Gardair (2013).
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section is designed to ask this question of both the research participants and the data
gathered via time-lapse footage in respect of the various models of outdoor arts practice
studied. These resources are considered in relation to historical artistic interventions and
critical theorisations of socially produced space.
Kershaw identifies two forms of post-war interventionist radical theatre in the UK:
those, such as The People Show, which grew from the ‘...imaginative aesthetics of
performance art...’ (1992: 68) and those, like Cartoon Archetypal Slogan Theatre (CAST),
which were ‘...focussed on agit-prop and the use of satire as a weapon against the powers
that be’ (ibid.). Whilst both forms were, at times, drawn outdoors, it was the former which
embraced the carnival-like way that outdoor arts:
‘...undermines the distinction between observer and participant; it takes
place outside existing social and cultural institutions, occupying real space–time in
streets and open spaces; it is pluralistic, able to absorb contradictory practices within
a single expressive domain...’
(ibid.: 72)

Whilst one antecedent of the interventionist, performance art approach developed in
the UK by The People Show (and others) was carnival and European popular theatres
(private conversations, Wolk, 1997-2007), another was rooted in modernist Avant Garde
movements. These include Dada and Surrealism, and the way they sought to draw attention
to the normalisation of embedded power relationships through unexpected juxtapositions
and montage (Kershaw, 1992: 70; Mason 1992: 18-21).
Another significant and radically interventionist influence on outdoor arts, which
traced a similar (if more critical) line of descent from Dada and Surrealism were the
Situationist International (SI). Guy Debord, co-founder of SI, and author of its most
enduring manifesto, Society of the Spectacle states that:
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Dadaism sought to abolish art without realizing it; Surrealism sought to realize art
without abolishing it. The critical position since developed by the Situationists has
shown that the abolition and realization of art are inseparable aspects of a single
transcendence of art.
(2014: 106)
This typically Debordian rhetorical construction is, perhaps, less illuminating of
their actual tactics than Plant’s summation of the similarities between Dada, Surrealism and
SI, where she identifies activities ‘...invoking a wider world of meanings which challenged
conventional arrangements of reality’ (2002: 3). In constructing ‘situations’ SI sought to
undermine the foundations of everyday common sense. It is in this area that outdoor arts
have potential to re-produce public space.
Lefebvre was himself an early ally of SI and its predecessor organisations, COBRA
and the Letterists, but fell out with them over intellectual property rights to, amongst other
things, his critique of everyday life (Keehan, 1966). Lefebvre characterised their
relationships as ‘...a love story that ended badly, very badly’ (Ross, 1983) but they remained,
in many ways, on parallel paths in regards of cultural intervention. For example, Lefebvre
discusses ‘moments’ of revelation which can suddenly expose the underlying system, and
he cites the anarchic potential of ‘la fête [the festival]’ to destabilise the status quo (cited in
Chen, 2017: 20).
Whilst Lefebvre’s ideas about la fête are rooted in his analysis of the Paris Commune
and the idea of Revolution as festival, his description of fête is based on classical and
medieval folk festivals as described in: Notes Written One Sunday in the French
Countryside (2014, 221-231). This vision of fête is rooted in a rural French idyll and might
be characterised as somewhat bucolic, however, Grindon argues that the key element of this
folk festival was collective and active participation in its production compared to ‘...urban
capitalism’s increasing specialization of roles within cultural production and its separation
of cultural labour from other forms of production’ (2013, 213).
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In most outdoor arts festivals there are elements of community arts, where cultural
production is intentionally open to participation (Croose 2014), but my focus is professional
outdoor arts, where collective involvement and agency tend to be situated in the way
audiences collaborate in creating structure and meaning in public space and ultimately in
the production and reproduction of that space. Here, audiences can ‘... challenge[s] authorial
control and curatorial interpretation...pointing toward the open-endedness of the production
and reception of cultural forms...’ (Warren 2013, 83).

The tensions between the

empowering, de-alienating character of fête where the crowd is supreme, and pseudo-fête,
where spontaneity has been banished and control imposed by regulatory powers (Duvignaud
cited in Chaudoir & Ostrowetsky, 1996: 79) play out in observable rhythms which this study
attempts to identify and analyse.
One further, important connection between Lefebvre’s thinking about fête and
contemporary outdoor arts festivals is through the common root of the May 1968
insurrection in Paris. This ‘explosion’ (Lefebvre 2009, 7) was a clear watershed for
Lefebvre and is identified by both Gaber (2009) and Haedicke (2013) as the foundational
moment for European outdoor arts. The parallels between May ’68 and Lefebvre’s analysis
of the Paris commune as ‘revolution-as-festival’ are clear, but taking the step to reverse the
phrase and postulate festival-as-revolution is more difficult. Crowd psychologists Reicher
and Stott, using Bakhtin’s ‘Carnival’ (1984) as an analogous term to festival, suggest that:
‘...because carnivals, like riots, overturn everyday social relations...there is always
something carnivalesque about riots. And carnivals are always close to becoming
riotous. As historians have long recognised, the line between the two is often very
thin.
(2011, 852)
This ‘thin line’ between revelry and rebellion was also central to the revolutionary
intent of SI in relation to constructing ‘atmospheres’ designed to ‘...expand the nonmediocre
part of life’ (Debord 1957) and to Bakhtin who sees the carnivalesque crowd as ‘outside of,
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and contrary to all existing forms of the coercive socio economic and political organisation’
(1984, 255). It is also proposed by Jaguaribe that: ‘...being ‘caught in the festive crowd’ can
be a counterpoint to the fragmented sphere of consumption, to the individuality of the
competitive market, and to the isolation of media spectatorship (2013, 71). This momentary
affective state and its potential to reveal normative codes as contestable elements of a system
which is not natural but imposed by the powerful for their own benefit is considered, by
Haedicke, to be central to the latent radicalism of the outdoor festival, where: ‘[t]he dynamic
interrelationship between performance, participant and place create a unique politicised
aesthetic of public space that, in turn, enables the public to rehearse democratic practices’
(2013, 1).
Such claims for the radical efficacy of the festival are often challenged by, for
example, Eagleton, who argues that the carnivalesque inversion of hierarchies serves as a
licensed pressure valve to relieve built up frustrations and grievances before an identical
order is re-imposed (1981, 148). However, over time, events such as the Notting Hill
Carnival in London (mentioned previously) have been central in the construction of new
cultural norms, identities and relationships to space. Tompsett, for example, states that the
‘...claiming of public space is at the heart of Notting Hill Carnival’ and foregrounds
‘...carnival's development as resistance art and its significance as a means to articulating and
affirming black identity and culture in British society’ (2005). As Lefebvre says, ‘[f]or there
to be change, a social group, a class or caste must intervene by imprinting a rhythm on an
era...’ (2013, 24). Fête is one moment when such change can be imprinted on public space,
and clearly Lefebvre’s ‘festival’ bears great similarity to the temporary alternative social
structures that arise during carnival and which have been theorised by Bakhtin (1984) and
Stallybrass and White (1989).
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Carnivalesque

Carnivalesque theory is rooted in Bakhtin’s appraisal of Rabelais’s writing, in which he
reinterpreted the ‘grotesque realism’ (1984: 19) of Rabelais’s sixteenth-century description
of the bawdy and anarchic festivities of Carnival in Gargantua and Pantagruel as a conflict
between legitimate and illegitimate forms of discourse. In these transient events, rules were
suspended, and hierarchies inverted: as Bakhtin notes, ‘carnival celebrated temporary
liberation from the prevailing truths and from the established order; it marked the
suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and prohibitions’ (Bakhtin, 1984: 10).
Despite his warnings against such reapplication, Bakhtin’s mainly literary analysis was
widened by subsequent thinkers including Stallybrass and White, to include a range of
cultural interventions where a carnival-like atmosphere might be ‘…disproportionate,
exorbitant, outgrowing all limits, obscenely decentred and off-balance, a figural and
symbolic resource for parodic exaggeration and inversion’ (1986: 9). This formulation
positions the vigorous repurposing of time and space during carnivalesque moments as
‘…critical and potentially revolutionary responses by the dominated to the dominating’
(Highmore, 2002: 123-4). Lefebvre saw something similar happening in May 1968 during
the student protests and linked it to similarly volatile atmospheres in the French Revolution
and Paris Commune, moments when a utopian vision of reordering the world through
collective action is glimpsed, and where the physical occupation of space is central.
It is no coincidence that the French outdoor arts scene traces its roots to May ‘68
(Haedicke, 2013; Gaber, 2009) although the significance of early pioneers from the US and
UK touring to France is foregrounded by both Gaber (2009a: 13) and Shine (appendix 7).
However, whether history or mythos, (Calder, 2019: 29) there are obvious connections
between contemporary outdoor arts and Carnival: the festive atmosphere and temporary
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reordering of space, for example, and so theory around the Carnivalesque has been utilised
by several writers discussing outdoor arts including Mason, Kershaw and Croose.
Croose argues that vernacular community carnivals are ‘place-making’
interventions, contributing to ‘...debates regarding the social construction of place identity’
(2014: 227). His focus is local communities and the ways in which promontory
performances impact on identity and cohesion; he considers the ‘…affective, carnivalesque
experience of ‘communion’ or ‘unity in diversity’[and the] performance of alternative forms
of social organisation as a challenge to normative structures’ (2014: 291). In this
investigation Croose reflects on both the concepts of medieval carnival discussed by
Bakhtin in relation to literature (1984) and of the more general poetic transgression, which
Stallybrass and White characterise as carnivalesque (1989).
Croose’s use of carnivalesque theory as a challenge to normative structures reflects
Mason’s analysis of the way in which outdoor arts might be seen as radical provocations
(1992). Mason discusses the oppositional nature of Street Arts and makes observations
about the radical political stances of those creating the work. One question that arises out of
this assertion is whether, in outdoor arts, the political motivation of the artist makes a
significant difference to the transformative potential of the arts experience, or whether the
artist's intentions are secondary to the effects of repurposing space.
Outside of professional outdoor arts, politically motivated art and artistically framed
protests - where political change is the explicit intention of the artistic endeavour, have a
long and well documented history in the UK (see, for example, Cohen-Cruz, 1998; Harvie,
2009;

Carmo,

2012).

Recent

examples

of

such

oppositional

‘...performative

intervention[s]...’ (Harvie, 2009: 62) into spatial politics have included several related and
broadly anti-capitalist, anti-globalisation and pro-environmental organisations such as Stop
The City, Reclaim the Streets, Occupy, J18, Rebel Clown Army and Extinction Rebellion.
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The cultural and methodological connections between these organisations and some
outdoor artists are clear: many professional outdoor artists move seamlessly between protest
and paid work and it is not uncommon to find them deeply embedded in the most iconic
examples of modern protest arts. For example, Extinction Rebellion’s Red Rebel Brigade,
were created by the Bristol based, professional outdoor arts group Invisible Circus
(Behrmann, 2019) from a show (Blanco) they had been touring since the 1990s.5 It has
become common practice for many oppositional organisations to use ‘creative actions’
(peopleandplanet.org) as ways of publicising, raising the profile or maintaining enthusiasm
for political campaigns. Such desired effects may well result, particularly when the actions
involve mass participation, are well reported in the press or successfully disseminated
through social media.
More contestable claims made by some commentators such as Ramsden involve
assertions that protest arts directly change the world. Writing about the Rebel Clown Army,
she describes its actions ‘...transforming and radicalizing public spaces...’ (2015: 148) and
enthuses about how ‘...[r]ebel clowning was a stunningly creative and effective way to
wrong-foot authority...’ (ibid.: 150). Ramsden does not offer specific evidence for these
claims beyond the intention of the clowns and their own experiences where, she observes,
‘[f]or many activists, being in a state of rebel clown was completely electrifying...’ (ibid.:
149). Sørensen agrees with Ramsden that the experience of rebel clowning may be a positive
one for activists, but is less confident of their radical efficacy, suggesting (in relation to a
Swedish anti-militarist action), that ‘[t]he most generous interpretation possible is that these
clowns contributed to creating a little more attention to the issues...’ (2015: 39)

5

Red Rebel Brigade describe themselves as ‘...an international performance artivist troupe dedicated to
illuminating the global environmental crisis’ (redrebelbrigade.com) and use unified red costumes, slowmotion mime and static tableaux to create both ‘...a mobile photo shoot on the one hand, as well as a
calming de-escalating presence in more front-line situations’ (ibid.).
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Harvie shares this more circumspect tone, and whilst, for example, she identifies
temporary change as a direct result of the cycle rides of Critical Mass: ‘...it is performative;
doing it effects change...[d]uring the rides, the change is material; the cyclists take over the
streets...’ (2009: 62), her appraisal of any longer-term changes tends to be framed as a ‘hope’
(ibid.: 62; 72). In relation to the efficacy of performative intervention, she admits to being
‘wilfully optimistic’ (ibid.: 67) but also that such optimism may be naïve and that it is
wishful to think that performative interventions are ‘...inevitably sites of liberation just
because we want them to be...’ (ibid.: 68).
Some leftist commentators, such as writer Irvine Welsh, have gone much further in
active criticism of some performative tactics, describing Extinction Rebellion as ‘...yet more
bourgeois narcissists [and] exhibitionists acting out’ (cited in Cowley, 2019). My personal
view based on many years of political activism sits between the two extremes but is sceptical
of the power of political protest art to effect significant change in others. I made an early
decision to separate my professional work from protest in order to focus on the artistic
merits of the former and the political efficacy of the latter because, in my view, where the
two are combined, both tend to be weakened (see 3.1.1.2). My main criticisms of protest art
are that radical effect is mostly limited to those already invested in the project, and when
change does follow protest, the correlation is mistaken for causation when, in fact, the
argument has often been won elsewhere.
This said, such activities may certainly challenge normative behaviours for those
involved, celebrate rebel identities, even imagine different systems of non-hierarchical
social organisation (e.g. Greenham Common Women’s Peace Camp, 1981-2000) and
temporarily discombobulate authorities (e.g. Tiananmen Square, 1989).6 Furthermore, I

6

Here I refer to the world-wide broadcasting of images of a single protestor holding up a line of tanks by
repeatedly placing his body in front of them (CNN, 2013).
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think it possible that, combined with serious and informed discourse, certain memorable
actions may keep issues in the public consciousness or accelerate decision making, for
example Liberate Tate’s campaign to convince the Tate to divest from BP (2010-2016) or
more recently, the highly symbolic performative destruction of an ‘artwork’, in the toppling
of slave trader Edward Colston’s statue, before it was thrown into Bristol harbour by Black
Lives Matter protesters (7th June 2020).
Perhaps the most relevant interventions to this study are those made by Reclaim the
Streets (RTS) and subsequently the J18 (June 18th) Carnival against Capitalism (1999)
which, Carmo argues, contested global capitalist practices with a more deliberate use of
cultural forms to oppose normative spatial usage:
... the project of RTS was to create a link between resistance to environmental
destruction, the public pleasures of carnival, the critique of social privatisation
processes, the desire for alternatives to the individualised culture of auto mobility,
and a general critique of neoliberal capitalism.
(2012: 109)
This approach, sometimes termed ‘protestival’ (ibid., 114) was influenced by
anarchist political writers such as Hakim Bey and the idea of the TAZ: Temporary
Autonomous Zone (1991) but also clearly relates to Carnivalesque.7 The reason that I
focus more on Carnivalesque is that the audiences I am interested in are not activist
factions, but the general public and in particular those with less access to cultural activity.

In the use of carnival as a model for the transformative effect of outdoor arts, Mason reflects
theorisations by Kershaw who, in a study of British radical theatre (including outdoor arts)

7

An example of a TAZ can be found in the French zone à defender (zone to defend) at Notre-Dame-desLandes where land was occupied by an activist community to prevent its use as an airport. It might also be
argued that the Women’s peace camp at Greenham Common and Occupy protests in the City of London
constituted TAZs.
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from 1968 to 1990, discusses the ‘ludic nature’ of spectatorship and how this can allow
audiences to ‘engage with ideological difference’ (1992: 28). Kershaw also develops a
model whereby repeated exposure to ‘carnivalesque resistance’ (ibid.: 40) may have a
cumulative effect on culture as part of an ‘extensive and effective oppositional cultural
movement’ (ibid.: 36). This information is of significance, in particular, to advocates,
festival directors and programmers (Shine, 2017; MacKechnie, 2017) and forms part of the
potential impact of the research.
The idea of a temporary suspension of social norms in response to oppression or
constraint is present both in Bakhtin’s analysis of European Carnival and Mason’s practical
exploration of English folk forms, in particular Mummers’ plays:
...whenever in history humanity becomes too constricted, as under totalitarian
regimes, it will eventually find ways of expressing its desires. Too much
pressure in a contained system requires a release valve.
(Mason, 1992: 52-3)
This statement requires further investigation, primarily because, as Highmore notes,
the nature of a release valve is that it maintains the system and prevents real change,
reinforcing the forms of authority by allowing for their temporary suspension (2002: 124).
In carnival, while the system is reversed with the fool becoming king for a day, there is no
new system modelled. With no alternative imagined, Eagleton dismisses carnival as
‘licensed … a permissible rupture of hegemony [and] relatively ineffectual…’ (1981: 148).
However, Mason does offer some specific ways in which the outdoor performances he
discusses may affect the individual:
Witnessing someone who is free from inhibition, we become aware of our own
fears and anxieties. We relish the feeling of liberation they give us, liberation
from convention, constriction and even boring old logic. Vital people vitalise
and free people liberate.
(1992: 58)
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This individual liberation is clearly radical in a different sense from ‘the world turned
upside down’ discussed by Bakhtin where the whole community is involved in a collective
project, and thus it has a different potential for systemic change. Kershaw, in a similar vein
to Bakhtin, argues that where aesthetic interventions have no roots in the organisational
structures of an oppositional community, they can create their own insidious oppressions
(1992: 71). This said, there may be the opportunity to build such oppositional communities
through the regular re-imagining of spatial practices (see section 4.4.4).
The motors of this kind of reframing of perspective are identified by Mason partly as
the ‘bouts of drinking dancing and singing’ but, he suggests, ‘[t]he other way to shake
people out of their normal patterns is with the element of danger’ (1992: 40). This idea is
echoed by Haedicke, who attributes the unmasking of hegemonic power structures to
‘experiential shock...[which] stimulates a desire to understand critically what had seemed
natural moments before and is now unfamiliar’ (2013: 7). Whilst such authentic shock
might be hard to find in the highly licensed and generally well-behaved UK festival scene
Haedicke makes a case for it being central to outdoor art’s radical potential using Ranciere’s
theory of Dissensus (2010).8

2.0.4

Dissensus

Haedicke makes a comprehensive argument for understanding the radical potential of
outdoor arts as a way to ‘rehearse democratic practices’ (2013: 2), a position in which she
is influenced by Rancière’s concept of ‘dissensus’ (2010). In his theory of politics and
aesthetics, Rancière places dissensus in opposition to consensus, the ‘proper’ order of power
relations between social actors, perceived as ‘…the common experience of the sensible…’

8

Perhaps because the amount of ‘codification’ these festivals entail (see section 4.2) has rendered them to be
‘pseudo fête’ (Duvignaud cited in in Chaudoir & Ostrowetsky 1996, 79).
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(Rancière, 2010: 140). This consensus, according to Rancière, is able to tolerate a range of
antithetical positions without failing, provided the core concept of ‘economic globalisation’
remains irrefutable (ibid.: 144). He equates dissensus directly with artistic resistance (ibid.:
173) characterised by challenging the ‘normal’ meanings of things (in common with
Situationists) and the recognition of previously unacknowledged perspectives:
Such [dissensual] strategies are intended to make the invisible visible or to
question self-evidence of the visible; to rupture given relations between things
and meanings and, conversely, to invent novel relationships between things and
meanings that were previously unrelated.
(2010: 141)

The making visible of invisible structures here is parallel to Kershaw and Mason's analysis,
but the invention of new models based on changing meanings and relationships is a
significant addition. Rancière goes on to challenge the often-accepted notion of critical art’s
efficacy as a causal factor in political mobilisation, stating that ‘[t]here is no straight path
from the viewing of a spectacle to an understanding of the state of the world, and none from
intellectual awareness to political action’ (ibid.: 143). He cites Brecht as an example of this
fallacy (ibid.: 142), but Kershaw might also be seen as guilty of the same unproven
presumption about radical theatre’s efficacy in the 1970s where the radical intentions of the
artist are presumed to lead to awareness and transformation, even when this process is not
clearly evidenced (1992: 52).
One process through which dissensus is theorised as having concrete effects on
audiences by Haedicke is as a ‘kinaesthetic’ or ‘visceral’ response (2013: 8) allied to
concepts of the ‘performative turn’ or ‘affective turn’ (ibid.: 8-9) linked to live, embodied
and collective participation in art in public spaces. Haedicke invokes the notion of a spatial
palimpsest asserting that: ‘Street arts interventions invade a public space, shake it up and
disappear, but the memory of the disruption haunts the place for audiences who experience
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it’ (2013: 1). This statement connects with Bakhtin’s ideas on inter-textuality and dialogic
exchange in Rabelais and His World (1984) where culture, practiced in time and space, is
over-written with contrasting meanings. Analysis of some interview data supports this
assertion, as in, for example, the testimony of executive director of OAUK, Angus
MacKechnie:
I can tell you exactly where I sat when the feathers came down in Piccadilly
Circus [La Place des Anges, Les Studios de Cirque, 2012]. When I cycle through
there, I get a little frisson - of something happened to me there. It’s unique and
special. Ditto when I cycle through Admiralty Arch, I remember that that was
where I saw the little girl for the first time and I turned round and the elephant
was waiting for her [The Sultan’s Elephant, Royal Deluxe, 2006]. I know that’s
what happened there, and I know many other people share that collective
experience with me.
(appendix 4)

The importance of communal experience is reiterated by Nikki Street, director of
outdoor arts agency Fool’s Paradise, who offers a positive slant on the much-maligned idea
of a mob mentality: ‘it transcends social conventions… the herd, the crowd is a great place
to be, to share’ (appendix 8).
A question, relevant to contemporary outdoor arts which arises from Haedicke’s
analysis of the “...politicised aesthetic of public space...” (2013: 1) stems from the very fact
that it is dependent on ‘dissensus’: that it must be unfamiliar, disruptive and shocking. At
some point, as outdoor arts are made increasingly familiar through repetition, and organised
into discrete festival timeframes, where the majority of participants are following the
programme to known and labelled performance sites, how can the shock be maintained? If,
as she says, “[t]o make a difference, meaning and message must work in tandem with
shock...” (2013: 8), does a mature and established industry inevitably become sanitised,
assimilated and de-weaponised?
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In order to understand the ways in which outdoor arts interact with socially produced
space it has been common to turn the lens (figuratively and literally) on the audience
(Harrison-Pepper, 2010; Simpson, 2012; Gardair, 2013). Goffman, in common with
Haedicke, recognises the significance of crowds assembling in public space where:
[c]o-presence renders persons uniquely accessible, available, and subject to one
another [and] public order, in its face-to-face aspects, has to do with the
normative regulation of this accessibility’
(Goffman, 1966: 22)
He also observes that the ‘[r]ules of conduct in …[the] gathering places of any community
tell us a great deal about its most diffuse forms of social organisation’ (ibid.: 4). Acconci
develops this consideration of how socio-political life is visible in the patterns of public
assembly in his imagining of individual people as ‘dots’ in the Piazza:
One diagram of the piazza might show dots scattered and separate from one
another at varying distances; a second diagram might show these dots
condensed into areas… In the first diagram, the dots are too far apart from each
other to mix: people are solitary and spend only passing moments together… In
the second diagram, the dots are pushed so close to each other they can't be seen
as dots anymore, and the space itself can't be seen for all the dots: the dots have
filled the open space and closed it until it's about to burst; it can no longer
function as a container, it has to become something else. This type of public
space is, potentially, a politically active space.
(1990: 905)

Consideration of the patterns made by flows and movements of people in everyday
life, how these are socially and historically inscribed and how they might be studied and
challenged, echoes Lefebvre and Rhythmanalysis, in particular how the methodology
attends to flows and groupings in space-time:
There on the square, there is something maritime about the rhythms. Currents
traverse the masses. Streams break off, which bring or take away new
participants… The tide invades the... square, then withdraws: flux and reflux.
(2013: 45)
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Rhythmanalysis

Rhythm, according to Lefebvre is ‘repetition in time and space’ (2013: 16). This repetition
always incorporates variation and so develops and evolves (ibid.: 45, 94); Chen, in a more
explicitly phenomenological approach, says ‘rhythm characterises forms of experience in
their temporal-spatial ordering’ (2017: 1), or, more straightforwardly, that ‘[t]ime-spaces
are rhythms [my italics]’ (ibid: 45). There is also a particular connection to Soja’s
Thirdspace concept of lived space (1996), with Lefebvre claiming that: ‘[p]ublic space
becomes the site of a vast staging where … rhythms show and unfurl themselves. Rites,
codes and relations make themselves visible here: they act themselves out here...’ (2013:
102). If, as he suggests, public space is the arena in which the struggle for control over
everyday life is played out, then outdoor arts are potentially on the frontline and the
theoretical approaches mentioned above of Bakhtin’s carnivalesque and Rancière’s
dissensus can be used as combined optics to consider oppositional rhythms:
Political power dominates or rather seeks to dominate space…citizens divert
them from it; they appropriate this space [and]… the citizen resists the state. A
struggle for appropriation is therefore unleashed, in which rhythms play a major
role.
(Lefebvre, 2013: 102)

In Lefebvre’s thesis rhythmanalysis relies, at heart, on humankind’s physical nature as
rhythmic beings and our concomitant ability to sense rhythms in the external world. This
meta-sensory ability (Chen, 2017: 2) consists of a reflexive relationship between the interior
and exterior where the somatic experience of biological rhythms such as breath, sleep and
hunger, cosmic rhythms such as days and seasons, and socially imposed rhythms such as
work, are used as measures for externally perceived rhythms. The example Lefebvre gives
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of such perceived rhythms is that of Mediterranean coastal cities. Lefebvre insists that ‘…to
grasp a rhythm it is necessary to have been grasped by it; one must let oneself go, give
oneself over, abandon oneself to its duration’ (2013: 37), and so subject and object are
combined ‘in order to grasp a moving but determinate complexity’ (ibid.: 21).
The terms used by Lefebvre to describe this complexity include ‘polyrhythmia’
which refers to the co-existence of diverse multiple rhythms in mutual interaction;
‘eurhythmia’ where those rhythms exist in a balanced healthy state; ‘arrhythmia’ where they
are unbalanced and pathological to the system they exist within; and ‘isorhythmia’ where
diverse rhythms coincide with each other (2013: 78). He also makes a significant separation
between cyclical (cosmic, circadian) rhythms and linear (clock-time, mechanical) rhythms
where he characterizes the cyclical as natural and generally healthy, and the linear as
imposed and alienating. In this, linear rhythms reflect his Marxist conception of
‘…contemporary everyday life as exploitative, oppressive, and relentlessly controlled…’
(Highmore, 2002: 115) by the propriety powers of global capitalism, a common thread in
writers such as Debord (2014), De Certeau (2011) and Harvey (2005).
Lefebvre describes the process of entraining populations in the normative ways of
behaving in space-time (in regards of gesture, kinesthetics and proxemics) as dressage:
‘[h]umans break themselves in like animals…’ (2013: 48). The remedy for these effects of
alienation is often seen in Lefebvre’s writing as the ‘total person’, characterised by
Highmore as ‘festive and carnivalised’, in a ludic reconstruction of the everyday able to
‘…point to the possibility of life lifted differently…’ and be ‘…part of popular everyday
life but … also a radical reconfiguring of everyday life’ (2002: 119; 29; 122). Thus, the
festival (la fête) occupies a central position in Lefebvre’s thinking about urban space as a
means of challenging normative behaviour. Here outdoor arts, which take over public space
and aim to transform its social significance, are prime candidates for rhythmanalytical
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inspection.
The means suggested by Lefebvre for rhythmanalysis centre on a multi-sensory
perception of rhythmic assemblages supported by first-hand embodied experience of them
(2013: 37). He characterizes the rhythmanalyst’s job to be the search for structure and
pattern in polyrhythmia which can provide an understanding or narrative: ‘[i]s there a
hierarchy in this tangled mess, the scaffolding? A determining rhythm? A primordial and
coordinating aspect?’ (ibid.: 43).
The combined inside/outside, subject/object perspective is somewhat difficult to
negotiate, where the role of the researcher is as sensate judge and jury in terms of which
aspects of the everyday to consider and their meanings and significance. Highmore asks:
‘[h]ow can one construct an intelligible articulation from the archive that doesn’t submerge
the polyphonic beneath the editorial voice at work?’ (2002: 24). Lefebvre recognizes this
relativistic issue at a general, phenomenological level: ‘...[i]t is not only that our knowledge
is relative to our constitution, but rather that the world that offers itself up to us...is relative
to this Constitution’ (2013: 91). However, he does not go further and question whether his
own specific (white, European, male) positionality might not compromise the
generalisability of his analysis.
The same issues arise in the [auto]ethnographic elements of my research design
which will be considered in the next section, but Chen’s recent re-appraisal of
rhythmanalysis (2017) offers a more nuanced epistemological understanding where it is
seen as ‘…research that situates itself amidst as opposed to above social phenomena’ (Thrift
cited in Chen, 2017: 7) and always ‘…working towards a level of signification, and yet not
claiming any final and unified stance…’ (Chen, 2017: 160). Simpson interprets the
situatedness of the researcher as allied to ethnography: “...part of a broader ethnographic
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approach” (2012: 432), a position echoed in rhythmanalyses by Lyon (2016) and Köper
(2014).
The form of rhythmanalysis developed for this study relates most directly to that
described by Simpson (2008, 2011, 2012), Lyon (2016) and, in what I consider was a protorhythmanalytical study, Harrison-Pepper (2010), who uses (time-lapse) photography to
document social rhythms in public space. These studies are relevant because the research is
focused on the current state of the professional outdoor arts scene in the UK which, I sense,
is in transition and where individual companies interact with the rhythms of everyday life
in very different ways. Personal experience and observation has led me to believe that there
has been a seismic change in the last 10 years as new funding streams and creative producers
have introduced art forms unfamiliar with outdoor work to the mix. It has often been
observed, by for example Palmer (2014: interview), that these new forms have transposed
modes of performance and dramaturgies from indoor work, requiring large stages and dance
floors to be constructed outside, and presuming an audience that will be present from the
start and throughout. When outdoor audiences do not behave like theatregoers and, for
example, sample performances for a few minutes (see 4.0.4), the meaning of the audience
experience requires a different interpretational toolkit from the traditional critical responses
to performance. The conflicting approaches to audience engagement within contemporary
outdoor arts will be analysed through the lens of Lefebvre’s theory of rhythmanalysis where:
...notions of density, accretion, duration, dispersal, and flow . . . show how space
may be defined through the location and movement of people . . . and how time
is defined in terms of interaction, rhythm and intensity.
(Harrison-Pepper cited in Simpson 2012: 431)

The interactive dramaturgies of more traditional outdoor arts frequently interact with
such flows and rhythms, playing on normative codes, often through humorously breaking
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them and thus pointing out the imposed rules and taboos of social interaction. However, the
formal staging devices and separation of artist from audience and space of many newly
commissioned forms appear less able to ‘cut into [the] substance [of everyday life] and
make their mark upon it’ (Lefebvre, 1991b: 228). The use of rhythmanalysis in the study is
designed to act as a theoretical device for apprehending these effects on everyday life and
evaluating the efficacy of various models as transformational of public space.

2.0.6

Summary

The consideration of relevant areas of critical thought started with Lefebvre’s notion of
Everyday Life, progressed through the concept of the Production of Space to theories of
radical intervention such as Carnivalesque and Dissensus, finally circling back to Lefebvre
and Rhythmanalysis as an appropriate ‘prism for cultural analysis’ (Chen, 2017: 2). The
next section considers in more detail how rhythmanalysis, documented with time-lapse
photography and underpinned by [auto]ethnography might be applied to the study of
contemporary UK outdoor arts.

2.1

Methodology

The research design consists of two strands: firstly, a foundation of [auto]ethnographic
research into the subject area conducted through interview, field observations and reflection
on professional experience; secondly, a rhythmanalysis of three case studies primarily using
time-lapse videography. Precedence for this approach is seen in Simpson, although he
discusses his rhythmanalysis of a single performance as part of a wider ethnography (2012:
432). For the purposes of this study, where the rhythmanalytic data generated is far more
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extensive than Simpson’s, I reverse this status relationship and see ethnography as a
foundational layer in a rhythmanalysis, where the ethnographic methods and data are
designed to serve the rhythmanalytic purpose.
This approach allows me to use my extensive professional experience, contacts and
many years of investigating the nature of outdoor arts, both practically and theoretically, as
a rich data resource which informs both the methodology and analysis. However, such
autoethnographic reflection presents the risk of naval-gazing and confirmation bias or, as
some warn, of ‘…being insufficiently rigorous, theoretical, and analytical…’ (Ellis et al.
2011: 5). In order to mitigate these risks, I also present an investigation into the views and
understandings of a range of other sector professionals in an ethnographic study: a separate
strand designed to test my own assumptions and long-held beliefs. Together they develop a
body of evidence about the contemporary outdoor arts sector which informs the
rhythmanalysis.
It is intentional that there is, inherent in this approach, a tension between
autoethnography and ethnography in that they are, to an extent, placed in opposition as
structural checks, each on the other. In this view I reflect that of Carolyn Ellis’s ‘character’,
Laura in The Ethnographic I (2005). In the book, which is structured as a Socratic dialogue
(Josselson & Lieblich, 2005: 199), Laura, who champions mixed methods, says to Ellis,
advocate of autoethnography, ‘I don’t feel as passionate as you about autoethnography. I
always need to juxtapose it with ethnography or another approach to make it work for me…’
(2005: 313). Ellis argues that in doing this ‘…you give up a depth of perspective because
you’re constantly changing lenses...’. Laura, however, counters that whilst she may forfeit
breadth, the depth of the study is increased by focussing multiple lenses on her subject
matter (ibid.).
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Lefebvre was also a supporter of ‘transdisciplinary’ approaches, advocating
multiple lenses including psychology, sociology, anthropology and economics (2104: 94),
and his nuanced balance between the (broadly ethnographic) observation of rhythm in others
and the (autoethnographic) sensing rhythms in his own body displays a similar tension
between subject and object; internal and external, which he seeks to resolve without
combining them (ibid.: 21).
It would be possible to use either the term autoethnography or ethnography to
include the other since, as Boylorn et al. argue, ‘[a]utoethnographers research themselves
in relation to others [and] autoethnography is ethnographic...’ (2016: 17). However, I have
rejected either individual term and, in order to signal the tension between them, used
[auto]ethnography.

2.1.1

[Auto]ethnography

To unpick what I am terming [auto]ethnography (after Denzin, 2003), I will begin with
autoethnography then discuss ethnography, finally focussing on the relationship between
the two. The autoethnographic element of the research is predicated on a 30-year
professional career in outdoor arts. My subject knowledge and research imperative result
from a praxis grounded in the work of the specialist circus and outdoor arts company,
Artizani (1989-ongoing). This is complemented by MA research (EHU, 2013-2015), which
refined my knowledge of some of the theoretical debates animating networks of
practitioners and funders and analysed the impact of arts funding on creative work in the
outdoor arts sector.
The study is autoethnographic in the sense described by Ellis et al that it involves
an ‘…approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyse
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personal experience in order to understand cultural experience’ (2011: 1). My own methods
developed from my early use of grounded theory and continuing reliance on memo writing
in the grounded context (which involves writing, re-writing and cross referencing of
memos). In practice this meant that I ‘over-wrote’ the autoethnographic sections and
analysed them through an iterative and reflexive process of critical editing.
This reflexive autoethnographic approach, which explores the relationship between
the ‘...introspective, personally engaged sel[f] and cultural beliefs, practices, systems, and
experiences...’ (Adams et al, 2014: 17) is used generally throughout, both as an aid to
research design and a touchstone in the analysis. More specifically, I also use explicitly
autoethnographic techniques in section 3.1.2 to evoke and attempt to interpret a series of
personally significant experiences, which reflect contemporary autoethnographic practices
which foreground ‘self-narratives’ (Chang, 2008:13) or ‘storied scholarship’, (Goodall cited
in Boylorn, et al., 2016: 13). Whilst this approach follows the lead (individually and
collectively) of Ellis, Adams, and Bochner (2004; 2010; 2011; 2014) and I consider it a
useful tool, I am, like the character of ‘Laura’ mentioned above, not convinced of its
cogency as a stand-alone method.
The reasons for this are partly those acknowledged by Ellis et al. in that
autoethnographers have been criticized for ‘...observing too few cultural members, for not
spending enough time with (different) others...’ and at worst for being ‘...self-absorbed
narcissists who don't fulfil scholarly obligations...’ (2010: NP). In addition to these
warnings, I entered the field with strongly held views about the contemporary outdoor arts
sector and the forces which were moulding it, which I found it both tempting and easy to
find confirmation for.
I recognised in my early memos the tendency to use self-narratives, and in particular
the selection of which stories to tell, as a way of supporting positions I held prior to initiating
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the research. In relation to this issue, Josselson and Lieblich capture what, for me, is the
challenge of autoethnography clearly and succinctly:
I think that when one is working with the story of another, one can keep some
analytic distance from the other, and can take responsibility for reading the text in a
particular way, whereas when one is telling one’s own story, one is very caught in
one’s own defences and one’s own needs to think about one’s life in a certain way.
(Josselson & Lieblich, 2005: 202)
To counter this propensity, I temper my personal reflections with comparisons to
data generated with the research participants in interview, through observations, fieldwork
and case studies in a discrete, but parallel ethnographic study of the sector.

Ethnography, defined by Bloor and Wood as ‘...the description and interpretation of a
culture or social group’ (2006: 69) has its roots in anthropology but has, since the middle of
the 20th century, become a mainstay of qualitative research in the social sciences.9 It
involves, according to Taylor, the non-reductive study of ‘…people and aspects of their
lives and social worlds…’ (2002: 1) and aims to produce ‘…situated knowledge rather than
universals’ (ibid.: 3). The term has been widely used to describe a range of methodological
approaches in several disciplines, to the extent that Hammersley and Atkinson identify ‘...a
tendency for it to be swallowed up into a general, multi-disciplinary, movement promoting
qualitative approaches’ (2019: 2).
Here I use ethnography as a way to construct knowledge about outdoor arts
professionals generally, and of a small but purposively selected group of them in more
detail, using the three key approaches of ethnography defined by Gobo as ‘...participant
observation, fieldwork and case study’ (2008: 11). In this endeavour I am able to bring to
bear 30 years of observations made from my embedded position within the sector as a
9

This has particularly been the case since the Chicago School began to turn the ethnographic lens back onto
the researcher’s own culture in a post-colonial reaction to 19th century studies of other cultures, regarded as
primitive or exotic by western scholars (Bloor & Wood, 2006: 69; Hammersley & Atkinson, 2019: 2).
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curious and critical participant/observer. Thus, I began the project already primed with
extensive ethnographic data having participated in the group ‘...for an extended period of
time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, and... asking questions...’
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2019: 3) and this data was augmented with further fieldwork
during the project, the three case studies (chapter 4) and a series of semi-structured
interviews, which are a well-established ethnographic method (ibid.: 5; Madison, 2012: 28).
These interviews were designed to be exploratory and to construct new knowledge of the
participants by investigating and describing what Madison refers to as
...the complex realms of individual subjectivity, memory, yearnings, polemics, and
hope that are unveiled and inseparable from shared and inherited expressions of
communal strivings, social history, and political possibility.
(2012: 28)
It is not uncommon for ethnography to be described as both the method and the
product (Campbell and Lassiter 2015: 1; Conquergood, 2013: 81), with a particular
expectation of the writing produced conforming to a social science or anthropological model
where a subject culture or community is described through ‘…aesthetic and evocative thick
descriptions of personal and interpersonal experience’ (Ellis et al, 2011: 1). Here, however,
I diverge with such modern ethnographic practice in order to prioritise rhythmanalysis as
product, and whilst I use ethnographic methods to illuminate the social group involved with
outdoor arts, this is done in order better understand how that group use outdoor arts in
relation to non-captive audiences and public space. Whilst a purely ethnographic document
is not my goal, both Simpson (2012) and Lyon (2016) position rhythmanalysis as
ethnography and so the potential for interconnectedness between methodologies are, I
believe, clearly precedented.
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The relationship between autoethnography and ethnography, which I have chosen to express
with the term [auto]ethnography, consists of checks and balances where data from one is
tested against data from the other in order to construct a richer analysis. The square brackets
are borrowed from Denzin (2003; also see section 3.1), who uses them to indicate that such
work is a critical project, an intellectual process in which, eventually, ‘...the dividing line
between [auto]ethnography and ethnography disappears’ (2003: 259). This critical approach
is grounded in my primary research imperative, which is to construct knowledge that has a
real-world impact on practice and policy. In this arena, I have found a broad qualitative
evidence base supported by quantitative data (e.g., figure 3.4; figure 4.22) is more effective
in gaining access to, and persuading professionals and policy makers than the ‘...cultural
analysis through personal narrative’ (Boylorn et al., 2016: 17) more common in
autoethnography.
Positionality is an important aspect of ethnographic methodology (Madison, 2012:
10) and here I acknowledge I am firmly ‘situated’ within the group being studied. The
ethnographic data serves, at times to reinforce the authority of personal experience and at
times to test assumptions and challenge preconceptions. Examples of this effect have been
noted in almost every interview I have conducted for this research, including unexpected
biographical information from all three dance practitioners (Kane, appendix 3; Graham,
appendix 2; Missen, appendix 6); financial proofs of the perceived disappearance of local
authority bookings (Street, appendix 8) and the significance of the feminist theatre
movement (Elliot, Appendix 1; Medlicott, private conversation, 2017). Perhaps the best
example of ethnographic data challenging my autoethnographic reflections relates to the
assumption that the newer entries to the sector, working in genres of contemporary dance
and contemporary circus would share a common artistic genealogy, and that those in the
established sector would share a different one. In fact, there were no such commonalities in
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the sample, and I had reconsider both my assumption and the relevance of the presumed
differences between these groups (see section 3.3.5).
The [auto]ethnography of chapter 3 is thus used to ‘...to produce actor-oriented
descriptions of culture...’ (Conquergood, 2013: 21) but these descriptions (including my
own) are considered to be contestable accounts where ‘[d]ata should not be taken at face
value, but treated as opening up a field of inferences in which hypothetical patterns can be
identified and their implications tested’ (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2019: 18). The
generation of data with purposively sampled research participants, through interview, field
observations and case studies, is tested and reinforced with reflection on my own praxis and
embodied knowledge, and feeds directly into the process of investigating contemporary
practices in UK outdoor arts laid out in the aims and objectives.
.

2.1.2

Discursive Interviews

In the first year of the research, I selected a sample of 8 street arts professionals who were,
as much as possible, representative of the sector. The frame from which this sample was
selected consisted of a wider range of about 30 identified individuals and the final selection
was made with advice from my supervisory team on the basis of balance, availability and
potential data utility.
I then questioned these participants using in-depth, semi-structured discursive
interviews in order to interrogate their practices, histories and artistic genealogies, providing
a broad dataset for interpretation in relation to research question 1. I knew all of the
participants on some level, but the focus of the extended conversation and interrogative
nature of the questions revealed a varied range of astute contemplations on the
contemporary nature of outdoor arts and its development in the UK. My position as an
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insider was useful as it facilitated an expert level of familiarity with the subject and I found
that the discipline of (mainly) listening has led me to a more nuanced understanding of the
subject. Madison’s image of ‘[i]nterviewer and interviewee in partnership and dialogue as
they construct memory, meaning, and experience together’ (2012: 28) reflects my
experience of the process accurately. For reference, the interview prompts and transcripts
are given in the appendices.

2.1.3

Field Observations

During the summer seasons of 2017-2019 I observed a series of events and festivals and
documented them using timelapse videography. The purpose of this documentation was to
carry out a comparative rhythmanalysis of them. I chose this technique because it links the
theoretical framework outlined above directly to outdoor arts, through the method suggested
by Lefebvre (2013) and implemented by Simpson (2012). The repurposing and adaptation
of Lefebvre’s method to the documentation of outdoor arts undertaken by Simpson uses
time-lapse photography, which he describes as ‘…a useful component of such a
rhythmanalytical, and more generally practice-orientated, methodology’ (2012: 423).
Simpson’s method of documentation and analysis was largely followed, with an additional
comparative layer of analysis afforded by using multiple cases and some adjustment of
camera angles and frame rates based on experimentation.
The justification for using time-lapse is discussed at length below (see 2.2) but, as
Simpson argues, the document produced is more efficient in making visible the collective
movements and densities of audiences over time and isolating key moments within complex
polyrhythmic occurrences (ibid.: 423). Proof of concept was provided by the pilot timelapse experiments I conducted during the first year of this research project (2017), which
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are described in more detail in section 2.2.6 and can be viewed online
(https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.12554534.v1).

2.1.4

Case Studies

From the documented sample of events and festivals, I selected three case studies for further
analysis on the basis of variety and comparability. For this reason, whilst documentation of
single performances (such as Circle of Two or Bongo Bolero, section 4.1.3) was often useful
in constructing theory, the case studies were all festivals, where wider strategies of spatial
management could be studied. To maintain a level of comparability when there were many
geographical, topographical, social and economic differences, two, GDIF and DN
Weekender were associated with Without Walls, with GDIF being a consortium member
and DN Weekender an ATN member whereas Imagine Luton and its sister festival, Imagine
Watford are independent. In addition, GDIF and Imagine Luton occurred over the same
weekend and only approximately 40 miles apart, allowing for comparisons of the effects of
weather and a significant sporting event on audiences.
Laplan et al state that: “Case study research involves the exploration of something
with clear limits or boundaries” (2011: 245). The boundaries of these case studies were
determined by their unique space-times, and the specific audience management practices
they demonstrated. The knowledge sought related specifically to the ways and means in
which each case study engaged with public space.
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Time-lapse

Time-lapse photography can describe all film and video to some extent: all ‘moving’
pictures are made up of a series of still photographs or frames (Pepperell & Punt, 2006: 193)
presented at a speed (normally 25-30 frames per second), which is beyond the human brain’s
ability to register individual images. There is therefore a lapse of time between each
individual photograph, and the resultant movement is an illusion ‘attributable more to
neurology than ocularity’ (ibid.: 185). This illusion is created through the brain’s inability
to separate the individual frames and a predisposition to understand the progression of a
series of gradually changing images, the individuality of which is imperceptible, as
‘movement’ (Alyushin, 2010: 440-48). Stretching or compressing the film speed through
‘temporal articulation’ (Abel, 2005: 211), or what Alyushin refers to as an ‘improper
observational time scale’ (2010: 455) occurs when there is a difference between the speed
the frames are captured and the speed at which they are replayed.10
This can be seen as a double-edged sword. Whilst a new temporal-spatial
perspective may be gained – ‘with a different temporal scale of observation you have a
different ontological picture of reality’ (Alyushin, 2010: 451-52) – the cutting of data from
between frames ‘may lead to the disappearance of an essence or a meaning of a process
from the observer’s view’ (ibid: 455).

10

When the relationship of frame capture (t1) is equal to frame presentation (t2) the illusion is of
naturalistic movement (t1=t2) as in standard film. Where the speed of capture is greater than the speed of
presentation (t1>t2) achieved by playing high speed film at a standard rate or standard film at a slower rate
the illusion is of slow motion. Where the relationship is reversed (t1<t2) time appears speeded up as in timelapse, stop frame animation or the early, analogue cinema technique of ‘under cranking’ where the film was
fed through the camera slowly by intentionally turning the hand-crank slowly, thus exposing less frames per
second (Abel. 2005: 211). Time lapse is usually understood to be a t1<t2 technique capturing real-time
events with a single camera activated at set intervals by some form of technology (from threads and
clockwork to digital control systems). The individual frames are generally exposed for the same amount of
time as t1=t2 frames to prevent blurring caused by movement and thus the lapse of time between frames is
greater than with t1=t2 and the volume of data captured lower.
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Persohn states that the method of time-lapse photography is ‘…nothing new.
Scientists and artists have been using this kind of data since the late 1800s’ (2015: 2).
However, it can be argued that it offers unique opportunities for revelatory perspectives
(Varner, 2017; Alyushin, 2010; Lavery, 2006); this can be seen in a short history of early
seminal examples of the form in both the scientific and artistic realms, which I now offer
for context.

2.2.1

Early History

Eadweard Muybridge’s series of still photographs, The Horse in Motion (1878) (which
could not be viewed in motion until a year later through his invention, the Zoopraxiscope),
is normally given as the first example of time-lapse (Simpson, 2012; Persohn, 2015). The
purpose of creating the original sequence of photographs was to settle the contemporary
debate on whether a galloping horse’s four feet ever left the ground at the same time, which
they unequivocally do, as the second and third images below demonstrate (figure 2.2). More
significantly perhaps, it initiated a posthuman ontology made possible by technologically
time-altered perceptions (Varner, 2017: Alyushin, 2010).
Like Ruska’s invention of the electron microscope (Nobel Media, 1986),
Muybridge’s contribution to modernity was to enhance subjective human reality by making
what was previously undetectable through the senses readable through a form whose
parameters are more-than human (see section 2.2.3).
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Figure 2. 1 Muybridge Source: Library of Congress

There is some dispute around who created the first true time-lapse film in 1898; Dewdney
cites Georges Méliès, a French magician-turned surrealist film maker with his (lost) film
Carrefour de l'Opéra (2008: 70), while Lavery offers German naturalist Wilhelm Pfeffer’s
film Pflanzenbewegungen documenting plant growth (2006: 2). What is perhaps more
important than who was first though, is that from the beginning of the form both scientific
research and artistic experimentation have exploited time-lapse’s ability to expand temporal
realities. Not only have art and science historically shared an interest in time-lapse but, in
a reciprocal relationship, the results of scientific studies have been appreciated for their
aesthetics, and artworks have affected scientists. For example, Rudolph Arnheim ‘waxes
lyrical’ in his 1933 study The Film as Art about botanical time-lapse: ‘…the plants all at
once come alive and show that they use expressive gestures like those to which we are
accustomed in men and animals’ (Arnheim cited in Lavery, 2006: 5). Similarly, albeit
decades later, Godfrey Reggio’s cult film Koyaanisqatsi (1982), depicting time-lapse flows
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of both urban and natural landscapes, has clearly affected scientists such as Leo Hickman,
chief adviser on climate change at WWF-UK:
I was truly captivated by it and, without any exaggeration, I still think about
it every day…I view the film as the quintessential environmental movie – a
transformative meditation on the current imbalance between humans and the
wider world that supports them…
(Hickman, 2011: np)
I would join Hickman in this appreciation and also acknowledge Koyaanisqatsi’s
importance in my own fascination with the technique. I would also argue that the film’s
moving images and its soundtrack by Philip Glass are fundamental to its affective potential,
and that this leads to positioning the time-lapse film itself as the locus of meaning (discussed
further in section 2.2.5), rather than a description of it, or reproductions of the individual
still frames.

2.2.2

Applications

Since the pioneers of time-lapse technology, the technique has been consistently applied to
a wide range of artistic and scientific projects. Whilst there are a host of quantitative studies
which used time-lapse to investigate highly specialised fields of knowledge such as Deacy,
Leacock et al (2016); Pepperell (2013) or Lorenz (2011) of particular relevance here are
those serious studies which used the form to communicate complicated or otherwise
invisible processes through the medium of time-lapse itself.
An early example from 1906 saw the US government experimenting with the use of
horticultural time-lapse to educate and inform farmers around issues of plant breeding
(Abel. 2005: 571). In the 1920s and ‘30s time-lapse became a favourite technique of British
Instructional Films Ltd, in particular the Secrets of Nature series, which were distributed by
Pathé. Examples such as Peas and Cues (Field. 1930), the first with sound commentary,
demonstrate a combination of education and entertainment. Peas and Cues uses
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anthropomorphic metaphor as a framework for decoding the ‘unfamiliar and potentially
disturbing’ images ‘by likening the germinating and growing plant to a boisterous human
youngster’ (Agar, 2014).
Perhaps the most significant mid-century influence on the form was Dr. John Ott, a
photobiologist who made significant developments in time-lapse technology and lighting,
running multiple concurrent experiments with automated cameras and lights. Whilst
working for Disney on Cinderella (1950) and later on Secrets of Life (1956), Ott created
time-lapse films of growing pumpkins, initially as a basis for the animation of Cinderella’s
coach. It was through this process and having to resolve the difficulties of growing
pumpkins indoors that Ott made a breakthrough in full-spectrum wavelength artificial light,
which made significant improvements to outcomes in indoor cultivation (Ott, 1958: 82-98).
Qualitative research applications within academia have become more prevalent in
recent years including those by Persohn (2015) looking at teaching practice; Lyon (2016)
on the everyday life of Billingsgate Market, and Simpson, working in a similar area to this
study, street performance (2012). Many of these researchers note the efficacy of the form to
survey events which involve a ‘longer durational unfolding’ (Simpson. 2012: 440) through
the technique’s intrinsic temporal articulation. Persohn notes how her project of reviewing
a semester’s teaching would have been unfeasible without the temporal compression
whereby: ‘Hours can be summarized into minutes, years can become hours’ (2015: 18). She
also observes that the iterative nature of analysing the films allowed her to ‘…use timelapse to see things that were quite small in scope, or…take a much grander view’ (ibid: 17).
Lyon states that her use of the method responded to ‘…the intangibility of the market
space…’ which she feels is ineffectively documented through either the frozen moment of
photography or the real-time of video. A critical consideration for her, on reflecting on her
ethnographic observations, was to ‘…attempt to capture the temporal structure of the
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market’ (2016: 1.3). Lyon’s view of the utility of the form here relates strongly to how I use
time-lapse documentation of outdoor arts audiences in order to analyse interactive
behaviours in space-time.
Sensitivity to spatio-temporal arrangement is a theme within all the research
mentioned and, as Simpson says: ‘…can prove useful in re-orienting the ways in which we
perceive the world’ (2012: 425). This distinct way of seeing is echoed in Varner’s analysis,
in which he asserts that Koyaanisqatsi’s mechanical stare disrupts our assumptions about
the world ‘…by giving human viewers posthuman eyes’ (2017: 9).

2.2.3

Posthumanism

‘Posthuman’ is a problematic term which ‘…covers at present a vast array of diverse
positions’ (Braidotti, 2017: 16). However, I am referring here in particular to Hayles’s
concept of ‘distributed cognition’ (1999: 3) in the way that a specific perspective is only
available through technological mediations, which do not replicate human sensory
experience. This distancing, similar to Brecht’s Verfremdungseffekt ([1936] 1964),
provokes fresh understandings of the world as it presents itself to us: ‘…because these
images are inaccessible to the naked human eye, the machine that makes them
accessible…disrupts the default settings of human experience, and this disruption is
revelatory’ (Varner, 2017: 7-8). The claim that the temporal articulation of time-lapse
‘…extends human visual perception into the domain of the posthuman’ (ibid: 11) is
supported by a more neurologically informed study by Alyushin, in which he asks the
question: ‘What shall we see if we view reality in other temporal scales—other than the
normal temporal scale in which human perception is performed?’ (2010: 440).
Alyushin posits that vision, like film is made up of a flow of static ‘neuronal frames’
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analogous to frames in a film and that different species have different average ‘flow rates’
analogous to film speed through the projector (ibid: 441): This means that whilst humans
process approximately one frame every 0.1 seconds, a fly is much quicker at 0.01 seconds
and a snail slower at 0.25 seconds (ibid: 442). The effects on the subjective experience of
reality, what Alyushin refers to as the ‘Lebenswelt’ (lifeworld) of each species are
significant and explain why, for example, it is so hard to swat a fly: because it sees the
flyswat coming with a ‘finer perceptive temporal grain’ (ibid: 441) analogous to slow
motion.
The ontological ramification of this ‘subjective time’ (ibid) is that taking the human
lifeworld as any more representative of an objective reality than the fly’s, the snail’s or
indeed, by extension, the time-lapse film’s is to impose an arbitrary hierarchy of perception.
In describing how ‘…we grasp and perceive only what corresponds to our own rhythms…’
(2013: 91) Lefebvre makes much the same point about perception being inherently
embodied, and thus measured by reference to our bodies:
Man (the species): his physical and physiological being is indeed the
measure of the world, as in the ancient dictum of Protagoras....[m]ore
philosophically: another scale would determine another world.
(2013: 91)
Caution, however, must be taken against an over-simplistic modelling of perception
because, as Pepperell and Punt argue: ‘…what we know of the world is not garnered directly
from external stimuli but construed from internal representations of reality in our minds’
(2006: 185). Thinking of the eyes as ‘film cameras’ capturing everything we perceive about
a particular event in real time is inaccurate:
A new portion of information becomes meaningful only after it gets
recognized and integrated with some formerly acquired perceptive patterns.
So, the real process...is not only the irreversible move forward of a frame’s
sequence, following the natural advancement of events in time, rather, there
is a perpetual rolling back and forth of a cognitive weaving shuttle.
(Alyushin, 2010: 443)
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It may be the case that these ‘acquired perceptive patterns’ can gradually be altered through
exposure to Varner’s concept of a ‘mechanical gaze’, but his claim that time-lapse’s
‘…unnatural presentation of familiar objects permits true observation of the objects
themselves’ [my italics] (2017: 8) should be challenged. The very idea of a ‘true
observation’ is futile to pursue in the light of posthuman ‘distributed cognition’, which
questions ‘…the fundamental structures of subjectivity’ (Braidotti, 2017: 17).
To extend Alyushin’s weaving metaphor, the subjective fabric of reality can be
enriched by adding temporal adjustment to the warp and weft, but this can only be one of
many threads, which perform as part of a ‘gestalt meta-sense’ (Chen. 2017:). Alyushin
clarifies his ontological position in the following way: ‘to ask: “what is reality?” without
mentioning: to whom, is as meaningless as to ask how one hand claps’ (2010: 459).
Even if we accept these phenomenology-inspired epistemological and ontological
positions, the use of time-lapse as opposed to the more common method of video
documentation still requires justification within the research design.

2.2.4

Time-Lapse Versus Video

There are a variety of reasons that time-lapse is a strong methodological fit for this specific
project. The first is one of practicalities; the majority of studies of outdoor performance
have focused on one to three specific performances in one site (Edensor & Bowdler, 2015;
Simpson, 2012; Simpson, 2011; Gardair, 2013). In these circumstances, the amount of video
data produced is manageable. In her ‘...video-based ethnographic analysis...’ (2013: 2),
Gardair develops a multiple camera-angle document with sound transcription as a
‘Conversation Analysis’(2013: 24-32) in a detailed study of audience behaviour in Covent
Garden, but she has to limit her sample to a few performances on one pitch. In contrast to
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time-lapse, video, which Simpson has also used in relation to busking, allows ‘…reﬂection
on the minutiae of apparently simple and mundane everyday activities’ (2010: 344) and is
analogous to a microscope. Simpson (in common with Gardair) reports that ‘…the video
camera recorded far more detail than would have been possible from my observations alone’
(Ibid.: 345), drawing the researcher into the fine grain of interactions.
I, however, analyse multiple performances in multiple spaces – looking at larger
patterns and longer time periods, and so time-lapse, a technique analogous to a telescope
rather than a microscope, is a more appropriate tool. To use video over the time periods I
envisage would be impractical as the editing, rendering and repeated viewing necessary
would take an excessive amount of time, for as Persohn said of her durational study:
‘…video [is] not a time-feasible method for reflection…’ (2015: 10). In addition, because
my study is carried out by a lone researcher outdoors with a limited budget, the set-up costs
and risks to video equipment from theft and water damage are prohibitively expensive.
Persohn goes on to make a more constructive claim for the efficacy of time-lapse in
analysis: that it offers a broader focus of observation, which attends more to processes than
events (2015: 12). This is developed by Lyon who sees the ‘minutia’ as a barrier to clarity
in the analytic process, saying that: ‘[b]y losing the richness of the detail, we sidestep the
sensory overload… and begin to distinguish some threads’ (2016: 7.2). Whilst remaining
cautious that the missing detail in a time-lapse record ‘…may lead to the disappearance of
an essence or a meaning of a process from the observer’s view’ (Alyushin, 2010: 455), it
would appear from the findings of multiple studies (Simpson, 2012; Gardair 1992; Lyon,
2016; Persohn, 2015; Lorenz, 2011 and Deacy et al, 2016) that time-lapse is an effective
and efficient method of gathering data, analysing and documenting durational events.
I have concluded, after reflection, that video is best suited to a fine-grained analysis
of interactional behaviour, but that there are patterns, flows and rhythms which can be
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extrapolated more successfully through the temporally compressed lens of time-lapse.
Whilst outside of the remit of this study, further research into the same instances of outdoor
arts using video might be very useful in understanding the detailed mechanics of the
phenomena under investigation, as Persohn concludes:
One is not a replacement for the other; they are separate options for data
collection. One is not overall better or worse than the other; they serve
different purposes. Video is necessary for collecting specific details, while
time-lapse is necessary for collecting non- specific details.
(2015: 20)

A final function of time-lapse relates to research impact and representation. The edited and
notated film is a communicative device in itself. Lyon makes the case for time-lapse film
not just being data, but also independently articulating knowledge, suggesting that it can
‘…stand alone as an ethnographic document that contains its own analytical gestures’
(2016: 1.5). She supports this argument with MacDougall’s assertion that: 'images and
written texts not only tell us things differently, they tell us different things' (cited in Lyon
2016: 1.5). Wyeth provides neurological evidence for this with a modification of the
journalistic aphorism that ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’:
Language processes an average of around ten bits per second of information.
Vision processes around ten million bits per second…a differential of a
million times. Yet the ideology around Language...unequivocally suggests
that Language is superior to Vision – with Vision characterised as superficial
and lacking in depth compared to the profundities of which language is
capable. The proposition here is that quite the opposite is true, Vision is
deeper and broader, more sophisticated and mature than Language could
ever hope to be. Wisdom resides in Vision, not in Language.
(Wyeth. 2015: 11)
Although I think that claiming wisdom does not reside in language is not established
by Wyeth here, he makes a strong argument for the knowledge created through the analytic
process I have outlined being best represented (at least in combination with a written
commentary) through the films themselves. Justification for the visual representation of the
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combination of data and analysis is indebted to Mitchell’s concept of the ‘Pictorial Turn’
(1995: 11) where he argues that visual representations should not be seen as some kind of
positivist mirror of the world, but as a ‘…postlinguistic, postsemiotic rediscovery of … a
complex interplay between visuality, apparatus, institutions, discourse, bodies and
figurality’ (ibid.: 16).
Implicit within my analysis is the view that these films are not simply facsimiles of
events, but analyses themselves. They are constructed by making specific decisions (such
as frame rate and camera placement) and selections (such as which footage to use, the speed
of replay and which phenomena are highlighted through motion graphics) which were
chosen in order to represent the thesis.

2.2.5

Time-Lapse as Representation

...presentation refer[s] to phenomena which are immediately present to
consciousness and, hence, do not require any semiotic mediation, whereas
‘representation’ refers to a semiotic process involving something like the
elaboration, reproduction, or even duplication of a previous ‘presentation’
(Nöth. 2003: 11)
If Nöth’s point is accepted, and re-presenting the phenomena being investigated is
intrinsically mediated, it would seem that offering a variety of semiotic processes (here film
as well as written commentary) would offer the greatest opportunities for the generative
communication of knowledge. The time-lapse films under discussion are, as Lyon says, not
simply ethnographic documents but contain a plethora of what she terms ‘analytical
gestures’ (2016: 1.5) that range from the choices made in siting, camera angle/s and frame
speed to editing and graphics. If the distancing effect of temporal adjustment can assist in
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analysis as outlined above, then it can also, at the very least, help the reader to grasp the
concepts, and at most be fundamental to understanding them.
Personal experience of communicating the concept of a rhythmanalysis of outdoor
arts (Macpherson, 2017) garnered through presenting this research and three experimental
time-lapse films at the Independent Street Arts Network conference (Making Waves, 2017)
suggests that the form is a powerful communicative tool, of utility to both artists and
promoters. Feedback from the audience included over 20 expressions of interest in taking
part in the project and many statements of support, including:
I think this project will be of huge benefit to the outdoor arts sector in allowing
festivals to analyze their audience’s habits and capture accurate audience numbers, as
well as allowing artists to better understand how audiences react to different parts of
their work.
(McKillion, 2017)
I suspect that the kind of research we do - counting heads and questionnaires - doesn't
reflect the audience experience particularly well, so am interested in something that
could see it literally from "a different angle".
(Henwood, 2017)
Two additional techniques with which I experimented may also prove useful in
communicating the research to an academic and wider audience. The first of these is a
technique proposed by Lyon, in which she added a contemporaneously recorded, ambient
soundtrack to her time-lapse videos of Billingsgate market. Obviously, there is no way to
represent time-lapse motion in a soundscape which is both intelligible and synchronised to
the film, and so she sampled elements of real-time sound and played them with the speededup film. She describes the results as follows:
The sensory and affective experience of being in the market is suggested by
the film, through the play of light, sound and movement. In particular, the
surreal juxtaposition of the speeded up images with real-time sound connects
viewers to the felt-experiential aspects of moving through space-time
(2016: 4.8)
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It is noticeable that almost all time-lapse films (outside of the most dryly scientific,
entirely quantitative studies such as Lorenz, 2011) have an added soundtrack, perhaps
because we are so used to being provided with sound clues to interpret film. I certainly felt
that something was missing with my first experiments in the form when they were silent,
although this did not trouble me until after they had undergone the ‘semiotic process’ (Nöth,
2003: 11) of editing and I had watched them repeatedly. Before showing them at a
conference and posting them online I felt compelled to add a music soundtrack, but nothing
I tried really assisted in communicating anything of the atmospheres of the events. Although
I did not record any sound in the early experiments, I tried adding a generic crowd
soundscape to the early films, which made some sense, but in subsequent iterations, from
2018, I recorded some of the ambient sounds at each site, and constructed a soundscape
from

it

which,

I

feel,

is

preferable

(see,

for

example:

https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.12548336.v1;https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.1253237
9.v1). Another way I used sound in some films, at sites where I also conducted interviews
during the event, was to edit these together and play them with the time-lapse. This, I found,
helps

to

contextualise

both

the

film

and

the

interview

responses

(see

https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.12529721.v1;https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.1255112
9.v1).
The second technique I developed was suggested by reading Alyushin’s thought
experiment about visual cognition, central to which is the concept of ‘traces’. Starting with
the idea of the tracer bullet, Alyushin explains that because our neural frame rate is too slow
to see the tracer bullet as an object, we see its ‘trace’ as a line, or path. Given that neural
frame rates are variable across species, he imagines an alien species with a frame rate so
slow that, if it were to observe the solar system from outside, the earth would not appear as
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a globe, but as a trace – its orbit - an ellipse around the sun. This alien’s subjective reality
would consist of paths more than objects, and to it the Earth would not be a globe but an
elliptical trace.
Taking this idea and applying it to human movement might similarly focus the
observer on paths rather than objects (individuals), which may be a useful perspective in
considering audience behaviour. Alyushin’s use of the word ‘traces’ resonates with theory
around Practice as Research, particularly Freeman’s Tracing the Footprints (2003:) that
deals with the documentation of ephemeral performances. In an attempt to combine these
ideas, I investigated digital editing tools, which might represent such ‘traces’.
Adobe’s After Effects, a digital visual effects software, allows for a complex range
of ‘echoes’ to be layered onto the moving image which, with some experimentation, can be
made to show people as ‘paths’ rather than ‘objects’, additionally this differentiates between
movement and stillness in spectating behaviour very effectively as when the ‘echo’ layers
are stationary, we see the object (person) but when they move we see the traces of their
paths.

This

experiment

is

best

viewed

as

a

film

(see

https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.12546272.v1), with the knowledge that here, the
representation of the research has moved further away from simulacrum, in particular
because the ‘echoes’, whilst useful in attending to particular rhythms, can appear to amplify
the crowd numbers.

2.2.6

Technical details

The key technical variables in creating time-lapse films relate to three areas: photographic
equipment, filming techniques and editing techniques. The choices made for this research
have been selected partly on the basis of practicalities and resources, and partly through
experimentation.
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In terms of equipment, after reviewing several alternatives I opted for a small, robust
camera specifically designed for outdoor time-lapse use, the Brinno TLC200PRO. These
cameras had the additional benefit of facilitating GDPR compliance as the resolution they
offered was too low to identify individuals (see ethics document, appendix 12). Lorenz
chose an earlier version of the same brand of camera for his durational study of sand dunes
in the Sahara and he reported ‘…the imaging experiments were generally successful, and
the camera appeared unaffected by operation in full sunlight with air temperatures of 40 °C’
(2011: 233). I procured 8 of these cameras as well as two high level mounting masts to
enable the optimum shot angles discussed below, where convenient attachment points could
not be found.
In relation to filming techniques, all the qualitative studies discussed here report
using experimentation to find an appropriate method for their research, in particular in
relation to frame rate and camera placement. The frame rates deployed vary from 4 seconds
(Lyon, 2016); to 10 seconds (Persohn, 2012) to 15 seconds (Simpson, 2012) and up to a
minute (Harrison-Pepper, 2010). Whilst Persohn acknowledges that ‘[o]bservation of other
phenomena…may require photos at more frequent or extended intervals, depending on the
pace of change in activity in the particular circumstance’ (2015: 18), on the basis of my own
experiments the length of gap surprises me, as I have found that a gap of more than 1 second
will miss significant data (and the film can easily be speeded up in the editing suite if greater
time compression is required).
Camera placement was also the subject of experimentation; over time, Persohn
became increasingly ‘…mindful of my camera angles…’ (2015: 12) and noted that ‘[t]he
ability to mount the camera near the ceiling may have given me a better overall picture of
classroom interactions’ (ibid: 18). Lorenz echoes this thought, writing: ‘It might be desired
to mount the camera as high as possible to obtain a ‘plan view’…’ (2011: 233) and Lyon
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opts for a high position and states that different camera angles convey ‘…a different sense
of space’ (2016: 3.5). In studies of Outdoor Arts, Simpson (2012: 433) is satisfied with a
‘street level’ angle, possibly through necessity rather than design, since his main source of
inspiration is Harrison-Pepper’s ‘aerial’ photography of street performers in New York
(2010: 131), which I discuss further in the next section.
My own experiments (Macpherson: 2017) at festivals in Barnsley, Waddesdon,
Berlin, Deventer and Halifax confirm that a high angle is the most useful for analysis of
larger patterns of audience behavior and, at a quantitative level, allows for more accurate
counts to be made. This camera position was suggested by Lefebvre’s discussion of the
view from his window in Paris ‘…putting into perspective…’ (2013: 37) the complex flows
in the street below. The optimum angle has proved to be between 500 and 700 from behind
the performance, which allows for a perspective that makes visible both audience density
and each individual’s focus of attention. I would also concur with Gardair that multiple
cameras offer advantages in terms of comparative perspectives and mitigating the risks of
equipment failure (2013: 65-66).

Post-production techniques included the editing and motion graphics software used to
analyse and represent the data. All the studies referred to describe an iterative process of
watching and re-watching footage with the ability to play it at different speeds being seen
as an advantage. Simpson’s observation is typical:
Speeding up playback allowed for longer durational patterns to become more
apparent and slowing it down allowed the shorter term or more punctual to
emerge. Equally, this also allowed key moments to be identified and
examined further within such patterns.
(Simpson 2012: 433)
Within most modern editing suites this function comes as standard and is easily
accessed, indeed it is a necessary part of editing, which inherently involves the repetitive
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re-watching of footage. I also used such speed variations in the final edit so that the observer
could also access such revelatory temporal articulation (see section 2.2.3).
My choice of editing suite varies between Apple’s iMovie (for speed and simplicity)
and Adobe’s Premier Pro (for additional functionality), but both operate in similar ways.
The films are edited, and the sound added in one of these applications before motion
graphics are added, which is possible at a basic level within the editing suites, however,
Adobe’s After Effects offers a much more sophisticated platform. Although I have not come
across any examples of video notated with motion graphics in academic studies, this seems
to be a common-sense way of communicating the analysis and disseminating knowledge.
My inspiration is the technique of TV sports analysis where pundits commonly use motion
graphics to illustrate examples of fluid spatial relationships on programs such as Match of
the Day (B.B.C.).
An example of this graphic notation applied to outdoor arts, which uses arrows to
plot flows, dots to count attendance and motion tracking to highlight specific individuals
along

with

explanatory

text

(as

recorded

commentary)

can

be

seen

at

https://doi.org/10.25416/edgehill.12546266.v1.
This chapter has so far focused on the time-lapse method, its history, applications in
research and epistemology as representation. The next section considers how this relates to
the methodology of Rhythmanalysis.

2.2.7

Time-Lapse as Rhythmanalysis

A clear criticism of using time-lapse as a method within a rhythmanalytical methodology
originates in Lefebvre’s unequivocal statement that: ‘[n]o camera, no image or series of
images can show these rhythms. It requires equally attentive eyes and ears, head and
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memory and heart’ (2013: 45). This statement is based in Lefebvre’s belief that the
rhythmanalyst must take their ‘…own [bodily] rhythms as a reference’ (ibid: 30) and is
reinforced by Chen’s notion of rhythmanalysis as a broad and sometimes intangible ‘metasense’ where concepts of ‘…mood, atmosphere and affect are akin to the rhythmanalytic
mode of exploring the senses’ (2016: 2-3). Thus it would appear that the situatedness of the
researcher as a sensing, reflexive body is a critical condition of the multi-modal discourse
described by rhythmanalysis.
This conclusion is, however, somewhat brittle under interrogation and time-lapse
can, in my view, offer a useful alternate perspective when combined with sensory data,
particularly when, as in most of my research, there was no convenient window or balcony
and the events studied were ephemeral. Arguments for the use of time-lapse as a tool of
rhythmanalysis have been made by Simpson and Lyon and exploit two ‘cracks’ in
Lefebvre’s position. The first is specific to the statement above and suggests that whilst
photography alone may not be able to capture the nature of rhythm, as one means of
apprehension amongst many, it can play a very useful role. Lyon refers to ‘…a
transdisciplinary application of rhythmanalysis across the human and non-human’ (2016:
2.5), and Simpson situates time-lapse within a ‘…broader ethnographic approach’ (2012:
432). The second concerns a more general criticism of the ambiguity of terms and methods
described by Lefebvre, which leaves the prospective rhythmanalyst with little clarity of
what they are actually to do. His writing can be poetic, incisive and innovative, but it is not
a meticulous description of how to accomplish rhythmanalytical research. Lyon states that
he ‘…did not provide scholars with a systematic methodology for rhythmanalysis’ (2016:
2.1), and his thinking on the matter is described as both ‘…loose and lyrical…’ (Chen, 2017:
1) and ‘…frustratingly elusive…’ (Thrift cited in Simpson, 2012: 425).
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In the light of this uncertainty, it has become common for researchers to adapt
rhythmanalysis to their individual requirements, focusing on relevant elements and skating
over others. For example, despite Chen’s clear and detailed dissection of rhythmanalysis,
when she comes to examples of her practice, she bases her chapter Walking With on a film
(Raban’s Fergus Walking: 1978) and not her own embodied experience of flaneuring (2016:
79). In a sense, Lefebvre himself ends with an invitation to adapt and develop the
methodology, summarising the rhythmanalytic project as ‘…proposing…several
hypotheses in the hope that they would be taken up and carried further than before by
others…’ (2013: 106). It is then with this intention, of placing the method within a broader
rhythmanalytical [auto]ethnography, and following the precedent of Simpson (2012) and
Lyon (2016) that I use time-lapse, particularly as a tool of comparison to analyse the spatial
practices, audience management strategies and performance interventions observed at
different events. It is my contention that the communal affect on outdoor arts on audiences
plays out in space-time as complex, fluid proxemic relationships, in short, rhythms.
It is also important to note Harrison-Pepper’s significance to this study, despite the
fact that she mentions neither time-lapse nor rhythmanalysis. I would suggest that this is a
result of the date of her study (1990), coming prior to when the advent of digital photography
made time-lapse imaging more readily available to those without highly technical
photography skills, and two years before Lefebvre’s Rhythmanalysis was published
(posthumously) in French in 1992. However, her methods and conclusions bear a striking
resemblance to Lefebvre’s:
…the photographs display notions of density, accretion, duration, dispersal,
and flow that enrich ideas about the total street performance event. The
photographs show how space may be defined through the locations and
movements of people – how it lies between, around, and among them–and
how time is defined in terms of interaction, rhythm, and intensity. From
above, the pattern resembles that of iron filings attracted to a series of
alternating magnets, as audiences were attracted to and repelled by the
different street performers. The reader may also recall that the reason iron
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filings exhibit patterns is because the field in which they placed is not
homogenous. So too for Washington Square: varying levels of skill among
performers, various interests and purposes among spectators, different
responses to and uses of the space determine the overall image. Yet an image
of community emerges...
(1990: 131)
The similarity between Harrison-Pepper’s sequential photographs and those of
Muybridge seems clear – it would be a small step to animate them into a film, although she
never did (personal correspondence, 2017). Equally her use of the word ‘rhythm’ recalls
Lefebvre; she even quotes Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (cited 2010: 131), which is
where Lefebvre originally borrowed the term Rhythmanalysis from, but again, as far as I
know, she was unaware of Lefebvre’s work. Apart from the fact that Lefebvre consciously
‘…engages deliberately in a critique [of everyday life] from the left...’ (2013: 17),
methodologically he and Harrison-Pepper seem uncannily in tune with each other. Lefebvre
even suggests the aerial perspective: ‘From the window, the noises distinguish themselves,
the flows separate out, rhythms respond to one another’ ([1992] 2013: 38).
Both of the key rhythmanalytical studies that use time-lapse are inherently
connected because (as well as citing Lefebvre methodologically), in terms of methods,
Simpson followed Harrison-Pepper, and Lyon followed Simpson. I consider my research to
be a continuation of this line, and hopefully to be part of the rhythmanalytic project being
‘…taken up and carried further than before…’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 106). In this regard, I have
developed the time-lapse rhythmanalytic methodology in several ways including: using
multiple cameras to cover whole festivals rather than just single performances; adding
comprehensive quantitative datasets to the qualitative data; developing new categories and
models to understand outdoor arts and adding analytic motion graphics to the resultant films.
These films and the linked rhythmanalytic data are discussed in detail in chapter 4,
but first I will consider the qualitative data generated through [auto] ethnography on which
foundation the rhythmanalysis is built.
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Chapter 3: [Auto] Ethnography

3

[Auto] Ethnography

3.1

Introduction

This chapter deals with the state of contemporary UK Outdoor Arts and the motors that have
driven its recent development. The thinking is informed by a critical perspective on the
effects of cultural and economic changes on the sector, grounded in my 30-year history
within the form as a professional outdoor arts practitioner, experience which ranges across
scales and genres and includes funded and unfunded work.
Focusing on the key unique qualities of the form previously identified - that it
occurs in public space and that audiences are non-captive - the investigation explores the
inspirations, motivations, beliefs, hopes and fears of the researcher and a sample of industry
professionals. In this section I will offer a foundation of information on those who create,
organise and present art in the outdoors and how they view their relationship with audiences,
public space and each other.

The chapter is split into two sections: the first uses autoethnographic techniques to establish
a narrative for the development of Outdoor Arts over the last 30 years with reference to my
praxis; the second introduces a range of other voices sampled in an ethnographic study in
order to broaden the range of perspectives and highlight, through contrast, my own
positionality (see section 2.1.1). Together the two strands represent, to use Denzin’s term,
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an [auto]ethnography, where ‘[t]he reflexive ethnographer becomes the guiding presence in
the ethnographic text’ (2003: 259). In Denzin’s vision, the [auto]ethnographer uses personal
reflexivity in the light of broader ethnographic data and ‘...inscribes the experiences of a
historical moment, universalizing these experiences in their singular effects on a particular
life’ (ibid.: 268).
Whilst the risks of anecdotal and subjective evidence are recognised, when tempered
by the voices of a range of informed professionals, the advantages of my embodied
knowledge and a deep, reflexive understanding will hopefully allow me to
‘…retrospectively and selectively write about epiphanies that stem from, or are made
possible by, being part of a culture…’ (Ellis et al, 2011: np).
Another advantage of writing from an insider perspective is that my research is well
known within the sector, particularly after having presented papers at two conferences in
2017 (For the Love Of It, NASA; Making Waves, ISAN).11 12 As a result of this awareness
several Outdoor Arts professionals have sought me out to discuss the research, raised the
subject in conversation and communicated with me privately about it. These conversations
and communications are recorded in field notes and are attributed where consent to do so
was explicitly given; otherwise, sources have been anonymised.
Before embarking on the [auto]ethnography, and in order to offer some context to
it, I will first give a brief history of my engagement with the sector and how that integrates
with the sector’s wider history. In order to illustrate my journey and contextualize the
references given, appendix 9 offers a chronological record of the shows I have created, with
photographs and short explanatory notes.

11
12

National Association of Street Artists, see critical glossary 1.7
Independent Street Arts Network, renamed Outdoor Arts UK in 2019, see critical glossary 1.7
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History and Context

3.1.1.1 Sector History
Whilst this study does not attempt to survey the history of contemporary UK Outdoor Arts,
or to describe companies or performances outside of the case studies (Chapter 4) in any
depth, a representation of 5 waves of activity I have identified is shown below (figure 3.1),
populated by a sample of significant companies along with the dates they started and their
regional location (where known). The schema of category titles used here to organise my
knowledge of these companies (Zhao & Zhu, 2012: 112) are generalised and non-exclusive
and consist of: initiation, experimentation, proliferation, consolidation and reorientation.
These waves are adapted from Kershaw’s categorization of the phases of Alternative
Theatre in the UK in which he identifies the slightly different stages ‘…experimentation;
proliferation and consolidation; retrenchment; reorientation and finally, fragmentation’
(1992: 251). My adaptations to Kershaw’s classifications are partly related to the fact that
he was looking back at a movement which had all but ended, as opposed to one in
transformation, and partly to the effects of the Without Walls consortium on outdoor arts
which had no parallel in Alternative Theatre. This sample is not exhaustive by any means
and tends to include those companies I am most familiar with, and, as a result, am most
confident in placing in one particular wave or another.
The history of UK Outdoor Arts before 1989 is outside of the remit of this study and
has been covered in detail by Mason (1992). However, one way to conceive of that period
is as the first two of five waves of creation illustrated below (figure 3.1). The first wave
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Figure 3. 1 The Five Waves of Outdoor Arts. Image: author’s own

begins in the late 1960s and ‘70s and consists of the pioneers (Initiators) of modern Outdoor
Arts including Welfare State International; the second wave starts mainly in the 1980s, and
is largely founded by people (Experimenters) who had worked with, or were inspired by,
the first wave in some way. This group developed their own methods and aesthetics specific
to outdoor arts through extensive experimentation. For example, The Grand Theatre of
Lemmings worked with Marcel Steiner (The Smallest Theatre In The World) and The
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Whalley Range All Stars with Dogtroup (an offshoot of Inter-Action). Both of these
companies were influenced by initiators who had taken the first steps outdoors, but
developed their own styles through trying things out on the street.
A third wave, dating from the end of the 1980s (Proliferators) includes my own
company, Artizani (founded in 1989) and a range of others with roots in diverse areas
including the festival and rave scenes, feminism, the new circus movement, political
activism and theatre. These companies generally developed their ideas during the polarising
Thatcher years, when specific issues including the Falklands war (1982), the Miners’ strike
(1985-6), and the Poll Tax (1990), as well as the more invidious impacts of monetarism,
generated a substantial counterculture. NoFit State Circus, for example, say of the
foundation of the company in 1986 that: ‘[d]uring a politically charged time, in a recession,
and as a creative reaction to the world around them, the circus was born’ (NoFitState.org,
n.d.).
From Outdoor Arts’ beginnings as an unregulated and radical artistic response to
political and cultural issues (Mason,1992: 16), obstacles to entry into the sector grew during
the late 1990s and early 2000s with increasing demands for public liability insurance, risk
assessments and the like (Southall, Private Conversation, 2008); the subsequent general
administrative workload meant that it gradually became harder to get involved in Outdoor
Arts inadvertently through experimentation. The fourth wave (Consolidators), therefore had
to be more focused and deliberate. Since the sector was now beginning to be more
recognized and better funded some, such as Titan the Robot (2000), approached it more
commercially, and some, such as Metro Boulot Dodo (1997), specifically targeted arts
funding from the outset, while others, such as the Flying Buttresses (2004) and Pif Paf
(2003), came into performance from a design and making background. Also, some were
able to use third wave company structures as models, after having worked for them as
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freelancers: examples include Bread and Butter (1997) who worked for the Fairly Famous
Family (1988), and Reckless Invention (2003), Molly Orange (2009), Safety Catch (2002)
and Abbozzo Arts (2011), all of whom worked freelance for Artizani.
The fifth wave (Reorientators) is specifically related to the Without Walls
Consortium, which began to commission new work in 2007 (see section 1.7.2). This wave
is made up of those companies either coming outdoors to exploit opportunities afforded by
Without Walls commissions and festivals, or those having been founded since the inception
of Without Walls and thereafter been supported by them. The range of foundation dates for
these companies is the widest (1988-2015) because most were focused on indoor work until
Without Walls funding became available. The majority of this wave work in contemporary
dance or contemporary circus genres (Without Walls Catalogue, 2019) which, I will argue,
reflects a commissioning bias towards more esoteric forms where interactions with both
audiences and space tend to be rarer (see 3.3.3.3). The term reorientation is doubly relevant
here as the fifth wave represents both a reorientation of the sector, and a self-reorientation
as many have moved into working outdoors from a history of working indoors (e.g.,
Motionhouse, Candoco, Stopgap).
These waves are constructed to reveal a more general, historical narrative, but there
are several examples which do not fit neatly into one category or the exact chronology
suggested. The first four waves are also a continuum, and so, for example, The Natural
Theatre, a first wave initiator company which still survives, has been through phases of
experimentation, proliferation and consolidation (Brian Popay, private conversation, 2013).
Equally the Without Walls Consortium have commissioned and booked work from
companies in all five waves, although they state that only 35% of commissions have gone
to older companies that have worked outdoors for more than 10 years (Lewis, 2017).
Because this thesis is particularly focused on the contemporary sector from 2007, the fifth
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wave of ‘post-Without Walls’ (post-WoW) companies involved in reorientation is generally
considered in contrast to the first four waves of ‘pre-Without Walls’ (pre-WoW) companies,
as the boundaries between these first four were, by 2007, already blurred and they had, for
all intents and purposes, assimilated into a single sector. For that reason, the categories of
pre-WoW and post-WoW are generally used when discussing companies in the following
sections. In relation to the ethnography (section 3.3), with artists this is a straightforward
chronological categorization and, of the companies mentioned in figure 3.2 above, 27% of
the pre-WoW group has received funding from Without Walls, whilst, as it is their defining
characteristic, all of the Post-WoW group have been supported by Without Walls. However,
for the producers, advocates and agents interviewed for this study, the categorization can be
more difficult and contentious but generally speaking, based on their date of entry into
outdoor arts, they fall into one of the two groups and so I have put Jeremy Shine and Nicki
Street into the pre-WoW group, and Andy McNicholl and Angus MacKechnie into the postwithout Walls group. This decision is, in the main, reflected in their views on the sector, as
demonstrated in interview, which tend to resonate with artists of the same group. (see
Section 3.3.3.4, and appendices 5 and 7).
In relation to the autoethnography which follows (Section 3.2), Artizani falls clearly
within the pre-WoW group and into the third ‘proliferation’ wave I postulated from
Kershaw’s phases of Alternative Theatre, but there is also a microcosm of these
developmental phases within the company’s history. Viewed through a slightly different
lens, Kershaw’s categories can apply to Artizani’s development over time (figure 3.2).
Although he was writing about the period between the 1960s and 1990s, he comments that
this structure related to ‘…wider socio-political constituents of the times’ (ibid.). Similar
forces to those that first encouraged the growth of the alternative theatre movement in the
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1960s and then accelerated its demise in the 1980s, have been reproduced for outdoor arts
under first New Labour, and subsequently austerity.

1989-1997

1997-2009

2009-2019

Experimentation
Proliferation & Consolidation
Retrenchment &
Reorientation
Figure 3. 2 Phases in the development of Artizani

For Artizani, as depicted above, the early stages, 1989-97 were about trying things out,
learning the trade, taking risks and generally lacked any recognition. The middle period
1997-2009 involved expansion, intensive creative work, touring widely and gaining
acknowledgement from funding bodies and to some extent critics. The most recent stage
2009-present has been characterized by trying to maintain work opportunities, branching
out and developing new ‘tactics’, in the sense that De Certeau describes to: ‘...make use of
the cracks that particular conjunctions open in the surveillance of the propriety powers…’
(1984: 37), where those powers are represented by ACE and Without Walls. Both
retrenchment and reorientation are currently observable in several parts of the sector;
indeed, it could be argued that this PhD is a form of reorientation. The question raised in
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relation to the sector, is whether the immediate future holds the prospect of Kershaw’s final
phase: fragmentation and, indeed, what role Covid-19 will take in that future.

3.1.1.2 Personal Narrative
My personal history in Outdoor Arts began whilst I was at University in Manchester (1986–
1989) as an undergraduate studying Drama. Whilst the course offered no practical Outdoor
Arts experience, in extra-curricular activities I was involved in both the New Circus
movement and local political campaigns, both of which offered opportunities for outdoor
performances of one kind or another, and observation of the way space is constructed in
relation to performative acts: the way people enact their personal and social realities on a
day-to-day basis (Schechner, 2008: x). Some of my earliest forays into outdoor performance
were at ‘street meetings’ organised by the Revolutionary Communist Group (RCG) to sell
newspapers and build campaigns; in these my circus-skills were used as a draw to encourage
members of the public to engage with the political issues, with mixed success. This
experience, to an extent, inured me to both indifference and aggression, but equally left me
cynical of didactic approaches to cultural intervention. During this period, I also performed
with The Topple Twins, a Circus Theatre company working mainly at Manchester
playschemes but also, more relevantly, at local outdoor events. On graduation and with the
aid of the Enterprise Allowance Scheme, I established my own company: Artizani (1989).13

13

The Enterprise Allowance Scheme (1984 -1991) was a form of social security payment available to
unemployed people who wanted to set up their own business (Young, 2017: np). Although only worth £40 a
week, it meant that claimants didn’t have to ‘sign on’ or look for work and, given that it was a Thatcherite
initiative, it ironically started the careers of many oppositional and left-leaning individuals including those
of artist Tracey Emin and comic Alan Davies (Sawer, 2013).
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Whilst my initial focus was on Circus, it quickly became apparent that I was
working almost entirely outdoors, and I began to refer to what I did as ‘Street Theatre’.14
The early performances included a street show involving juggling, unicycle and slack-rope
walking as well as a range of workshops and community work. By the mid 1990s I began
to employ and collaborate with other performers, initially on stilt walkabout acts (The
Gangsters, 1995; The Cricketers, 1997), and then in static performances including The
Cherubs: the first of my shows to receive public funding (from North West Arts) in 1997.
In 1997 I also began a long collaborative association with Avanti Display, which
offered me opportunities to tour extensively in Europe during the late 1990s. Artizani
continued to grow into the first decade of the new century, supporting a broad repertory of
up to 15 static and walkabout performances, some of which received funding from Arts
Council England including: Syrovy, 2001; Revolution 2005; Desert Island Discs 2007 and,
co-funded with Lakes Alive, The Cabaret of Dr Caligari, 2009.15 The company began to
tour internationally in its own right and, by 2010, was employing roughly 20 freelancers
and giving over 350 performances to audiences estimated to be in excess of 100,000 a year.
Key to the development of my creative methodology at this time were both the
opportunities to observe more sophisticated and mature work abroad, particularly in France,
and increased publicly funded R&D opportunities which began to be available in the UK.
These opportunities were characteristic of the new arts funding ecology which developed in
the aftermath of the change of Government in the 1997 general election, where increased
funds for ‘...fostering of the creative industries’ were made available, targeted onto artforms
with a broad reach and seen as ‘...for the many not just the few’ (DCMS [1998] cited in
Hetherington, 2014: 119). One example of this was an artistic residency I did in Bury in

14

Street Theatre: professional outdoor performance paid a fee to perform and usually consisting of work
with more ambition than simply to entertain. See critical glossary 1.7
15
For more information on Artizani shows see appendix 9
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2001 which was a significant pivot in how I approached making new work subsequently.
This residency was part of the Millennium year’s arts focus: The Year of the Artist (YOTA),
administered by Arts 2000 on behalf of the Regional Arts Boards, which aimed to put 1000
artists in 1000 different communities in order to:
[p]lace the artist at the centre of society, to create a better understanding of the role
of the artist, to establish new partnerships between every section of society and the
arts, to empower artists and communities and to have a lasting impact for their
benefit.
(YOTA cited in Jones & Padwick, 2016: np)16

I was commissioned as artist in residence for three months in early 2001 at Bury
Market where I was given a market stall every Saturday on which to research and develop
a new show. The show, Syrovy (Artizani, 2001- date) which developed out of the YOTA
project is my longest running and most-performed show, having toured the UK, much of
Europe and been to East Asia (2003) and the Caribbean (2006). The majority of it was
developed from the experimentation which occurred on Bury Market that winter.
There have been several criticisms of YOTA: that it led to artists subsidising the
process from their fees (Hutton & Fenn, 2002: 65), that only 38% of the money raised went
to artists (Jones & Padwick, 2016: np) and that it signalled the start of instrumental arts
management policies (Stephens cited in Jones & Padwick, 2016: np). In my case, however,
it provided a constructive model for Outdoor Arts R&D, giving time and opportunity to
develop and test new material in the arena for which it was designed: outdoors.
Prior to this experience my shows had evolved as new material was gradually added
and honed until the whole was transformed over several years in a ‘Trigger’s Broom’ (Dow,
1996) or ‘Ship of Theseus’ (Brown, 2005:1) model. However, Syrovy was made from

16

Until 2001 Arts Council England distributed arts subsidy through 10 regional arts boards (RABs), I was,
for most of this time, in the North West Arts area and made applications to them. From 2002 applications
were made to Arts Council England (ACE) directly.
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scratch and, following its success, a series of three more shows (Revolution, 2004; Desert
Island Discs, 2007; The Cabaret of Dr Caligari, 2009) were made in similar fashion from
2001-9, although none with such comprehensive R&D as Syrovy. In this regard, the YOTA
programme, in as far as I experienced it, fulfilled one of its main criteria: to ‘…extend
opportunities for artists to experiment and replenish their creative energy…’ (Hutton &
Fenn, 2002: v).
This creative ‘purple period’ for Artizani ran roughly from 1997-2009, during
which time both subsidy and work were generally abundant. Whilst it carried on, in some
ways, until the London Olympics in 2012, two factors became increasingly important:
firstly, the global economic crisis in 2008 led to government austerity policies (from
2010) which particularly affected local authority funding and secondly, from 2007, the
growth of the Without Walls Consortium began to increasingly influence the programs
of key UK festivals. The resultant pincer movement (figure 3.3), which restricted both

Figure 3. 3 The Pincer Movement

funds and opportunities for Artizani, was not intentional; indeed, the additional funding
introduced by Without Walls might be seen as working in opposition to the effects of
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austerity more generally. Nonetheless, it had significant repercussions on me and many
others which have redefined the Outdoor Arts Sector in the UK.
The effects of these two pressures on the sector resulted in a contraction of the core
bookings on which the established sector relied (Nicki Street, appendix 8) whilst a new
echelon of companies, often working in the areas of contemporary dance or contemporary
circus (the re-orientators) and previously unfamiliar with outdoor work, began to be
favoured by the Without Walls Consortium (Lewis, 2017). My own response to the changed
funding ecologies which resulted from the expansion of Without Walls was to create, in
collaboration with Avanti Display, a new installation called The Bees and (as a result of
lobbying) gain access to the Without Walls festivals in 2016 by securing what they refer to
as ‘support’ (in contrast to their ‘commissions’). This support involves no commissioning
funds but consists of touring subsidy and a presence in the Without Walls catalogue, which
has enabled Artizani to maintain a sufficient level of work, although in a much more
precarious climate.
Currently, Artizani still has a wide range of performances in repertoire but because
there are fewer opportunities to tour, we have diversified out of economic necessity, offering
more commercial services on the one hand and developing consultation and research
products on the other. Looking forward, Taylor (Whalley Range All Stars) argues that it is
increasingly difficult for Outdoor artists to create viable work of ambition without the
Without Walls stamp of approval (Personal Communication, 2019) because, even if other
funding is sourced for R&D, there are fewer and fewer opportunities to tour outside of the
35 Without Walls festivals (Street, appendix 8).
A bone of contention has arisen here, over the last few years, between Xtrax, who
manage WoW and parts of the industry (for example NASA) over whether this effect is
substantially skewing the range of opportunities available for UK artists and companies
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without WoW support to tour. Xtrax have stated that a relatively low proportion of WoW
festival programs consist of shows from their catalogue (meeting with NASA 2019);
however, if international, indoor and amateur shows are ignored, this proportion rises
substantially. For example, in the case studies, both WoW festivals, GDIF and DN
Weekender, had programs which, of the professional UK outdoor programme, consisted of
50% WoW shows whereas for Imagine Luton, the figure was 14%. (see appendix 14). I
would argue that WoW festivals are far more likely to take the professional, UK outdoor
shows they subsidise, both because they are cheaper, and because they are committed to the
success of these shows in order to justify their own decision making in commissioning them.
Looking to the future, my original ‘tactic’ (De Certeau, 1984: 37) in responding to this
economic and cultural climate, was to court a commission from Without Walls in 2021
whilst maintaining a diverse portfolio including research, and commercial work to maintain
sustainability.

17

However, Covid-19 has intervened in these plans and WoW are now

replicating the cancelled 2020 programme in 2021.
It is the transformation of the sector since 2007 which has led me to undertake the
current research, both to satisfy my curiosity about the forces which are causing it and to
begin a critical dialogue around the new directions the sector is taking: asking whether the
outcomes of the restructuring are intended or desirable. The way Without Walls’ continued
expansion has affected the industry is perhaps the key difference between the decline
Kershaw described in alternative theatre in the late twentieth century and outdoor arts today.
Whereas the alternative theatre of the 1980s and 90s was fragmented by what Kershaw
refers to as ‘centrifugal growth’ (1992: 252) and had no coherent organisational voice,
Without Walls has, by producing and then extensively reproducing their own model of

17

This tactical perspective relates directly to De Certeau’s definition of the term in contrast to the
‘strategies’ employed by policy makers.
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outdoor arts events, prevented such centrifugal forces taking hold and succeeded in
becoming the coherent sector voice, advocating for outdoor arts’ value and benefits to host
communities.
The process, led by Without Walls, is related to concepts of ‘Festivalization’
(Häußermann & Siebel 1993) where, Richards argues, ‘...a commoditized symbolic
production system ...is designed to valorize the cultural capital of places and events for
consumption in the market’ (2106: 229). This heavily designed and codified model stands
in contrast to the plethora of differently constituted events which were previously the norm.
The Without Walls phenomenon is mentioned in the following autoethnography and
considered at length by the research participants, from very different perspectives. Whether
seen as largely positive (by Kane, Missen and Graham) or largely negative (by Street, Shine
and Eliot) the effects of Without Walls’ policies are clearly what might be termed by De
Certeau as ‘strategic’ (1984: 37) or by Alexander as ‘vertical hierarchies’ (2006: 266) in
that they are imposed from above as a form of instrumentalism. Baldacchino describes this
instrumentalism as: ‘...reifying art into an object of mere use...’ (2013, 343). Whether for
purposes of economic regeneration or social inclusion, modern public festivals are required
to meet targets and agendas imposed as conditions of continued funding (Gilmore 2012,
152; Belfiore 2012, 104; Bunting 2008, 323). This conditionality has led to increasingly
complex bureaucratic structures developing to manage, measure and report the required
impacts, structures which can be at odds with the anarchic, subversive, carnivalesque roots
of outdoor arts (Jamieson 2004; Gaber 2009; Fox 1985; Mason 1992).
Festivalization is often criticised for its tendency to impose homogenising,
exogenous cultural forms on to events (Fleischer et al. 2013, 5241; Medeiros de Araujo &
Scott 2018, 524; Zherdev 2014, 16), and this was reflected in criticisms made by several
research participants of the effects of the Without Walls influence on festival programs.
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Kearns and Forrest, discussing the management of public space, describe the ‘hegemony of
middle-class civic culture’ (2000, 1007) which may result from such a process. I will
investigate this phenomenon through the ethnography in section 3.2 and rhythmanalysis in
Chapter 4, but first I will concentrate on the autoethnographic foundations of the research
in five ‘moments’.

3.1.2

‘Moments’

Epiphanies which advance personal understanding and illuminate wider cultural trends are
a key feature of this autoethnographic section and, in order to weave it into the warp and
weft of the broader Rhythmanalytical methodology, they are specifically related to
Lefebvre’s theory of Moments (2014 [1961]). I borrow the textile metaphor from Lefebvre,
for whom a ‘moment’ similarly ‘weaves itself into the fabric of everyday life and transforms
it...’ (ibid: 346). He argues that Moments, like threads in a tapestry, represent a function of
individual histories and, in a similar vein to Denzin (2003: 268), that these histories are
inseparable from the cloth of collective cultural history (Lefebvre, 2014: 344).
In her exploration of Lefebvre’s Rhythmanalytic methodology, Chen identifies the
direct connection between Moments and rhythms, stating that ‘…the totality or the
constellation of moments are rhythms’ [my italics] (2017: 24). My intention in offering a
rich description of some of these apparently insignificant ephemera, which I have, over time
‘privileged’ and ‘embalmed in [my] memory’ (Lefebvre, 2014: 343) is to develop an
analytic narrative situated in my own long association with the sector, a viewpoint from
which then to ‘…consider ways others may experience similar epiphanies’ (Ellis et al, 2011:
np) in the second part of the chapter.
The potentially unreliable nature of these memories was illustrated by Angus
Mackechnie (director of OAUK) in interview when, in his caveat to a personally significant
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remembered experience, he said: ‘[t]hat’s not true, but that’s how I like to remember it
because it felt that way...’ (appendix 4).18 In the sense that such Moments become metaphors
for observed patterns in a wider range of experiences and the distillation of a narrative
constructed on a foundation of broad engagement, they should be viewed as opinions more
than objective fact, but still, the considered opinions of expert witnesses.
Chen argues that ‘[a] moment crystallises a mode of experience as an affective
state…’ and that Moments ‘...offer clarity around the texture and structure of experience’
(2017: 20). The fact that this process of crystallisation has already involved selection and
contextualisation to make sense of experiences is part of the benefit of constructing a cogent
narrative from particularly memorable Moments. Lefebvre lyrically hints that a Moment is
the tipping point at which new understandings formulate: that, from the myriad of
individually unremarkable experiences of everyday life, such a miniature revelation ‘uses
up, in one single moment, all [that has been] patiently and soberly accumulated’ (2014:
356).
‘Moments’, and parallel concepts, are familiar in a range of other thinkers too: the
‘augenblick’ developed by Kierkgaard, Nietzsche, Jaspers and Heidegger (Ward, 2001); the
‘situations’ of the Situationist International, in which they advocate the ‘…construction of
momentary ambiances of life and their transformation into a superior passional quality’
(Debord, 1957: np) and the ephemeral epiphanies constructed in the literature of Joyce,
Conrad and Woolf (Toth, 2014: np).
A key quality of the Moment is its potential to reveal and question the normative
understandings that underpin everyday life. Lefebvre categorically states that ‘[m]oments
make a critique...of everyday life...’ (2014: 356). Gardiner’s argument that ‘… transgressive
moments problematize, 'make strange', and thereby subvert the ideological and bureaucratic

18

Outdoor Arts UK, until 2019 the Independent Street Arts Network, see critical glossary 1.7
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structuring of everyday life’ (2000: 19) parallels Brecht’s ‘Verfremdungseffekt’, itself,
Kiebuzinska argues, a translation of Shklovsky’s 'ostranenija' (cited in Jestrovic, 2006: 14).
This Russian Formalist influence is also seen in references to transgression and
transformation in Bakhtin’s carnivalesque theory (1984) and thus the notion of Moments
begins to unify the various conceptual frames articulated in the previous chapter.
The following autoethnography is structured around five Moments from my
personal history, selected to map the cultural history of the UK Outdoor Arts sector in both
chronological and thematic orders.

3.2

Autoethnography

3.2.1

Moment 1, Inspiration: Busker at Edinburgh Fringe circa 1984:

My first experience of Outdoor Arts as an audience member was a show performed on the
Mound next to the Royal Scottish Academy and just around the corner from Waverley
station in Edinburgh during the Festival. The performer was an American juggler,
combining what was, to me, an entirely new take on circus skills with comedy patter. He
juggled balls, clubs and fire and, I think, rode a unicycle.
Walking through the space, and with time on my hands, I joined the crowd at the
back out of curiosity as to what they were watching. I think the show was in the round,
certainly I remember the feeling of surrounding the performer and of being able to see the
reactions of the audience on the other side. The skills were impressive, but it was the
occupation of the space which struck me most.
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‘Our’ show was not the only one going on in the space and I quickly became
partisan as it began to draw audience from the other shows, feeling a collective pleasure in
being associated with the victorious, most successful performer. As the show progressed, I
made my way to near the front of the crowd where it was denser and more fully engaged.
The finale was, both in terms of the spectacular skills and comic one-liners, climactic and
led to his asking the audience for money. The line he used sticks with me still:
‘Ladies and gentlemen thank you very much I hope you enjoyed the show. This is
how I make my living. If you’ll put something in the hat, I’ll be able to carry on
doing it. If you don’t, I’ll have to go back to my old job: selling drugs to your kids.’
The memory is patchy, and my 17-year-old self may not be the most reliable witness to any
empirical facts about the event, but the way it affected me and everything I have done since
is highly significant. The transgression was delicious and the precarity of his position
seemed heroic. At a very basic level I think I wanted to be the performer. And much of what
I did in the five years after seeing the show was, at a semi-conscious level, aimed at
emulating that individual. Although without a conscious plan to do so, at every opportunity
I made connections and learned skills which led me to a place where, by 1989, I could be
that juggler, performing to non-captive audiences in public space, although it took probably
another two years for me to become competent at manipulating those spaces and audiences.
A second, and possibly equally significant affect connected to this Moment was the
more nebulous experience of becoming part of the crowd in an Outdoor Arts context. For
me this redefined that most grandiose of Edinburgh’s civic spaces into a ludic arena, defined
by the crowd’s invasion and occupation of state-constructed space; it was, in Bakhtin’s
words: ‘...outside of and contrary to all existing forms of the coercive socio economic and
political organisation, which [was] suspended for the time of the festivity’ (1984: 255). I
remember that this warm, ribald and rebellious crowd action led to a real feeling of pleasure
in which I surprised myself by, at the end, enthusiastically shaking the performer’s hand
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and putting money in his hat. I was more moved by the experience than by any I had ever
had in a theatre at that time. In fact, for me the Moment bore more similarity to protests
where public space is redefined through collective action than to theatre, despite the
performance at its centre.
Angus MacKechnie describes, when cycling to work through Admiralty Arch,
remembering seeing The Sultan’s Elephant (Royal de Luxe) there and how that space, for
him, is transformed by the memory (appendix 4). I too think of the mound in Edinburgh
differently because of this experience, and in a similar way, experiences such as being
present at the poll tax riots in Trafalgar Square (31/3/1990) changed how I felt about that
space. There, in an event which marked the beginning of the end for Margaret Thatcher,
protest became a drama. The police conveniently played antagonist to the protestor’s
protagonist, and the clothing, banners and chanting all redefined the mise en scène, an
example of Lefebvre’s observation that ‘…public space, the space of representation…
theatricalises itself’ (2013: 102).

Although the original inspiration for my career choices might have been Street Performance,
perhaps because the UK festival circuit was beginning to develop and perhaps because of
my training in theatre, it was Street Theatre that I moved into after establishing Artizani in
1989.

19 20

The two worlds crossed over to a significant degree at the time with Street

Performers (such as The Samande Jugglers) taking paid festival gigs and much in my show
resembling what might be found in theirs, however, although it can be lucrative, I very

19

Street Performance: professional outdoor performance relying on a collection from the audience (known
as ‘bottling’) and usually consisting of comedy and spectacular skills in an (often formulaic) structure which
is designed to maximise the audience donations. See critical glossary 1.7
20
Street Theatre: professional outdoor performance paid a fee to perform and usually consisting of work
with more ambition than simply to entertain. See critical glossary 1.7
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rarely bottled (collected money from the audience) and never did so as the only way of
generating income for a show.
This has a significant effect on the creative decisions an artist can make, largely
because their customer becomes the arts officer or festival director that makes the booking,
part of a ‘vertical hierarchy’, rather than the public, a ‘horizontal community’ (Alexander,
2006: 266). In many ways this frees the artist from the need to construct performances
around the moment when they ask for money, something which tends to constrain both
content and ambition, although they do become reliant on the tastes and priorities of a small
group of bookers who often have targets imposed on the funds they can spend. In my early
career, my artistic direction and the priorities of at least a good range of these bookers
seemed to coincide and so the tension between the creative process and funding was
minimal. Today, however, with more financial power concentrated in fewer hands, and the
older me perhaps less eager to please, the tension is clear.
Although not conscious of the choice at the time, I joined what I describe above as
the third wave of outdoor artists, the proliferators, which included many others similarly
influenced by New Circus and counterculture (see 3.1.1 .1, Sector History). From this point
my personal and professional history is interwoven with that of the UK outdoor arts sector
as it developed and changed.

3.2.2

Moment 2, Early Experiences of the Sector: Bradford Festival 1992-5

I was performing in Bradford city centre on a Saturday in May in the early ‘90s. I had
already done two shows that day to large, appreciative audiences and was preparing for
my third. I strongly felt that I had the measure of the space and I felt confident in assembling
and maintaining an audience made up partly of passers-by and partly of people following
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the Festival brochure. This last show was timetabled at around 4 PM, a time when the city
centre was beginning to empty, and people were walking with a more definite purpose to
get somewhere.
Emerging from the dressing room I sensed this change in atmosphere but was not
unduly concerned by it and began my usual preliminary audience gathering. This involved
setting out a rope to define the edge of the audience, laying out my equipment, including a
giant unicycle and ladder which I balanced against each-other precariously and various
juggling paraphernalia including the (normally) sure-fire audience gatherer of three fire
clubs. In the previous two shows these actions had been enough to entice the first 30 or 40
people to stop so that I could begin the show, but this time, not a single person paused.
Undaunted I continued with my attempts to gather an audience, making direct
contact with individuals, demonstrating some circus skills and performing some improvised
acrobatics on the street furniture and lampposts. All to no avail. Nobody stopped. After five
minutes of this I was beginning to feel desperate, to doubt my abilities and question whether
I was capable of performing the show I had been booked to do. It was then, at my lowest
ebb that I saw Mark Fielding, the representative of Bradford Festival who had booked me,
approaching. I was supposedly 10 minutes into the show, and I had entirely failed to gather
an audience. Things weren’t looking good!
Mark watched me struggle for about 30 seconds and then came over to talk to me.
He said something along the lines of, ‘Sack it off James – everybody’s going home there’s
no point fighting it, pack up and get changed – this is a waste of time.’ His intervention was
not critical of me; rather, it acknowledged the futility of trying to animate the wrong space
at the wrong time.
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Throughout the late 1980s and 1990s, Bradford Festival was a highly significant event
within the Outdoor Arts world, particularly in the North. The festival ran for the best part
of the month of May culminating in the Bradford Mela. In many ways I can say that I learnt
my trade at the Bradford Festival, and that its financial effects, for a good many years,
assured Artizani’s survival. This was particularly because it represented sustained working
opportunities in the spring when, at the time, the majority of events occurred during
summer. The events were many and varied, ranging from small-scale, mid-week evening
events located in the various outlying districts of the city, to city centre weekend events
based around the pedestrianised areas, to the Mela itself, which was a huge and sprawling
community-based event featuring diverse music, arts and food. In those days, I would do
three 30-minute shows a day and charge about £250 and so the average of 10 days’ work I
got from Bradford in those early years represented 30 performances and about £2500, or
20% of my total income.
The flexibility and sensitivity to space and audience required in such varied
circumstances was highly educational, and the intensive period of shows created a great
opportunity to experiment and to develop my performance. There were many triumphs and
failures, but the Moment I have chosen, when my show was cancelled by the festival’s
director, represented his commitment to the value of Outdoor Arts, which can only fulfil
their potential when the triangle of audience / space / performance is complete. Fielding
was, perhaps, particularly attuned to this because he was a performer himself (The Wonder
Boys) and had followed the poacher-turned-gamekeeper route into producing, something
that is less common today with the cadre of creative producers that has arisen in outdoor
arts (see Shine, appendix 7).
Since this time, there have been many occasions when I have been forced, by less
enlightened promoters enforcing contracts, to perform despite the fact that either the space
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has been utterly inappropriate, or there has been no audience. I have also, on rare occasions
seen exceptional performers (for example Leandre performing No Se in Limoges, 1999)
turn what was an apparently impossible situation into an exhilarating performance, made
more special by the adversity they overcame.
In retrospect, a time-lapse rhythmanalysis of my Bradford performance similar to
those presented on the case studies in chapter 4 would, I believe, have revealed a great deal
about the circumstances specific to that late afternoon show in relation to the flows and
patterns of movement in that street. It was certainly a key Moment for me in developing my
sensitivity toward urban rhythms and the potential for performance to interrupt and engage
with them although at this time the knowledge was embodied as a developing ‘gut feeling’
for performance spaces.

3.2.3

Moment 3, Europe: The Production of Festive Space, 1997

Touring North West France with Avanti Display in 1997 we had a two-day booking in Brest.
Brest is a beautiful Brittany town which puts on an annual weekend Outdoor Arts festival,
this year themed around water, at which we arrived on Friday evening. Heading to the
Hôtel de Ville, we met the organiser and went on a site visit to arrange where to play the
show (The Spurting Man, Avanti Display) the next day as well as to organise timings and
logistics. There was nothing particularly memorable about the site: a pedestrianised street
lined with alfresco cafes that one might find in a thousand French towns. We returned to
the Hôtel de Ville for dinner, where the largest room in the building was taken over as a
festival restaurant and where we ate alongside 100 or so other artists, technicians,
stewards, volunteers, local dignitaries and council workers before returning to our hotel.
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The next morning, on venturing out to rig the show, to my complete surprise the
entire town had been utterly transformed. During the night the council workers had spread
wood chips dyed in various shades of blue and green throughout the town’s pedestrian
streets to a depth of at least 5 cm. The tonnage involved and logistics of dying it all was
simply mind-boggling, with street after street transformed into a river. The fact that all the
acts were themed around water, which the evening before had seemed almost coincidental,
took on a heightened significance and the effect on audiences as they entered the town was
palpable.
There were many examples of improvised interaction with the ‘water’ from
audiences and performers – it added a tactile as well as visual element and was well suited
to temporary re-arrangement so, for example, sweeping a circle clear of woodchips created
an ‘island’ to perform on.
At the evening meal the council workers who had planned and installed the
woodchips were congratulated and toasted by artists and officials to their obvious pride. As
a coda to the experience, because we had a long drive home, we stayed a further night after
the festival ended on Sunday and left on the Monday morning. On leaving our hotel we saw
that all the streets had been completely cleared and cleaned overnight leaving the town as
it had been when we arrived. This would never have happened in the UK at the time, and
even now if something similar does happen it will be done by contractors at huge expense
– the French council workers chose to make this cultural engagement for its own sake.

Working in Europe and particularly in France was highly significant to the development of
my outdoor work. One of the great pleasures in performing at large French Outdoor Arts
festivals is the catering, not just because it is presumed that artists require a three-course
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meal with wine twice a day, but because these meals are often attended by the mayor, the
chief of police and the town’s rubbish collectors. The culture represented by these festivals
seems to be a matter of pride to local people and they appear to celebrate communally and
inhabit the public spaces of the town with ludic joy.
I saw a range of possibilities and approaches not generally seen in the UK at that
time and it recalibrated my expectations of the production values of outdoor work. Structural
differences, including regional Outdoor Arts creation centres and the Intermittents du
Spectacle system (Legifrance.gouv.fr, 2019) whereby those working as artists for over
500hrs in 10 months receive up to 9 months state subsidy while between gigs, means that
the scale and quality of French street arts are the envy of Europe. Haedicke refers to the
‘...favourable cultural policies in France’ (2013: 30) and even the European Parliament’s
report into Street Arts states that ‘[t]he special intermittence regime in France appears
privileged’ (Floch, 2007: 10).
There is something significant about the spatial transformation made in this Moment
and the way it affected both artists and audiences to amplify the festive atmosphere, but this
was not simply a decoration of space: the scale, kinaesthetic immersion and conceptual jest
it involved seemed to transcend the deed. Gestalt psychologist Kurt Koffka coined the
phrase ‘the whole is other than the sum of its parts’ and regularly corrected the common
mis-translation of the word ‘other’ as ‘greater’ (Koffka cited in Heider 1977: 383), saying
that the process was not simply one of addition. This, to me, was at the core of this
‘Moment’: that the transformation of public space was due to the ‘sum of the parts’ of the
festival but that the whole experienced effect was ‘different from the sum of its parts’ (ibid.).
In relation to Outdoor Arts, Mills describes this somewhat mysterious phenomenon as the
‘…alchemy at work in the Outdoor Arts [which] enables it to transform people and places’
(2018: 13) and in rhythmanalytic terms, ‘isorhythmia’ (Lefebvre, 2013; also see 4.5). This
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‘alchemy’ can be seen as a double-edged sword: on the one hand it is the raison d’être for
my praxis, on the other it is the driving force behind the instrumentalization of the sector.

3.2.4

Moment 4: Mature sector: New Modes of Production, Revolution, 2005

Performing the premiere of Artizani’s show: Revolution (2005) in Manchester we were
programmed as part of the showcase element of a festival and had a reasonably large
audience which included many bookers, promoters and festival directors arranged around
the roundabout set. Of the four performers, two were, for most of the time, on the
roundabout, one manipulating the set to create different images and the other (myself)
sitting on a bicycle on top of the roundabout, apparently powering it and speaking the verse
narrative. The show’s themes were well received by the mainly arty, liberal audience and
the humour was landing well. As is often the case when favourable circumstances coincide,
‘flow’ is heightened, and improvisation appears effortless 21. In this particular performance,
the sampler which I had on top of the roundabout failed when its battery ran out, leaving
us without any soundtrack and with only me knowing what the issue was and where the
spare battery was. Whilst the line I improvised may not have been of the highest poetic
quality, it did communicate the cause of the problem not to mention rhyme and scan:

“Well, this never happens to Tony Slattery
Will you open the toolbox and throw me a battery?”22

21

The concept of ‘flow’ is described as ‘...the holistic sensation that people feel when they act with total
involvement...’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014:150) in relation to improvisation Csikszentmihalyi adds that: ‘[i]n
the flow state, action follows upon action according to an internal logic that seems to need no conscious
intervention by the actor’ (ibid.: 151).

22

Tony Slattery: English comic actor, very often on TV in the UK at the time.
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The fact that, unknown to the audience, both the performer who threw me the battery and I
were professional jugglers assisted the recognisable virtuosity of the solution to the
problem, which had the effect of bringing the audience on-side.
Shortly after this event, a thunderstorm meant I had to postpone the performance,
(partly because I was sitting on what was, in effect, a lightning conductor!). Because the
show was going so well, as I announced that we would have to postpone, I said that we
would start from the same point in the show as soon as the rain passed. This tactic does not
usually work because outdoor audiences tend to move on and split up quickly, but in this
case the shower was short and about 15 minutes later we were able to restart with virtually
the same crowd. In the following two years of touring, it became evident that the vast
majority of people who booked the show had seen this particular performance of the show.

This performance took place at The Garden of Delights, a festival based in Manchester’s
Platt Fields Park (2003-2005). The festival arose out of the legacy of Manchester
International Arts’ pioneering Outdoor Arts work in and around Manchester and, in
particular, the Streets Ahead festivals which ran from 1994-2000. It also operated as a
showcase for Outdoor Arts, with a program of new work presented by Xtrax.23
After the new creative departures of Syrovy in 2001, and my first successful Arts
Council England (ACE) application in 2002 (for the purchase of a new van) I began a decade
of developing new shows using a project funded model. These included: Revolution (2005),
Desert Island Discs (2007) and The Cabaret of Dr Caligari (2009). The scale and ambition
23

Xtrax can, in many ways, be described as an offshoot of MIA, the director Maggie Clarke began her
career working for MIA and all of Xtrax’s early work was based around Manchester. The organisation still
exists, performing an advocacy and networking role for Outdoor Arts and, amongst other things, administers
the Without Walls Consortium. See critical glossary 1.7
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of these performances responded to a development of the sector led by a handful of
important festivals, loosely coordinated by the Independent Street Arts Network and to new
directions within ACE which had begun to recognise and value the accessibility of Outdoor
Arts.24 Of these shows, Revolution was probably the most ambitious and experimental: it
was based on a constantly revolving stage with the aesthetic of a fairground roundabout; I
commissioned a writer, Ed Jones, to develop a verse script and engaged original People
Show member Emil Wolk to direct it. The show dealt with themes of gender and identity
culminating in a spectacular drag-act finale.
Whilst Revolution may have been the company’s most highly thought of creation
amongst promoters (Burgess, private conversation, 2015) it was not a huge success in
relation to bookings or finance. Despite the fact that we were encouraged by certain festival
directors to create work of greater scale and ambition during this period, there was a lack of
events willing to pay the increased fee required to make them viable. Because the bookings
were comparatively few for Revolution, averaging 10 a year for the show’s 4-year life, the
cast had to take other work, which sometimes meant they were unavailable and after any
substantial break, the show needed re-rehearsal which was not covered by the fee.
This appears to me as an early example of the tension between two opposing models
of creating work: the one, relating historically to variety and music hall in which specialist
performers spend years developing skills specific to the form and where work is in repertoire
for years or even decades; the other relating more to theatrical modes of production, which
brings a company together and creates a performance for short, intensive runs. Whilst the
nature of touring outdoor work (opportunities are seasonal and mainly based around
weekends) has more in common with the itinerant and intermittent nature of variety, the arts
funding system and, increasingly, the demands made by promoters for novelty, relate more

24

ISAN, see critical Glossary 1.7
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to theatrical production.25 The problem for a company such as Artizani, which attempts to
straddle these two models, is that holding a company together over an extended period
where the work is not intensive enough to support the artists by itself becomes logistically
impossible, particularly when those artists are experts in their own fields and in demand
elsewhere.
The next show I created, Desert Island Discs (2007), returned to a more sustainable
model with only two performers, one of whom could be deputised relatively easily: it was
far more successful commercially in terms of number of bookings, and is still in repertoire,
although neither as ambitious in content nor as experimental in form. The Cabaret of Dr
Caligari (2009), whilst larger scale, used a consciously theatrical creation model, being
commissioned for a specific tour of the Lake District in 2009 by Lakes Alive.26 It also had
a limited tour in 2010 for which it had to be re-rehearsed. Although it involved up to 10
performers, this show was constructed in a more modular fashion and, for example, could
go out with either a single musician or a full four-piece band. In addition, part of the project
(funded by ACE) was to develop four emerging artists who were less problematic to
timetable in a tour (as they had less independent work). This kind of shorter-term project
lasting one or two years and using graduate or emerging artists has become more common
in recent years, in particular with larger companies where artistic agency is located outside
of those doing the actual performing (for example, see interview with Robbie Graham,
appendix 2).

25

Novelty has become a key criterion for bookers over the period under scrutiny and is part of the mission
statement of Without Walls who only support new work and prioritise: ‘...new & emerging artists...new
approaches to work....[and] new...collaborations’ (Without Walls, 2019). I have never performed the same
show at a Without Walls festival in different years and, from scrutiny of the brochures, it would appear that
it simply does not happen. This is in contrast to a culture in the period before 2007 in which repeat bookings
for successful shows were commonplace.
26
Lakes Alive is a festival based in the Lake District since 2009 with events in a wide range of towns and
villages culminating in Mint Fest, a two-day event in Kendal. At the time, the festival was run by Kendal
Arts International partnered with Manchester International Arts and was programmed by Jeremy Shine
(director of MIA).
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I would suggest this model has some intrinsic artistic disadvantages, the most
notable of which is that, because these performers move on after the show and often see
outdoor arts as a gateway rather than a destination, it is more difficult to develop sustainable
companies with specific expertise in outdoor arts. This tension, between work made
specifically for outdoors and performance initially designed for indoors and placed
outdoors, is one to which I will return.

3.2.5

Moment 5: The WoW effect? Big in Falkirk 200927

With a few hours to spare between shows I wandered off into Callendar Park to catch a
show or two. I had heard of Motionhouse, because I was aware that they had received
Without Walls commissions but was not at the time aware of their reputation within the
contemporary dance world. Interested to see these newcomers, I followed the program and
went to see them in ‘Underground’. However, they were not at the place specified on the
festival map and I later found out that because the show required flat hardstanding, they
had been moved several hundred metres to a different location.
Being very familiar with the site, I found this decision strange, as their original
position would have been highly visible and very close to the main thoroughfare, whereas
the position they chose was in a much quieter and harder to find area of the park. Having
watched the show, and considered the skills and techniques used I couldn’t see why it
needed either hardstanding, or more than relatively flat ground.

27

Big in Falkirk was a festival which ran from 2000-2009 in Callendar Park, Falkirk. There was a daytime
program of Outdoor Arts and each evening generally involved popular music acts and a spectacular Outdoor
Arts finale, usually with fireworks.
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Although a review describes their set as the ‘skeleton of an underground train’, it
struck me more as climbing frame wrapped in clingfilm. The sound quality though, was very
high for a relatively small-scale piece of the time and the young dancers were clearly all
professionally trained. The dance was internalised: pretending that the audience was not
there, much of it involved ‘floorwork’ which was at times difficult for the audience to see
and they defined a rectangular audience edge, I presume to reflect the shape of the set,
within which to perform, with the audience at some distance.
Although the performance was not particularly to my taste, I remained till the end
and noted that the audience was smaller than at the beginning and that, apart from at one
or two moments of virtuosity involving elements of street dance and acrobatics, the audience
seemed somewhat disengaged in comparison to observations of them at my own and other
shows. My abiding memory was of perplexity at why they had chosen to perform outside
when the show seemed to be specifically suited to the indoors.

I have selected this Moment because it was my first experience of the kind of performance
that was to become commonplace in work commissioned by Without Walls. Motionhouse
have been seminal in the development of the sector since 2007 and in particular to the
presentation of contemporary dance and latterly of contemporary circus by Without Walls
festivals (see Angus Mackechnie appendix 4). They have also been by far the most
successful company in winning support from Without Walls in the period 2007-2019 (see
figure 3.4 below).
The performance was reviewed in The Scotsman, which is itself quite unusual as the
lack of critical debate around Outdoor Arts in the media is notable (ACE, 2008: 15). The
review asserts that:
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Motionhouse Dance of Leamington produced a memorably successful piece of
outdoor theatre in Underground, a simple but forceful and beautifully-acted show
for four dancers set in the skeleton of an underground train
(The Scotsman, May 4, 2009).

Given my experience of watching the show however, this suggests a very particular
set of preferences and understanding of what constitutes ‘successful…outdoor theatre’. I
was left feeling that I had seen a piece of indoor contemporary dance placed outdoors
without much consideration of the differences that outdoor spaces or non-captive audiences
make. It may be the case that this is simply a difference of subjective opinions, or perhaps
the reviewer was, in a similar way to Motionhouse, applying the aesthetics of indoor
performance to the outdoors.
Initially this trend of bringing work from established indoor companies outdoors
seemed peripheral; it constituted a minority of the programs at a small number of festivals
(the original 5 members of the Without Walls Consortium). The commissioning funds were
taken from the individual festivals’ budgets rather than a central pot and there were plenty
of other significant bookers in the marketplace including pre-austerity local authority
funded festivals and the 2012 London Olympics. However, the impact of these
commissioning decisions became increasingly evident over the following decade as the
group of Without Walls festivals, associate festivals and partner festivals grew to 36, the
programs of these festivals became increasingly populated by Without Walls commissions
and other opportunities went into decline (see Street, Appendix 8). Before introducing the
other voices from the ethnographic study, I will present my own view of the Without Walls
era to date, an era typified by the success of Motionhouse. These views can be summarised
as a concern with the increasingly significant impact of the vertical hierarchy of Without
Walls on the sector and the unaccountable decision-making process they employ.
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Without Walls

Underground was Motionhouse’s second Without Walls commission, and in Without
Walls’ 12-year history Motionhouse have now received a total of 6 commissions. They are
also a National Portfolio Organisation (NPO), significant because it means that they receive
annual Arts Council England funding, currently £468,806 (ACE, 2019) a year, to support
their work. This funding allows them to pay staff specifically to write applications for
additional project funding (such as Without Walls Commissions) and critically, their NPO
grant can be used as leverage in such applications.28
At the time I saw Underground (2009), my familiarity with the sector suggested that
this kind of large-scale arts company moving outdoors onto the festival circuit was the
exception, but it has, in the intervening decade, become the norm with Motionhouse in the
vanguard (see Angus Mackechnie, appendix 4). This effect is evidenced by the 8 companies
which have been most often supported by Without Walls since 2007 (figure 3.4), only one,
Mimbre, was active outdoors before 2005 and all but one, Plunge Boom, are NPOs.
In contrast, only 14 out of 91, or 15% of the remaining Without Walls commissioned
companies are NPOs. The proportions of companies receiving 1 or 2, compared to 3 or more
commissions are represented graphically in the pie charts below (figure 3.5) and, as can be

28

Leverage, in relation to proposals for funding, means monies that can be used as additional income in a
project’s budget, if the percentage of the project to be funded by any one organisation is lower, the chances
of getting the funding tends to be higher (ACE advice for G4A proposals). The rules are somewhat
complicated in relation to National Lottery funds as you cannot fund one project from two sources of
Lottery funding and so, because Without Walls funding comes from the Lottery and ACE project funding
does too, they cannot both be used. However, some NPO’s funding (including Motionhouse) is from ACE’s
core budget raised from taxation and so can be used as leverage. According to Taylor (personal
communication, 2019) this means that being an NPO funded from ACE’s government grant gives a
significant advantage in winning WoW funding.
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seen, there is a clear relationship between NPO status and gaining repeat support from
Without Walls.

Figure 3. 4 Table of most often commissioned Without Walls Companies 2007-1929

Companies with 1-2
WoW Comissions

Unfunded

NPO

Companies with 3+
WoW Comissions

Unfunded

NPO

Figure 3. 5 Comparisons between number of WoW commissions and NPO Status
29

Sources: NPO funding: ACE NPO list 2018-2020, 2019; Without Walls Commissions: WoW catalogue,
2019. WoW does not provide information on how much each commission was worth and have not
responded to requests for this information.
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This connection between already having NPO funding and gaining further funding
from Without Walls would appear to have the effect of concentrating resources into fewer
hands. In addition the commissioning decisions are made by a handful of people in an
opaque system where relationships with the decision makers appear to be central (anon.
private conversations with company director and Without Walls directorate member).30
Because Without Walls do not publish the data and did not respond to my request for it, the
key statistics missing here deal with the exact amount of funds companies received, and
number of companies which have applied, but not received any funding from Without
Walls. In relation to the value of support given, I know from experience and private
conversations with recipients that it can vary from just touring subsidy to tens of thousands
of pounds. Again, from various private conversations, I am aware of several companies
which have made multiple applications without any success.
Several interviews and conversations have identified the conditionality of funding
opportunities as becoming an increasing bar to companies without a backroom staff able to
complete complex and ever-changing applications for funds. Both Nicki Street and Jeremy
Shine in the following interviews (appendices 7 & 8) observe that this has an effect on the
content of work produced and can become a vicious circle, as companies without arts
funding are forced into making safer, more commercial work to survive, which in turn
makes them less fundable in the eyes of arts commissioners.

30

The central role of Without Walls in the funding of outdoor arts in the UK led to caution amongst several
respondents in going ‘on the record’ when discussing them in critical terms. Similarly, my own position as
an industry professional, dependent to an extent on their patronage has prevented me from treating them as a
hostile witness (see ethical risk assessment, appendix 12). Such an interrogation would need to be carried
out by an unconnected researcher.
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I have been party to many conversations within the pre-Without Walls group about the
transformation of the sector which began with Motionhouse in 2007. A common thread
criticises the movement into Outdoor Arts by previously uninterested companies which, it
has been suggested, are led by financial interest rather than any commitment to working
outdoors (private conversations at FLOI, 2017; Macpherson 2015). At a meeting between
NASA and Xtrax, for example, it was suggested by the NASA contingent that ‘...a trend
had emerged in Without Walls that appeared to favour artists from a dance background’
(minutes of NASA meeting, Stockton, 2/8/19).31 More nuanced arguments have also been
made by concerned individuals observing, for example, that the performers hired by these
large companies do not, on the whole, remain in the sector long enough to develop specialist
outdoor skills (private conversation Palmer, 2017). NASA has developed a critique of the
situation (minutes of Steering Group, 2020) which contrasts work which is of-the-street
with work which is on-the-street: the former is designed for the outdoors generally by those
with specific knowledge of outdoor work whereas the latter is indoor work placed outdoors
without such knowledge. A common example of an issue with the on-the-street category is
the use of dance flooring. This smooth, rubberised matting is a perfect solution for indoor
dance and physical theatre, providing a uniform and safe surface for movement work.
However, when used outdoors it has two huge disadvantages: firstly, it needs a perfectly
flat surface on which to be laid and this often requires the construction of a stage, and
secondly, a few drops of rain make it dangerously slippery.
Recent critical dialogue in Total Theatre Magazine has also questioned the direction
in which the sector seems to be moving, for example in relation to Talawa’s 2019 Without
Walls commission: The Tide. This was the first outdoor work made by Talawa, a company

31

See critical Glossary
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with a respected 30-year indoor pedigree, and was reviewed at the Brighton Festival in
2019:
I get the broad brushstrokes, and there are some lovely details...but the show doesn’t
really have the drive and oomph needed for street work....The Tide feels like a show
made by people who do not yet fully understand how to structure and formulate an
outdoor piece... making indoor theatre and making street theatre are, in fact, two
quite different things.
(Max Prior, 2019)

In the same issue, a more general observation is made about the current crop of (2019)
Without Walls commissions in relation to how fit for purpose they are in the context of the
UK’s predictably unpredictable weather:
One thing strikes me about this year’s programme, which is that all four shows being
presented on this Without Walls day are static, movement-based pieces – and three
of the four shows involve metal scaffolding structures. And if we think about this
for a moment, we’ll realise that if anything is going to be seriously affected by rain,
it is a static, movement-based show that involves a big scaff structure, which will of
course immediately become slippery, even in light rain.
(ibid.)

Later in the 2019 season, Stockton International Riverside Festival (SIRF) was reviewed by
Total Theatre and here Wild, Motionhouse’s most recent Without Walls commission (which
had been rained off in Brighton) was discussed in terms that suggest a critical attitude
towards their outdoor work, reminding me of some of the questions I had about them after
seeing Underground 10 years before:
Motionhouse have a house-style which they rigidly stick to and whilst this allows
them to create a lot of shows it also means that their development is hard to detect.
This show had a team of talented dancer/acrobats hurling themselves around a set
made of upright scaff-poles. A lot of the choreography took place on the poles, but
a lot was on the floor so if you were standing two rows back you couldn’t really see
what they were doing.
(Taylor, 2019)
Whilst the dissenting voices may be getting slightly louder, the status and market
share of the Without Walls organisation is still very much in the ascendency. Indeed, it has
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much to recommend it: it is clear that those individuals visible performing outdoors today
are far more diverse than was the case before Without Walls, and that production values
have greatly improved within the parts of the sector able to access Without Walls funding
and touring opportunities. The reputation of the sector has been transformed, and
opportunities for serious critical dialogue and networking are now commonplace thanks,
primarily, to the advocacy organisations Xtrax and Outdoor Arts UK, both of which
organise regular conferences and seminars.

The analysis of interviews which follow in the ethnography section (which are reproduced
in full in appendices 1-8) introduce a range of views and positions held by some key industry
professionals. Some responses I found surprising and some predictable, but it is hoped that
they will contextualise and position this autoethnographic reflection. Because, in the
reflections above, my own views and those of many of my peers in the pre-Without Walls
generation are placed centrally, I was mainly interested in widening this group to include
members of the post-Without Walls generation and those involved in production,
programming and promotion of Outdoor Arts.

3.3

Ethnography

The Ethnography section is organised on the basis of the four main interview questions and
aims to give an overview of some of the different histories, perspectives and opinions
encountered. As will be seen, the initial groupings I made of participants into pre and post
Without Walls, and into artists, promoters and advocates does not satisfactorily predict
attitudes or personal histories. However, where they do share a perspective it appears more
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in relation to general optimism or pessimism about the sector, and the common factor is
access to and involvement with the Without Walls Consortium.

3.3.0

Interviews

During 2017 and 2018 I conducted a range of qualitative semi-structured interviews with 8
professionals from the Outdoor Arts sector. Interviewees included artists from a range of
genres including theatre, circus and dance as well as a number of individuals involved in
the production and promotion of events. Interviews were designed to last approximately an
hour, but on occasion ran to nearly 3 hours. All of the interviews have been transcribed and
appear as appendices 1 to 8.
Interviews were structured around four topics: biographic details in relation to
Outdoor Arts; narrative history within Outdoor Arts; inspirations and motivations which led
to working in the sector and thoughts on the relationship between Outdoor Arts and public
space. As well as questions and answers, where appropriate and time allowing, the interview
was broken up by asking interviewees to visually represent an artistic ‘family tree’ for
themselves to illustrate their history within the sector.
Additionally, conversations with a wide range of other artists and arts professionals
were documented in field notes which, where referred to, are presented anonymously with
some indication of the subject’s relationship to the industry. Because over the course of the
research, I presented papers at a number of conferences and events and there was a general
awareness within the sector of my interests, several people contacted me or made a point of
talking to me at festivals informally.
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Notes on Documentation:

The state of documentation and archival resources is perhaps worthy of some note. Most
research participants refer to online documentation of some description; however, few of
these are organised and accessible as archives, being either private or doubling as marketing
material. There is a sense in which the internet has become a universal archive and that
Google is the archivist. Angus Mackechnie, currently executive director of Outdoor Arts
UK (OAUK) says:

You assume that it’s there and the number of times I’ve just done something like
googled: ‘juggling show, three clowns, Tarrega’, maybe translated it into Spanish
and I’ve not known the year but I’ve found it... and I love that, but it’s hit and miss
as to whether any particular organisation does that, and if they go bust what happens
to their server?
(appendix 4)

Mackechnie offers personal evidence of this data loss, as the archive he kept while director
of Watch this Space has been deleted, as has the National Theatre’s Watch this Space
Facebook page:
It’s terrible, it breaks my heart … I went to every website, all the National Theatre
Pages, it’s all been deleted because it’s history and they are not doing it anymore
…the other thing that really distressed me was that they closed down the Watch this
Space Facebook page as well and on that I had kept such a record...a day-to-day
record of what went on. I would be really methodical about doing that, there will be
10 photos a day of where we were… Here we are in Brixton here we are in
Peckham… that’s all gone.
(appendix 4)

As a response to this experience, he reports being much more circumspect about
documenting the work of OAUK in his present role and not simply entrusting it to the
organisation.
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Other participants, particularly those receiving core funding as ACE National
Portfolio Organisations tend to see the documentation as an ethical responsibility of
receiving public funding. Anthony Missen, for example, whose work is comprehensively
documented, says, ‘[e]verything we have ever made is online in full’, and states that, ‘I think
that if there is public money that has gone into this, it should be publicly accessible. They
are made, they are there, and people should be able to enjoy them’ (appendix 6).
Outside of the research participants there are also a number of companies, generally
those where the artistic directors are nearing retirement age, which have begun to more
consciously make organised and accessible archives. Examples include Avanti Display
(http://avantidisplay.co.uk/new-image-archive/),
(https://www.desperatemen.com/archive/),

and

The
The

Whalley

Desperate
Range

Men
All

Stars

(http://www.wras.org.uk/archive/). There is also an initiative by Unfinished Histories whose
mission is to record the ‘[h]istory of Alternative Theatre in Britain (1968-88) through oral
history interviews and the collecting of archive material’ (2019), to archive the early part of
the

sector’s

history

(https://www.unfinishedhistories.com/categories/community/);

however, as well as combining outdoor work with community work, this is as yet only
partially complete, lacking the funds to find and collate the available data.
There has been some discussion within both OAUK and NASA around archiving
but in the current climate of economic retrenchment it has not been prioritised. It may be
that responsibility will have to be taken at some point by the academy if the knowledge and
data held by an ageing group of individuals is not to be lost and if such a resource is to be
organised and made accessible. There is precedent for such an archive in the parallel
National Fairground Archive created by Vanessa Toulmin at the University of Sheffield
(1950-ongoing) and it is hoped that such a project may become possible in the future.
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Biographies

In order to introduce and contextualise the research participants, a brief biography including
name; length of engagement with the arts generally, and outdoor arts specifically; amount
of work considered outdoor arts; a description of their organisation and role within it; basic
information about their funding history and the documentation of their work and links to
their websites (where available) are included with the interview transcription appendices
(appendices 1-8). The table below condenses this information for ease of access:

Name

Org.

Date

WoW

NPO

Prd

Adv

Ag.

Art

Da

Cir

Th

Winnie
Circo
2000
No
No
No No
No Yes No Yes Yes
Elliott
Rum Baba
Robbie
Southpaw
2011
Yes
No
No No
No Yes Yes No No
Graham
Eithne
Kapow
2015
Yes
No
No No
No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kane
Angus Mac- OAUK
2015
No
Yes
No Yes
No No
Kechnie
James Mac- Artizani
1989
Yes
No
No No
No Yes No Yes Yes
pherson
Andy
Culture
2008
No
Yes
Yes No
No No
McNicholl
Liverpool
Anthony
Company
2009
Yes
Yes
No No
No Yes Yes No No
Missen
Chameleon
Jeremy
MIA/SIRF 1975
Yes
No
Yes No
No No
Shine
Nicki
Fool’s
1991
No
No
No No
Yes No
Street
Paradise
KEY: Funding: WoW=supported by Without Walls; NPO= National Portfolio organisation.

Role: Prd= producer; Adv= advocate; Ag= Agent; Art= artist.
Genre: Da= dance; Cir= circus; Th= theatre.

Figure 3. 6 Interviewee information
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Narrative Histories

The personal narratives of the research participants are revealed more fully in the
appendices, but here some trends, commonalities and contrasts are discussed in order to
illuminate more of the sector’s roots and antecedents.

3.3.2.1 Where did you learn about what you do?
Interviewees were asked about their paths into the industry in order to ascertain whether the
routes they had taken demonstrated differences between the various groupings (post/preWithout Walls, artists/producers), and whether those within the same grouping showed
commonalities.
It is striking that everyone I interviewed has fallen into a career in Outdoor Arts by
chance rather than by either design or training.32. The exceptions to this phenomenon tend
to be those few, such as Abbozzo Arts, Altered States, Molly Orange and Safety Catch, who
have been tutored by existing outdoor arts professionals whilst at a conservatoire or
University. The one dedicated course in Outdoor Arts, at Winchester University (BA, Street
Arts: Performance and Production), did not, it is claimed by Angus Mackechnie (appendix
4), seem to have had a significant effect on the industry, and this critique of arts training is
reiterated in general terms by Jeremy Shine (appendix 7).

Three of the four research participants involved in the sector on the production side: Angus
Mackechnie, Andy McNicholl and Jeremy Shine all began working for organisations

32

It has been pointed out to me that I repeatedly use the metaphorical language of slapstick when describing
how Outdoor Arts professionals ended up where they are: falling, slipping and tumbling into the sector.
Whilst this was not intentional I have not ‘corrected’ the error as I suspect that it reveals something of the
ethos of the community.
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without a specific Outdoor Arts focus (The National Theatre, Liverpool City Council and
Action Space respectively) and moved sideways into Outdoor Arts. The fourth, Nicki Street,
whilst aware of Outdoor Arts activity in the South West, such as the Desperate Men, and
having seen acts at Glastonbury festival, joined Fool’s Paradise from The Bodyshop as the
‘business brain’ (conversation 2019).
Both Angus Mackechnie and Andy McNichol’s routes involved a colleague with
responsibility for Outdoor Arts leaving, which led to them inadvertently taking over the role
(appendices 4 & 5). Somewhat similarly, the organisation Jeremy Shine worked for (Action
Space) re-orientated ‘...from the galleries into public spaces’ (appendix 7) and this began
his association with Outdoor Arts. Whilst Jeremy Shine had little recourse to, or funding for
expertise at the time (the mid 1970s), both Angus Mackechnie and Andy McNicholl (20
years later) used experienced programmers to assist them (Cat Lorrigio and Bev Ayer
respectively), whereas Nicki Street had her co-director, Jo Burgess, to lean on in respect of
industry knowledge. All four, however, stress that ‘learning on the job’ (Jeremy Shine,
appendix 7) or ‘learn[ing]on the hoof’ (Nicki Street, appendix 8) was a fundamental
necessity.

Of the three Dance practitioners interviewed, two, Anthony Missen and Eithne Kane,
trained at recognised contemporary dance schools (the Northern School of Contemporary
Dance and the London Contemporary Dance School, respectively). Both, however, cite
earlier and later experiences as foundational in their move into Outdoor Arts. Anthony
Missen identifies his time at Scottish Dance Theatre under director Janet Smith as the cradle
of his creative practice: ‘…giving me time and space to develop my own practice…’
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(appendix 6).33 Eithne Kane, was a gymnast and outdoor climber before dance school, then
toured with Tilted Productions outdoors and with circus company Joli Vyann, which is
where she recombined gymnastics with her dance. Kane states that, ‘…what we do with
Kapow now is influenced by both [Tilted and Joli Vyann]’ (appendix 3).
Robbie Graham comes from a breakdancing tradition and this has clearly affected
the nature of the work he has made. He says:
I come from a B-Boying background so it wasn’t a dance company as such, it was
more of a B-Boy crew, and we started to create hip-hop theatre work initially…
[which, he jokingly describes as:]… DV8, but spinning on your head!34
(appendix 2)
In this early period of his career he was part of the B-Boying group Bad Taste Cru
and says that as young men they found it difficult to train indoors because of the health and
safety regimes they encountered and the inherently risky nature of their discipline. BBoying involves high impact acrobatic moves performed without safety equipment and so,
he says, they ended up outdoors in parks, an outcome that, he suggests, was unintentionally
embedded in the work they made:
When we created our first piece [Council of The Ordinary], we created a theatre
piece that didn’t really work in a theatre. We created it from that [outdoor] context
so naturally it had an affinity with being outdoors…
(appendix 2)
Council of The Ordinary (Bad Taste Cru, 2007), is based on painter Emma Tooth’s
series of chiaroscuro paintings Concilium Plebis (2008) which depict ordinary working-

33

Before going on to train professionally, Missen, a working-class boy from Hulme in Manchester, began
dancing at Trafford Youth Dance Theatre in secret because he was embarrassed to tell his friends (appendix
6).
34
B-Boying denotes an athletic form of street dance with its roots in 1970s New York which is more often
referred to as breakdance in mainstream media. Practitioners, however, generally prefer the original terms BBoying or Breaking and refer to themselves as B-Boys and B-Girls. Graham relates that, within the
subculture, there are strong purist tendencies which made it difficult for him to mix other dance forms with
B-Boying whilst remaining part of the scene (appendix 2).
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class people in a high Renaissance style.35 It was seen by Frank Wilson, a Without Walls
Consortium decision maker and Stockton International Riverside Festival director, which
was a breakthrough moment for Robbie Graham. The show was commissioned by Without
Walls and reimagined as Tribal Assembly in 2010, as a result of which Graham was soon in
demand at other festivals in the UK and France. Robbie Graham acknowledges the
significance of the support and mentoring Wilson provided in this regard at a critical stage
of his career (appendix 2).
For Graham, in common with Eithne Kane, Jeremy Shine, Nicki Street and many
others including myself (Appendices 3, 7, 8, and various conversations), touring in Europe,
and in France in particular opened his eyes to new perspectives and led him to be more
critical of his own work:
I realised we had a hole in our practice, our choreographic understanding, because
we were exposed then to these amazing French shows. We were on tour and saw
these incredible companies and the way they composed their work and their
movement and the theatrical concepts they were working with. I understood, but I
didn’t understand how they were created...
(appendix 2)
His response was to leave Bad Taste Cru to pursue more varied dance and
choreographic training by touring with Two Faced Dance (2009) and to work with as many
choreographers as possible, ‘as everyone needs to do at some point...trying to educate
myself, doing as much research as I could, filling that toolkit’ (appendix 2).

Of the interviewees, the artist most representative of the pre-Without Walls generation,
Winnie Elliott, studied Drama at the University of Kent, followed by a PG acting course at
Guildhall, where she co-founded Red Rag Theatre Company, a feminist theatre group. She

35

There is a contradiction here in the dates given by Graham for Bad Taste Cru’s Council of the Ordinary
(2007), and on Tooth’s website and in several articles about Councilium Plebis (2008) on which it was
based. It may be that Graham mis-spoke in interview or that the artworks existed sometime before they were
displayed. However, they both agree that Bad Taste Cru collaborated with Tooth, using her paintings as
inspiration.
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also worked in theatre doing TIE, children’s and community theatre with companies
including Kazzum Arts, before joining Circo Rum Baba in 2000. This pathway mirrored
my own, beginning with a University Drama Degree combined with political activism and
leading to working in professional Outdoor Arts, but is only one of several ways preWithout Walls artists learnt their trade.
Two other common routes into the sector are through fine arts training and the
festival circuit. Bill Palmer (Avanti Display) and Edward Taylor (The Whalley Range All
Stars), both began their Outdoor Arts careers in the 1980s and had fine arts rather than
performance training, citing companies such as Welfare State International, Horse and
Bamboo and Dogtroep as significant in leading them to work outdoors (private
conversations and interviews for unpublished MA dissertation, 2015). Kim Tilbrook (NoFit
State Circus, Red Herring Productions) and Joanna Kessell (Desperate Men, Stickleback
Plasticus) were introduced to Outdoor Arts through the festival circuit (private
conversations). In particular Glastonbury Festival was a fertile recruiting ground, largely
because of its link to legendary busker Haggis McLeod.36

3.3.2.2 Which artists do you consider to be your inspirations or references?
The foundational experiences offered by interviewees are all highly personal, perhaps
because of their ephemerality, and presence at a particular performance was more often
cited than a company per se, and there was little overlap in these experiences. It might be

36

McLeod’s act, Haggis and Charlie, was a significant influence on the careers of many Outdoor Artists
including The Wonder Boys and the Samande Jugglers (private conversations) as well as myself. He was
married to Arabella Churchill who booked the Theatre and Circus Field acts at Glastonbury until her death
in 2007. This led to a strong focus on Outdoor Arts, something which still persists, and Glastonbury, for
many of the pre-Without Walls generation is the main annual get-together for the sector. Significantly,
Glastonbury is always on the same weekend as Without Wall’s biggest showcase and networking event:
the Greenwich and Docklands International Festival and so deciding which one to attend can reveal the
strategic priorities of those who are present.
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more useful, therefore, to consider groupings of influence thus: firstly, performances which
provided early epiphanies, often disclosing hitherto unimagined performance possibilities;
and secondly those more contemplated role models or structural models which informed the
ways that individuals decided to develop themselves professionally.
In terms of epiphanies, there was a significant crossover between answers to the question
above about inspirations, and the later question asking about the best outdoor arts the
respondents had seen (3.3.3.2). To keep all the different examples of these personally
significant Moments together, the two sets of responses are combined below to aid analysis.

A majority of respondents recalled shows seen abroad, although not explicitly identifying
whether this was because of the higher quality of the material or a heightened receptivity
related to travel and cultural difference. The descriptions given were often lyrical, as for
example with Robbie Graham, who described watching Compagnie BiLBobaSSo, an Italian
dance and pyrotechnic company:
...they do this fire and dance tango piece called Polar, and to this day it’s the most
spectacular effect I’ve ever seen. One woman, dancing with embers coming off these
candlesticks and it was just the most stunning visual image I’ve ever seen in my life.
(appendix 2)

Winnie Elliott spoke in similar terms about a Spanish pyrotechnic company (name
forgotten) which she saw in Romania at the Sibiu festival around the year 2000:
They were just so colourful, so loud and in your face and, and so dangerous, so
dangerous... You had to get out of the way, or you’d get burnt. I thought that is
spectacular and we will never see anything like that in England ever because of
health and safety, there is no way…. the performers were spellbinding and so joyful
(appendix 1)

Eithne Kane’s epiphanic Moment reinforced several other comments documented about
first experiences and the mindset one has when fresh; she is also similarly unable to name
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the company that she is describing:
I think there’s always that thing when you’ve never been to a street theatre festival
before…we did an amazing festival in Bethune in France, I don’t know who the
Company was but they did this amazing political dance theatre piece…all in French
and I don’t speak French… it was just a very sensational experience for me being in
the street, and with this theatrical thing happening, it was very story based and I was
astonished that even without understanding any of the words I got what was going
on.
(appendix 3)
Another highlight from Europe is cited by Nicki Street: ‘the best show I’ve ever seen was
in Kleinesfest in Hanover about 5 years ago: les Dutunnels by Theatr’ Acte... I can’t really
do justice, but I think I saw it three times it was just superb, superb stuff’ (appendix 8).
In these replies there is a great deal which relates to the affect attributed to outdoor
arts by theorists such as Haedicke, who writes about a series of ‘… experiential shocks that
can lead to questioning and reshaping assumptions…’ (2013: 126) and Mason’s
identification of the benefits of ‘… creative contact between ordinary human beings all over
the world’ (1992: 213). In addition, the perceived danger often discussed, and ‘escape from
the usual official way of life’ (Bakhtin, 1984: 8) assists in constructing a shared
carnivalesque identity described by Lefebvre as the festive ‘total person’ (Highmore, 2002:
119). The motors behind this shifted collective identity are considered by Reicher and Stott
where they compare carnival to riot: ‘…there is always something carnivalesque about riots.
And carnivals are always close to becoming riotous’ (2011: np). They further make the point
that both ‘…are not exhilarating and passionate as opposed to being serious and
meaningful…[they] are exhilarating and passionate precisely because they are so serious
and so meaningful in peoples’ lives’ (ibid.). This phenomenon is directly related to physical
co-presence in public space which, Goffman argues, ‘...renders persons uniquely accessible,
available and subject to one another...’ (1966: 22) or, as articulated by Nicki Street, ‘the
crowd is a great place to be, to share’ (appendix 8).
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Of those who focused on experiences in the UK, Angus Mackechnie described how seeing
Mario Queen of the Circus (Clark MacFarlane, c2005) revealed to him some of the roots of
Outdoor Arts, joining it up with his knowledge of popular indoor performance:
These are the people who used to play Music Halls in a certain period of time - they’ve
gone - they’ve come back here. They were in Variety, they were the acts in Panto – I
recognised exactly who they were – that’s exactly who Mario is, he’s the clown who
comes on halfway through the second half – of course he is.
(appendix 4)

Anthony Missen reflected on the effect DV8, as male dancers, had on the
development of his identity, and on the permission it gave for him to do what he does:
‘Someone played a video, it was Enter Achilles (DV8, 1995), and it was the first time I
thought, do you know what, maybe this is alright for a bloke’ (appendix 6).
Jeremy Shine cites several groups including The Rolling Stones, Welfare State
International and the Ken Campbell Roadshow who profoundly affected his younger self
and how the motivation to create a similar affect in others has stayed with him as a
programmer:
It wasn’t so much what they did, I really don’t know what they did at all, but it was
completely intoxicating, the whole takeover… what it was about, was not the
specific content of anything but creating…ecstasy… and I think what we really want
to do with creativity (and I see myself as a second level creative) is make something
where people are out of their mind, in a good way. Create a moment of ecstasy, and
that’s really what I think creativity and the arts is all about.
(appendix 7)
Here he echoes Caillois’ description of festival in terms of “collective euphoria and
vertigo” (cited in Kuligowski, 2017: 392); in addition, Shine’s phrase ‘second level creative’
is also revealing here as it reverses the modern hierarchical status of creative producers over
artists (exemplified by Without Walls), positioning promoters as secondary to the artists.

In relation to structural and logistical models, two of the dance practitioners mention
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Motionhouse as worthy of imitation in relation to how they are organised, rather than in
terms of content or aesthetics. This is perhaps predictable as Motionhouse have been, by
far, the most successful exploiters of Without Walls with 6 shows commissioned or
supported in its 12-year history (Without Walls Catalogue, 2019). Eithne Kane, as an early
career artist, is interested in models of long-term sustainability:
The way that they [Motion House] take dance outdoors, alongside indoor [tours] has
always been an interesting model for us…that they have really well established
touring throughout the summer outdoors and then an indoor program in the winter…
it’s an interesting ‘lighthouse’ - really for me it is a business interest…with my
business brain [on]…we are talking a lot about sustainability at the moment – in
terms of how we maintain the company…so it doesn’t just fold after a few years.
(appendix 3)

Robbie Graham, discussing Motionhouse’s show Underground (2010), focuses more on the
quality and production values as objectives for his own work at that time. As an emerging
artist he recalls thinking: ‘…give me three years, that’s what it needs to be... seeing
something of high-quality can direct the next three years of your life’ (appendix 2).
From the perspective of a programmer, Nicki Street discusses Market Harborough
Festival, which is particularly embedded in its community, as a model of a good local
festival:
Market Harborough for me is the essence of everything we work for because it is
not put on by somebody from outside the town, it’s volunteers, it’s crowd funded,
and the hotel sponsor things. So consequently, on that day in that town there is an
amazing feeling.
(appendix 8)

These examples of perceived good practice typically provoke less passionate
language than the Moments of epiphany but can also exert a strong influence on the
development of working methodologies and approaches to work.
Where there was time, the interviewees were asked to map their inspirations and
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influences visually, either on blank paper or using one of a choice of templates (including a
tube map and a family tree) in order to find out if the same references came up repeatedly
and whether similarities in the way interviewees conceived of the sector would be revealed
in the ways they chose to map it. In both areas there was a striking lack of commonality,
with no names or methods of presentation shared between participants. As an illustration of
this point, some are reproduced below.
The form of representation itself is revealing and does seem to reflect the way in
which interviewees see themselves in relation to the sector. In the first three examples,
Anthony Missen, Robbie Graham and Angus Mackechnie all used a similar, relatively small
amount of time, and the diagrams illustrate the different ways they see their career paths.

Figure 3. 7 Influences: Anthony Missen

Anthony Missen (figure 3.7) described his early personal development as a lonely
path, in which he was moulded by isolated Moments or people, which had no relationship
to each other but were, collectively, ‘feeding into his thinking’ (appendix 6). This was
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followed by an explosion of activity where the knowledges he had accumulated started to
move out into the world through an expanding, interconnected web of artists, networks,
students and audiences.
Robbie Graham (figure 3.8) saw the process as a ‘decision map’ with a very clear
split located around 2012 as he left the B-Boying battle format in order to focus on adapting
his skills for dance commissions. He illustrates a series of Moments when a choice he made
saw his career go in a particular direction rather than another and, observed that: ‘...what
immediately stands out from me is the question ‘what next?’ In terms of artistic progress I’ve never seen my career laid out in this way before’ (appendix 2).

Figure 3. 8 Influences: Robbie Graham

Angus Mackechnie (figure 3.9) drew a series of three maps which represented how
he saw the sector at first compared to how he sees it now. The first two (right and bottom
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of page) represent the festivals and artists separately, the festivals as a (vertical) ‘hierarchy’
with the National Theatre at the top, and the artists as an interconnected (horizontal) ‘spider
diagram’.37 His perception now (left of page) is of the whole sector as much more of ‘...a
messy network...’ in which he sees himself ‘...as a phone operator...’ making the connections
between artists and artists, between artists and festivals and between festivals and festivals.
As the director of an advocacy and networking organisation MacKechnie sees his role as
‘...knowing those different connections and knowing the right ones to make’ (appendix 4)

Figure 3. 9 Influences: Angus MacKechnie

It may be argued that this replaces one hierarchy with another because, although the
vertical power relationships have been replaced with a horizontal community, he still sees
himself in a leadership role at the centre of the network, with the knowledge and power to

37

This reflects the early (and complex) history of the sector when the Independent Street Arts Network
(ISAN) only represented festivals was not open to artists and the National Association of Street Artists
(NASA) represented artists. Today ISAN has been renamed Outdoor Arts UK (OAUK) and is a membership
organisation open to both festivals and artists (see critical glossary 1.7).
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make the connections between members. This is softer, more informational power, but
power all the same.
Both Eithne Kane (figure 3.10) and Winnie Elliott (figure 3.11) took a little more
time to complete their diagrams and thus populated them with more specific detail about
people and companies who had influenced them. Kane’s method was to create a mind map
in which she placed herself, Beth Powlesland (her co-director), and Kapow (her company),
at the centre. She used complex spatial and colour coding with, for example, companies that
had influenced her in orange in the lower left side and Kapow’s relationships with
educational establishments, festivals and funders on the lower right side. Again, there were
no influences shared with other interviewees, although Kane did cite Company Chameleon
(Anthony Missen’s company) as an influence.
Winnie Elliott elected to adapt a London underground map, a format with which she
was very familiar, to organise her influences, placing herself at Piccadilly Circus with her
closest collaborators and influences only one ‘stop’ away and her ‘circle line’ including
other significant people
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Figure 3. 10 Influences: Eithne Kane

Figure 3. 11 Influences: Winnie Elliott
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In order to test the idea further I completed a more extended map myself (figure
3.12) along the same lines as Winnie Elliott, who, I would have expected, would have most

Figure 3. 12 Influences: James Macpherson

in common with me as we have similar backgrounds and have worked in the same field for
at least 20 years. However, even taking this into account, there was no duplication of
references between us.
Although the sample is small, there also seems to be a gendered response, with the men
referencing a majority of male artists and male-led companies and the women a majority of
female artists or companies led by women as inspirations. It may be the case that people
simply adopt role models who are like them, and this includes their gender, but the women
interviewed generally discussed gender in a more explicitly political way than the men.38

38

The exception to this is Anthony Missen, for whom male dance role models were critical in constructing
his identity.
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The three women interviewed all work in companies where all the directors are women and
(almost) all of the workers are women, although of these only Circo Rumbaba is an
exclusively women’s company.
Winnie Elliott mentions several women key to her career who were involved with
the feminist theatre company Red Rag, especially Carol Noble and Jackie Clune (appendix
1) and the influence of feminist and other radical theatre of the ‘80s and ‘90s was reflected
in private conversations with other women who have a longstanding history in Outdoor Arts
including Becky Trueman (Skinning The Cat), Mandy Rose (The Grand Theatre of
Lemmings), Marianne Grove (Circo Rum Baba), Lynn Carroll (Legendary Lynn) and Lina
Johansson (Mimbre).
The influence of female role models is, perhaps, unsurprising given the male
dominated nature of the early sector.39 For example, writing about the 1980s, HarrisonPepper observes that the outdoor sector (in the US) at that time was colonised almost
entirely by men with the only women she encountered working with a male partner, who in
her observations, ‘...took charge of the patter’ (2010: 82). She uses the male pronoun for
solo outdoor performers throughout her book, ‘...not as a generic pronoun but as an accurate
portrayal of the field’ (ibid: iii). There have been clear changes in the sector in the
intervening 30 years, and the visibility of female performers on the streets has improved.
Published in 2002 but dealing largely with the state of the arts in the UK in the late
1990s, The Routledge Reader in Gender and Performance describes an arts industry in
transition with positive signs such as women ‘...pushing back the boundaries of theatre in
highly innovative ways’ (Bassnet in Goodman & De Gay, 2002: 94) but clear issues in the
balance of power were illustrated by the fact that women ‘...control[ed] only 8 per cent of

39

Although this may explain that women’s influences are mainly women, it does not satisfactorily explain
why men’s influences should primarily be men.
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Arts Council funding allocated’ (Long in Goodman & De Gay, 2002: 109).
According to ACE’s most recent Equality and Diversity Report, today the figures
are far more equitable with 51% of CEOs, 47% of NPO board members and 46% of artistic
directors being women (2019: 7). However, both Winnie Elliott and Eithne Kane point to
continuing struggles in specific areas such as the acceptance of women playing comedy
(Elliott, Appendix 1) and the artistic directorships of contemporary dance companies (Kane,
Appendix 3).
Winnie Elliott has a political perspective on how, as a women’s company, Circo
Rum Baba uses public space and speaks about both how her feminist values inform her
work and how critical humour is to them:
The fact that we are a women’s company I think is very important and we are women
being funny...doing comedy...doing gender stuff. I think that’s very
important…because even now it’s hard for women to be funny… you can have a
good sense of humour but you shouldn’t be the centre of the jokes really, because
“the guy’s the funny one” and you, you can feed it. But…we’re all women and we’re
all doing humour and we’re all pulling funny faces and we’re all throwing the gags
out there.
(appendix 1)

Angus Mackechnie reiterates the importance of the visibility that Outdoor Arts can
facilitate in relation to strong representations of women, saying:
I always book Charmaine [strong woman, Betty Brawn] because it was the first
time I saw a little girl go: “Ahh, I’ve never seen anything like that!” And that’s all
I want for the audience.
(appendix 4)

As a representative of a younger generation of women leading Outdoor Arts
companies, Eithne Kane was asked specifically about the representation of women on the
street. She is very aware of the fact that they are two women running a company, but does
not present Kapow as a ‘women’s company’ in the same way as Mimbre or Circo Rum
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Baba: ‘I think we like that we run it together and that it does have that female influence, but
I wouldn’t say that I base my influences on other women necessarily…’ (appendix 3). When
I asked whether this might be a generational perspective, she said that, compared to when
Lina Johanson started Mimbre, being a women-led company may be easier today, but they
are still quite rare:
… I imagine it was more of a struggle for her. But I must admit when Beth and I are
touring we don’t meet many other companies who are all women. Mimbre, and
soloists like Charlize [Betty Brawn] but we haven’t met many female-led
companies.40
(appendix 3)

She sees the question as related to a broader debate within contemporary dance
where the vast majority of practitioners are women, but the top roles are mainly occupied
by men. This issue is one that Eithne Kane and her co-director Beth Powlesland have
considered in some depth, and she expressed the hope that: ‘...by just trying to do our thing
and put work out there...it will, in itself, address some balance’ (appendix 3).

3.3.2.3 Where do you see the new people coming from?
The responses to this question inevitably focused on the future of the industry which is
where the greatest division between the optimists and pessimists emerged. Within the
interview group this division seemed rooted firstly in genre and secondly in access to
Without Walls funding (see figure 3.6) with, in general, the post–Without Walls dance and
circus practitioners and the producers involved in, or benefiting from Without Walls being
optimistic, and the pre-Without Walls artists and those promoters not involved in Without
Walls being pessimistic.

40

Mimbre is a women’s acrobatic company started in 1999
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Anthony Missen saw new entrants as mainly dance-based and early career: ‘[t]he
balance of festival programs seems to be much more dance than it was’ (appendix 6). Eithne
Kane, too, observed dance companies moving into the sector from indoors, giving as
motivation the excitement of working outdoors, but also the economic rewards:

…there seems to be quite a lot of quite established artists working indoors who’re
just starting to notice that there’s a really exciting, vibrant outdoor scene, and
they’ve started making outdoor work…and some people say that they’ve just
realised that there is some money in outdoor arts, so now they’re doing it…
(appendix 3)

Of the dancers, Robbie Graham had the most sceptical point of view, harbouring
some misgivings around the influx of dance companies to the outdoor sector from indoors:
...everyone has caught on to the fact that you can work in a cyclical fashion, creating
in winter for indoors and summer for outdoors. I think it is witnessed in the Without
Walls applications, that when we first went in there were maybe two or three
applications from dance companies, now there are over 100 dance applications
alone...To be honest, it is better funded and better paid than indoor work... [but] you
have to be aware about how many times you’re going to the well, and the quality of
your work.
(appendix 2)

The connection between genre and Without Walls funding has been evidenced
(figure 3.4) from Without Walls catalogues (2007-2019), with companies on the
contemporary dance/contemporary circus spectrum receiving around half of Without Wall’s
commissions, and with five out of six of the most-often supported companies working in
these genres. There were both contemporary dance and contemporary circus companies
working outdoors before Without Walls’ inception in 2007, including The Cholmondeleys
(contemporary dance) from 1984-2011 and Mimbre (contemporary circus) from 1999.41

41

For definition of terms see critical glossary 1.7
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However, the numbers working in these genres were small, whereas today evidence from
the brochures of many of the UK’s largest festivals such as GDIF 2019 (67% dance/circus)
and SIRF 2019 (51% dance/circus) show them in the majority. The reasons for this
phenomenon are explored more in section 3.1.1.1, but its effects are clear on the present
and, in all likelihood, future of the sector.

One route of entry into the Outdoor Arts sector, noted by Angus Mackechnie, was through
newcomers ‘…gravitating into [established] companies’, and then seeing ‘that there is
potential to do their own [work]’ (appendix 4). Eithne Kane also noted that Outdoor Arts
are becoming more visible as a career route, partly because of the well-known dance
companies, such as Motionhouse, becoming involved with it.
As Eithne Kane is a (relative) newcomer I was interested to ask her what leads some
people to work for established companies as freelancers and then set up their own
independent creative companies whereas others seem happy to carry on indefinitely
freelancing. Her reply reflects the experiences of several other people who have set up on
their own after working for established companies (private conversations, Parry, 2018; Frost
2015; Finnegan, 2019):
… I know a lot of dancers who love to perform, and they buzz off of those tours,
working with different choreographers [etc]. Then for Beth and I, I think we both
felt…you’ve devised a lot of shows, for others – it’s their vision and you are the
performer devising and creating a lot of material…you get to the point where you
want to have creative freedom over how that material is used. I just found over the
years of doing that, I just got noisier and noisier, pushier and pushier in rehearsals
which is perhaps not a good thing as a performer… I would always think, if I was
making a show, that I would do it like this… at that point you think: “maybe I should
have a go at making my own show because that is kind of rippling under the surface”
whereas I know other performers who don’t feel that way – they want to be fed by
those choreographers, and it’s all about different things that they can achieve [for
example] with their bodies, different styles, different processes and that’s a different
way in.
(appendix 3)
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In relation to formal training, Robbie Graham was not convinced of the relevance of
the skillset that dance graduates bring to the table, saying ‘...it’s not enough to be able to
point your toes and do a plié, you need to be able to flip, to do floor work, to be able to
perform theatrically’ (appendix 2). He also worries about the homogenising effect of
training: ‘sometimes education in a subject can eradicate passion’: he suspects that having
come out of B Boying, a less formally codified discipline, ‘I never had that stamped out of
me...that creative vision … by an education system’ (appendix 2).
This distrust of vocational training was also voiced by both Angus Mackechnie (see
3.3.2.1) and Jeremy Shine, who share reservations around the few dedicated Outdoor Arts
courses that have arisen and the lack of impact their graduates have had on the sector.
Jeremy Shine in particular identifies problems with vocational training in the creative
industries, saying that because people ‘...are seeing it as a professional career path...[that]
there are a lot of people coming into the arts that are not really artists or arts driven...’
(appendix 7).

On the other side of the debate, Nicki Street is typical of the pre-Without Walls group, being
very pessimistic: she observes that, ‘we used to be able to say, to people of your generation
that you can earn a living doing this – the events are out there, the will is out there - but,
you couldn’t say that any more...’ (appendix 8). She also reiterates some of Jeremy Shine’s
views relating to funding ecologies, particularly the mistake he sees as focussing on supply
rather that demand, or, as she says: ‘people are funding performers and not events’
(appendix 8). Nicki Street relates reduction in events and the changes in festival programs
to reduced opportunities for newcomers to learn their craft and articulates the negative
ramifications of such a restructuring:
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I can’t really see how that is a major plus for the industry. I just can’t. You can’t be
an actor without spending years in Rep... you can’t do a brilliant street show without
having done the hours, the grind - seeing the audience reaction. If the number of
places you can work with an audience is shrinking, then it [the sector] is bound to
shrink isn’t it?
(appendix 8)

Conversations with the pre-Without Walls end of the sector reinforce this view,
where complaints about lack of bookings are very common. For example, in one recent
conversation with an established artist (anon. 2019), a drop in bookings of 80% over the last
five years was reported, forcing him to look for other employment. As a result, there is little
optimism about artists emerging into the sector, and those that do tend to be using the
‘shelter’ of working for established companies often into their 30s and 40s.42 Outside of
Without Walls and more commercial shopping centre work, there seem to be no
contemporary parallels to the kind of events that nurtured my early career such as the
Bradford festival (see 3.2.2).

3.3.3

Inspirations

The Inspiration section deals specifically with the outdoor nature of the work rather than
general artistic inspiration and whilst there are crossovers with the narrative histories
above, the focus here is on the reasons for the choice made by the interviewees to make
work for outdoors.

42

Examples include Lucy Frost with Emergency Exit Arts and Artizani; Austin Hewitt with Artemis; Peter
Finnegan with Avanti Display, Walk the Plank and the Whalley Range All Stars and Marc Parry with
Artizani and Avanti Display.
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3.3.3.1 Who, or what experiences led you to work outdoors?
Irrespective of genre, the artists were the most vocal on personal motivations and were
consistent in expressing a passion for the democracy of the form, whilst often
acknowledging the relatively generous renumeration available as compared to indoor arts
(Anthony Missen, appendix 6; Winnie Elliott, appendix 1). Their attribution of democratic
credentials to Outdoor Arts is supported by research from the Audience Agency which has
shown that outdoor audiences, ‘[u]nlike audiences for many other artforms and cultural
activities… tend to be representative of the demographics of the public in their area’ (Mills,
2018: np).
Anthony Missen spoke about the outdoors in specific relation to dance and his
experiences as a young, male, working class dancer with no visible role models of which he
said: ‘…there were no arts in my world. My involvement in the arts was this dirty little
secret for a long time’ (appendix 6). This was his impetus to take his work out onto the street
where it was potentially more visible to people like him:
Part of the reason we started making outdoor work in the first place, is because of
this massive elitist idea that sits around dance…for us it was to try and share some
of this stuff that had really changed our lives with the kinds of people we grew up
around, who, for sure are never going to go into a theatre because they don’t think
it’s for them. So better, we thought, is there a way that we can go to them and say:
‘here check this out, you might like it? … that was the starting point.
(appendix 6)

Winnie Elliott, who trained as an actor, offers many similar reasons for her choices but also
considers the economics, both of spectatorship and of being a professional artist:
I still think it is a valuable artform because it is bringing art to people who just never
see it, you know, they never see this kind of stuff, and usually it’s for free. And
there’s hardly anything for free these days. So, I think it’s very important that it’s
still a free art form. Also, for financial reasons - I was making more money doing a
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Circo [Rum Baba] gig in a day than I was earning in a week doing small-scale theatre
touring...so that’s another reason for sticking with it [laughs]: the money!
(appendix 1)

3.3.3.2 What are the best street arts you have experienced?
There were inevitably a wide range of responses depending on personal experience, many
of which are discussed specifically in section 3.2.2.2, but Angus Mackechnie sums up the
common theme of answers with ‘…it is about the sense of being together with something
really shared in a moment of time’ (appendix 4). It was surprising how many of the
interviewees (myself included) could not remember the name of the particular show they
cite, although the affect has remained with them and is deeply embedded.
Valuable analysis was provided by Robbie Graham, who said: ‘[t]he shows that
work for me are where it’s a symbiosis, a coupling...between performers audience and space
[does interlocking gesture with fingers]’ (appendix 2). Nicki Street similarly discussed the
relationship between audience, performer and space, but added a fourth element, time,
saying:
...that is vital! [makes a gesture of a triangle] it’s the basic dynamic of work really
isn’t it? The most crucial part of programming – the right person in the right place
at the right time with the right audience...
(appendix 8)

The addition of time by Nicki Street here ties in with Lefebvre and Chen’s thinking,
where the two concepts, time and space, are not seen separately but are often hyphenated to
‘time-space’ (Chen, 2017: 111) or ‘space-time’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 90). Lefebvre further states
that: ‘[t]ime and space...exert a reciprocal action’ (2013: 18) and, in relation to
rhythmanalysis, that: ‘[a]ll rhythms imply the relation of a time to a space, a localised time,
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or, if one prefers, a temporalised space’ (ibid: 96). In relation to this ‘temporalised space’,
Nicki Street relates her programming experience to both the longer rhythms of what she
refers to as ‘calendar time’: the time of year and day of the week as well as shorter term
circadian rhythms relating to the way, for example, audiences are less volatile after having
eaten (appendix 8). The triangular Time-Space, Performer, Audience relationship is
discussed further in relation to the rhythmanalysis case studies in chapter 4.

3.3.3.3 When have Outdoor Arts failed in your eyes?
Whilst all the interviewees were able, often with a depressed sigh, to list multiple examples
of failed Outdoor Arts, the focus was noticeably different in the group of post-Without
Walls dancers (Robbie Graham, Eithne Kane and Anthony Missen): whereas the others
were more likely to discuss a basic lack of quality or reliance on tired tropes (Angus
Mackechnie, Winnie Elliott) or cite their own programming errors as learning experiences
(Andy McNichol, Jeremy Shine), the dancers seemed particularly exercised by a tension
between accessibility and artistic vision. The term ‘dumbed down’ used by both Eithne
Kane and Anthony Missen in relation to some work which was made anodyne in order not
to alienate non-cognoscenti audiences was contrasted with ‘too abstract’ (Robbie Graham,
appendix 2) and requiring ‘…too much patience’ (Eithne Kane, appendix 3).
Eithne Kane also voiced a distrust of what she describes as ‘...more traditional
comedy...’, as being under ambitious: she wanted ‘artists to be braver’, rather than just
making ‘...funny, small-scale shows...’ (appendix 3). This contrasted with the opinions of
artists such as Winnie Elliott (appendix 1) and Palmer around accessibility afforded by
valuing entertainment and not seeing it as counter to artistic ambition: Palmer describes his
pre-Without Walls peer group as sitting ‘…somewhere on this spectrum of art and
entertainment, we all share a taste for the mischievous and whilst not taking ourselves too
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seriously we take the work very seriously’ (keynote, 2016).
The interviews revealed a split between the dancers and the other artists in how they
view their art: the dancers tended to view the pressure to entertain as compromising artistic
integrity, whereas the more traditional acts considered the pursuit of esoteric artistic agendas
(which they saw represented in a plotless and characterless investigation of ideas through
movement) irrespective of audience engagement, as self-indulgent, a division which runs
deep in the sector. This split is also present to some extent amongst programmers: Angus
Mackechnie quotes one festival director with extensive experience of programming in areas
of low engagement with the arts (name redacted on request), as describing the move in some
festivals to more esoteric artistic offers as ‘gentrification of the sector’. Mackechnie himself,
in contrast, feels ‘comfortable with them [both] living side-by-side’ (appendix 4).

In discussing where Outdoor Arts have failed, Anthony Missen voices a viewpoint that
seems only to exist within the Without Walls generation, suggesting that the responsibility
to construct an audience is not the artist’s but the festival’s:
Sometimes, there have been let downs with festivals at an organisational level, so
we’ve turned up to some…where nobody knows who we are, what we are doing,
what time the shows are, where the sound people are and it’s not been advertised
and there has not been an audience.
(appendix 6)
This view is in direct opposition to my own, for me this situation describes just what
Outdoor Arts can and should do: arrive into an empty space and construct an audience as
part of the performance. Palmer ironically observes that at the modern, heavily produced
festivals: ‘…all that’s missing sometimes is a roof and a ticket’ (2016). This division, which
at root is about the legacy of Outdoor Arts from the 1960s to the early 2000s, can be reduced
to the argument about whether Outdoor Arts is about taking art outdoors or making art for
outdoors.
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The contested term ‘art’ is often at the centre of this schism and, said with a sneer
by pre-Without Walls artists, ‘art’ or ‘arty’ is often used as a synonym for pretension or
self-indulgence whereas on the other side of the debate, ‘art’ is often contrasted with
‘entertaining’, ‘commercial’ or ‘comic’ descriptors of work by post-Without-Wall artists,
to delineate that which is shallow, lacking value or ‘dumbed down’.
Robbie Graham, often a dissenting voice amongst the dancers, points out that:
‘taking something that could just as easily have been presented as an indoor piece doesn’t
always work. It’s different audiences, completely different audiences’ (appendix 2). This
perspective is shared by Palmer who encourages artists to ask: ‘[w]hy outside? Would this
idea be better served in a theatre space or as a film or short story?’ (2016) and is reflected
in recent discussions within the National Association of Street Artists (mentioned
previously) to separate work that is of the street from that which just happens to be on the
street.
In relation to failure, Nicki Street’s observations are, perhaps, more practically
useful and less based on taste or being part of a particular tradition. She attributes failure to
the lack of one side of the performer, audience, space/time triangle (figure 3.13) which she
calls ‘the basic dynamic’ of outdoor arts (appendix 8).
Performer

Audience

Space/Time

Figure 3. 13 The Trialectic Dynamic of Outdoor Arts
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In this model, all three elements have to be present and functional for the ‘alchemy’
(Mills, 2018: 13) of outdoor arts to happen. Street reports a common request from
commercial clients which leaves the ‘audience’ side of the equation absent:
One of the most terrible...thing[s], is the sentence: “I want some street theatre to
encourage shoppers to come into this empty place”. So, you are being put there to
drive footfall, but if the footfall isn’t there, you’re not going to be able to get people
in…
(appendix 8)
She also criticises bookers who are adamant about spreading their budget too thinly,
over as long a timeframe as possible, putting for example, one performer in a space every
Saturday for a whole summer, rather than creating one good day with a program of shows.
This approach starves the performer side of the triangle. She reports that the effect of this
parsimony is often that the bookers conclude that ‘street theatre doesn’t work’ (appendix
8).43
In relation to space/time, every performer seems to have a wealth of stories about
being asked to perform in impossible places or times: for example I was once shown a 2m
wide pavement, next to a busy train station, on a main road, at rush hour in Porto and asked
to do a static show for which the minimum performance area, clearly stated in the technical
specification, was a 5m diameter semi-circle.

3.3.3.4 What do you think about the current state of the sector?
The positive / negative responses here fall into similar groups as the optimistic / pessimistic
views on the future of the sector: the post-Without Walls group are largely positive and the

43

Jeremy Shine advocates the opposite approach in his description of ‘animation’ (see 3.4.4.2, also
appendix 7) whereby an area is ‘flooded’ with activity over a short time period in order to achieve the
greatest effect for a particular budget.
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pre-Without Walls group largely negative. For McNichol the sector is ‘strong’ (appendix
5), for Anthony Missen ‘…it’s developing in a really nice way…’ (appendix 6) and for
Eithne Kane it’s ‘…it’s pretty exciting…’ although she expresses concerns about
sustainability (appendix 3).
In contrast, Winnie Elliott sees ‘…a lot of props makers out of there in big costumes
not really doing anything new…’ (appendix 1), Nicki Street states ‘it’s a little bit worrying!
For many reasons: all the money going into funding certain companies is one, the demise
of the local authority arts officer is another’ (appendix 8) and these sentiments are reinforced
by private conversations with Palmer and Taylor, and informal discussions with several
other pre-Without Walls artists.
Jeremy Shine’s long history in the sector offered an interesting perspective on the
cyclical nature of funding trends. He discusses a ‘cull’ by the Arts Council in 1979 (the year
Margaret Thatcher came to power) of almost all the companies involved in the early days
of Outdoor Arts, and that this had an effect lasting well into the 1990s. He reports that:
‘people left the sector, or they were forced to go into commercial work, you know the
shopping centre type work’ (appendix 7). These views are echoed by the observations of
Nicki Street about the effects of the combination of austerity and Without Walls on the
industry today (see below and appendix 8)
From a clearly stated position on the left, Jeremy Shine draws some conclusions
about the cultural priorities of the political party in power, and it is certainly possible to see
from testimony the correlation between extended periods of Conservative Government
(1979-1997 and 2010-date) and pressures on the Outdoor Arts sector:
…obviously I am a lefty, but the arts always do better when there is a Labour
government. All public funding does better under a Labour government, so with any
luck there will be another change of government and money will come [back], but
you can’t be sure about that and you can’t be sure it will be directed towards us and
not towards the Opera.
(appendix 7)
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However, to suggest simple causation would be rash, as the Arts Council, whilst
having suffered cuts under the austerity agenda, has not moved away from prioritising
access and has in fact, been increasingly funding more diverse and democratic arts outside
of the capital under its strategic plan of ‘Great Art and Culture for Everyone’ (ACE, 2013).44
Because Without Walls have been so successful in drawing down funding from this ACE
realignment towards supporting areas of lower arts engagement, there has been, at least for
their festivals, an economic windfall and, as seen from the comments above, those who are
beneficiaries of Without Walls are experiencing an upturn. As Jeremy Shine states, the
problems caused by austerity are, for some, ‘…counterbalanced by the circuit of festivals
linked by Without Walls’ (appendix 7). Jeremy Shine also says:
I think we’ve made enormous progress [but] I think you can see some signs of it
slipping back. I think that the real worry is the lack of range of events there are,
which is primarily because [of cuts], and the local authorities were always the
biggest funders
(appendix 7)
As a longstanding festival director, Shine is able to back his argument up with some
very specific figures relating to the funding he accessed for Streets Ahead in the late 1990s,
in which the funding balance was approximately 10% Arts Council (£30,000-£40,000
annually) and 90% local authority (£300,000-£400,000 annually) (appendix 7). He also
asserts that the period between about 2000-2012 was a special case, ‘a golden age’, because
the sector benefitted from ‘a whole series of major events, all of which saw street arts as the
answer to their problem’ (appendix 7). These began with the Millennium celebrations and
included the Commonwealth Games, two Jubilees and the 2012 London Olympics. The

44

The ACE Government Grant was cut by 29.6% from £449m to £349m between 2010 and 2014 (BBC,
2010), in addition, lower Lottery returns have led to a shortfall forcing ACE to cut 2018-22 budgets by
£156m (Arts Professional, 2018).
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Olympics in particular, he says, may have postponed the axe falling after austerity began to
bite in 2010 for between 2 and 4 years.
This ‘golden age’ between 2000 and 2012 synchronises with my own experience
and is clearly recognisable in the autoethnographic reflections above (3.2). Interestingly,
despite their success in drawing down funding, Jeremy Shine does not see the Without Walls
years in quite the same positive light as some others perhaps, because as Nicki Street also
claims, the resources are concentrated into fewer hands and shared with a growing cadre of
producers and managers: ‘…those kind of umbrella organisations, what you might call the
producer level’ (Street, Appendix 8).
For Nicki Street, the reins of the industry being held by those umbrella organisations
including Without Walls, OAUK and Xtrax, and the select few large companies they most
heavily support is detrimental to the health of the sector, leading to a vicious circle of
commercialisation in the remainder:

What the performers are now ending up doing, is having to work in a shopping centre
and that in itself, can decrease the artistic value of the industry as a whole because
[commercial bookers] want ‘safe’. You can’t be pushing the boundaries that you
could when you had the great street festivals going on. People [commercial bookers]
want a nice safe little show that’s not going to upset the grannies or the kids.
(appendix 8)

Clearly Nicki Street’s comments about the pressures to produce anodyne work for
commercial markets contains the warning signs of a similar downturn to that identified by
Jeremy Shine in the 1980s and 90s, at least for that part of the sector not in the Without
Walls ‘club’.

At a strategic level, Jeremy Shine has a clear perspective on modern, delegated
commissioning which is critical of the Without Walls Model: ‘I am very opposed to a lot of
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what is going on now, a lot of commissioning is really grant giving’ (appendix 7).45 He says
commissioning should be ‘...about creating work for specific times, or places, or occasions,
or for the gap, so not really [about] touring work unless it’s creating something nobody else
is doing’ (appendix 7). He supports this argument with the fact that the Without Walls’
‘…application form uses virtually the same wording as the Arts Council’s’ (appendix 7).
He postulates that the reason for this approach is that from its inception in 2007, Without
Walls mistakenly identified the problem in the UK sector as one of supply (not enough
shows) rather than demand (not enough bookings). Jeremy Shine says funding new and
existing festivals and letting them choose which groups to book would have been a better
idea than spending the money on creating an oversupply of shows with no hope of
sustainability. In my experience, this is an argument accepted by almost all apart from those
who have directly benefitted from the Without Walls supply system. Jeremy Shine argues
that such a model would never exist in Ballet or Theatre and feels the Arts Council should
have said: ‘we will fund [groups] through Grants for the Arts to create the shows and fund
the festivals to book them. And the shows that work will get loads of bookings, and the
shows that don’t work, won’t’ (appendix 7).
To define his role as a festival director, and perhaps by implication what he considers
the priorities of other festival directors should be, Jeremy Shine says:
My job is to put on festivals and events and to support artists in that way. That might
include some commissioning but effectively my job is to get money to put events
on, and that includes getting money to pay artists properly. I think it is the Arts
Council’s job to decide how to spend public money on [making] particular shows.
It’s not my job to do that.
(appendix 7)

45

Not only does Without Walls commission new work using ACE funds, many festivals also commission or
co-commission new work themselves from their ACE budgets, for example Imagine Watford and Spot On
Lancashire (OAUK Newsletter, November 2019).
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The issue of fee income is central to this debate, as where commissioning is seen as the
solution to generating better quality Outdoor Arts, and where new shows are always
considered as the most desirable, shows are not able to tour for as long as they once could
and therefore cannot recoup as much expenditure through fee income. The corollary of this
focus on novelty is that a greater proportion of the total cost of outdoor arts has to be met
through public subsidy than fees and that, because of the requirement for companies to keep
applying for funds, managing the production of new work and evaluating its impact (Klamer
& Petrova, 2007: 255), a greater proportion of the public subsidy is going to administrators,
producers and managers and less to artists (Segers et al., 2010: 58).
I would concur with comments from Robbie Graham (appendix 2) and Palmer
(private conversation, 2015), that where a show is popular and toured over several years,
the commissioning funds become a smaller proportion of the funds required to produce and
perform the artwork over its life time, and fee income becomes an increasingly large part of
the total. In addition, because outdoor audiences tend to be larger, when the total audience
numbers are divided by the money granted from the public purse, the subsidy to any
individual audience member can drop to a few pence per show which is substantially less
than for the equivalent indoor artwork (Macpherson, 2015). There is, however, a caveat to
this picture, which is that the fee income generated by touring, although coming from
festivals, is often at root also public money as many festivals are themselves ACE funded.

Robbie Graham believes that one reason Southpaw have been successful in drawing down
funds is that they ‘...have always been lightweight, lean and mean and responsive and that
has allowed us to take advantage of commissions’, but also that the ‘...fleet of foot approach
to creating work...is hugely expensive on us’. This issue of long-term sustainability also
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worries Eithne Kane (appendix 3) even though, like Robbie Graham, she has thus far been
successful and her company, Kapow, is growing. Artistically, Robbie Graham worries about
Southpaw becoming ‘bloated’ and making work just to ‘keep ticking over’ were it to
become revenue funded but can see the advantages in terms of sustainability in light of the
pressures of administration (appendix 2).
These cautious but optimistic views of the newer entrants to the sector are in contrast
to the pre-Without Walls group where there are more immediate reports of crisis and gloom
as respondents observe a rapidly contracting pool of potential bookings being exploited by
an expanding group of often well-resourced companies. Nicki Street, whose agency Fool’s
Paradise represents many of the pre-Without Walls acts, suggests that whereas festivals such
as Greenwich and Docklands International Festival (GDIF) and Stockton International
Riverside Festival (SIRF) ‘...used to book loads of our acts, now, because they get paid to,
they put on other stuff’ and that this ‘other stuff’ is made by funded companies and ‘...get[s]
toured by whoever is giving them the funding’ (appendix 8).
Looking at the various views represented by interviewees in relation to the future of
the sector, and supported by many informal conversations, there appears to be a divide
visible between the generally optimistic and the generally pessimistic, which can be
predicted on the basis of whether they are inside or outside of the groups which control or
benefit from Without Walls’ policies. Nicki Street observes of the divide:
It’s an interesting dichotomy, I don’t want you to think that I’ve got it in for Without
Walls, I haven’t at all, but it’s interesting that they think they are elevating the profile
of outdoor performance, but the bread and butter, the ranks, the troops are having to
dumb down because that section of the market that they used to work in has gone.
(appendix 8)

Of the artists, while the dancers were mainly concerned about longer term
sustainability over 5 or 10 years, for the pre-Without Walls artists (for example:
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Macpherson; Taylor; Palmer), even when they have previously had Without Walls support,
there was a more urgent issue of immediate economic survival: how can they make the next
show and where are the bookings for this year?

3.3.4

Relationships to Public Space

3.3.4.1 What advantages/challenges does work outdoors present?
Interviewees were fairly consistent in their views on the advantages and challenges of
working outdoors. The prime advantage cited across roles and backgrounds was democracy
and access, partly related to the audience being more demographically representative of the
population than that for indoor work and partly because the events are in the main free.
Eithne Kane was typical in her view that:

…people can just come watch it without that barrier of money. We like that you get
an audience that you wouldn’t get in the theatre. It’s a different world of people that
will come down to the town centre and have a look what’s going on than if they’d
got to come to the theatre.
(appendix 3)

This ‘different world of people’ are challenging compared to indoor audiences because they
are not generally already enthusiasts and are often not there primarily to see the event
(although this may be less true of very established festivals, see GDIF case study, 4.1). The
subject of contextualisation is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, but one issue that
has arisen from Audience Agency research, although not engaged with by the Without Walls
festivals who commissioned the research (private conversation with Goodacre & Mills,
2017), is a lack of information which enables audiences to understand the background,
conventions and meaning of the diverse artforms they might see presented outdoors.
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Outdoors there is no equivalent of the indoor performance’s detailed program, and festival
brochures tend to cover the whole festival without going into much depth about particular
shows. In addition, a significant proportion of non-captive audiences will not have received
a brochure and, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter, many see only a portion of the
performance. Whilst, for the enthusiast, it would be possible to follow up the information
available on site with an internet search to discover more about a particular company or
show, this is not much help during the performance.
Robbie Graham reflects on this issue of unplanned spectatorship in relation to dance
but the sentiment might just as easily have been expressed by any of the interviewees:

With outdoor audiences, you might have people who come along to what might be
a free program, or might happen upon a show, and the real skill in creating outdoor
work is capturing the imagination of people on the street like that, and actually
bringing them on a journey that they didn’t even know they were going to go [on].
(appendix 2)
It may be the case that performances which are rooted in abstract movement
languages and grounded in a particular set of specialist knowledges have greater potential
issues with contextualisation for audiences. However, the same tensions exist between
Street Theatre, which is generally provided free without explanation of how it is funded or
selected and Street Performance, where the simpler economic relationship of putting money
in the hat in recompense for being entertained by comedy or virtuosity is very clear.46

47

After making Outdoor Arts for 30 years I still get asked by audiences, after nearly every
performance, questions like: “why are you here?”; “what are you doing?” and “how do you
get paid?”.

46
47

Street Theatre: sSee Critical Glossary (1.7)
Street Performance: see Critical Glossary (1.7)
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Other commonly recognized challenges included the ‘unpredictability’ of Outdoor
Arts touring (Anthony Missen, appendix 6); the logistics of touring: ‘…[the] driving and
lugging, nobody tells you about that…’ (Eithne Kane, appendix 3) and the lack of profile
or critical analysis of Outdoor Arts by the press or wider industry (Robbie Graham,
appendix 2).

The promoters often see the challenges from a different perspective and so for McNichol
the logistics of closing streets and maintaining public safety in Liverpool during visits from
Royal de Luxe’s giant puppets was a substantial test of his planning and management skills
which, given that ambulance routes to a hospital were affected, could have been a matter of
life and death.
Angus Mackechnie discussed the complexity and fluidity of our relationship with
lived space and how what appear to be minor variances can change everything. Having been
forced to re-site the Watch This Space Festival a few hundred meters away from the
National Theatre to a local park one year, he presumed he would be able to rely on his loyal
audience to create the same positive and supportive atmosphere but reports:
I could not have pissed off more people! Taking their park away, making too much
noise, ruining their lunchtimes, ruining their evenings, making more homeless people
come there, making the Polish come and [locals said] ‘we don’t want them’. It was a
non-stop barrage of anger, disappointment, people saying ‘I’m never coming back to
this park again’, ‘how dare you let this happen’, ‘we need tranquil spaces and you filled
it up with music’, it went on, and on like this. I had never contemplated that it would be
anything other than a wonderful gift to the community.
(appendix 4)

Mackechnie also has a knowingly ironic example (given that he is the executive director of
Outdoor Arts UK) from his own experience which underlines the complexity of the
individual’s changeable relationship to space and how Outdoor Arts can repurpose that
space:
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I’m a cyclist, so I cycle through Battersea Park, Hyde Park every day to get to my office
…I try to go through parks because it’s safer. When an event comes along, I go fucking
mental! That they are taking away my cycle route, forcing me out onto dangerous streets
for some bloody street arts show!
(appendix 4)

Here, MacKechnie’s identification of such unpredictable multi-modal usage
resonates with Soja’s ideas around Thirdspace. Moving beyond the duality of space simply
being either concrete, mappable (things-in-space) or imagined (thoughts-about-space), Soja
argues for a ‘lived space’ which is ‘simultaneously real and imagined’ and where, as in
MacKechnie’s testimony, ‘lived spaces are never completely knowable’ (2010: 73-5).

3.3.4.2 What values or beliefs inform the way you use public space?
As has been seen from previous responses, access, both physical and economic, to artistic
content was important to all the participants, but the reasons for promoting it varied and
were less homogenous than suggested by Mason (1992) discussing the pre-Without Walls
period in the UK, or Gaber (2009) and Haedicke (2013) talking mainly about a French
context. All three, it could be argued, share the perspective summarized by Jeremy Shine as
having an ‘...alternative, anti-establishment take on the world’ (appendix 7).
Although not all of the interviewees would position themselves as antiestablishment, Shine’s statement that, ‘the whole point is to reach as wide as possible a
public and especially, but not exclusively, people who do not go to anything else’ (appendix
7), was supported by the whole research participant group. Eithne Kane says that she
currently makes all of her work for outdoors and that ‘...a lot of the ethos behind that is
making it accessible’ (appendix 3). Robbie Graham reiterates this idea, saying: ‘for me there
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is a political element to working outdoors: it is a democratisation of content’ (appendix 2)
and Angus Mackechnie asks: ‘…isn’t just going out on the streets political?’ (appendix 4).
Of the promoters interviewed, Angus Mackechnie, referring to Littlewood’s concept
of the Fun Palace (Dickens, 2019), wanted to ‘smash the elitism of culture’ (appendix 4) in
the sense of making the full gamut of arts available to all. MacKechnie is in favour of a
‘broad offering’ where all ‘...cultural experiences...indoor, outdoor, dance, opera, a concert,
a gig...are all part of the same thing’ (appendix 4). Whilst this statement represents his belief
in equality of access to arts, it also reflects his disagreement with the idea, held by many,
that Outdoor Arts are intrinsically different from indoor arts. Mackechnie also rejects a
perceived push for work to be more political, particularly as an instrument of government
policy saying ‘…actually a lot of the artists could and should just be making good work and
not worrying about social inclusion’ (appendix 4).
Although Jeremy Shine is more avowedly political, and believes that ‘…as
promoters we have responsibilities to confront the issues of society’ (appendix 7) he too
sees a need for a balanced ‘spectrum’ of programming saying ‘street arts like all other
artforms, should be reflecting the whole world’ and that what he attempts to do through his
programming is: ‘…a mixture of trying to be appropriate, and what you can get away with’
(appendix 7). McNichol says simply: ‘I love organising events in Liverpool, it’s one of the
reasons I do the job. It’s not the money, I want to make the city a better place’ (appendix
5). However, moving to ‘we’ (as he often does when speaking on behalf of Culture
Liverpool), he engages with the language of business and marketing and becomes more
intent on the council’s priorities, saying:
We probably come at it from a slightly different angle from other people; obviously
we look at the aesthetic of it, we look at it from the tourism perspective, what images
we can create from it...and [how it] relates to Liverpool as a brand.
(appendix 5).
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In common with the other post-Without Walls artists, Robbie Graham foregrounds the value
of the audience’s aesthetic experience, not particularly because it occurs in public space,
but because a more diverse audience are likely to experience it there: ‘[p]utting that work
in an outdoor context, enabling people to have that experience is hugely valuable and can
be hugely inspiring for audiences who wouldn’t have otherwise seen it’ (appendix 2).
Although a subtle difference in some ways, this approach again relates to the ‘of the street /
on the street’ debate.
One thing that none of the artists addressed in relation to the reception of their
artworks is the fact, which I establish in chapter 4, that not all of their audience sees their
whole show, and that the proportion that do maybe as little as 5%. This key finding of the
rhythmanalysis was equally surprising to me and has significant ramifications for the way,
as artists, we conceive of the audience experience and, therefore, how we approach creating
work for outdoors (see Recommendations, section 5.7).

3.3.4.3 Do you have any examples of street arts having changed, repurposed, transformed
or taken over public spaces or the way those spaces are perceived and used?
This last question was aimed at exploring the concept of the production of space as a process
at work in Outdoor Arts. Although not specifically familiar with the terminology, academic
sources or discourse around them, the majority of participants felt at ease in discussing
general concepts in everyday language around the production of space (Lefebvre, 1991a)
and allied ideas including Thirdspace (Soja, 1996) and Psychogeography (Debord cited in
Coverly, 2010). In what seems to be an attempt to grasp that illusive moment of frameshift
when space is reconstructed, like Lefebvre, the language they used was often a mixture of
the descriptive, the lyrical and the metaphorical (Lyon, 2016: 2.1; Chen, 2017: 1; Thrift
cited in Simpson, 2012: 425).
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Lefebvre states that ‘...to grasp a rhythm it is necessary to have been grasped by it:
one must let oneself go, give oneself over, abandon oneself to its duration’ (2013: 37) and
often spatio-temporal terms which relate strongly to rhythmanalysis were used by
respondents in combination with descriptions of how their sensing was embodied. Anthony
Missen, for example, recalls the following transformative experience seen at the
Imaginarius festival in Portugal:
There’s these Brazillian guys, about 50 of them just painted brown and walking. Its
arresting....what it does with space is…it’s hard to describe…but I felt things had
shortened and arrested, it made things quicken, like your breath, you have the feeling
that the police were going to come around the corner, physically something happens
to your body. On the other side you can watch something like Push where...you feel
people sink and get almost hypnotised, the space really opens and there is no edge
to it anywhere. These things have the capacity to change your - I can’t find the word
for it - they change your perspective? Feeling?
(appendix 6)

The significance of the event to Anthony Missen was clear and he continued to
articulate ways in which everyday space-time became fluid as a result of the ways he
conceived and perceived it: ‘You walk past the same places… every day, and you use it and
see it in a particular way and as soon as there is something else there, everything is
reimagined’ (appendix 6). As with Mackechnie above, a clear parallel can be drawn here
with Soja’s Thirdspace where ‘[e]very lived space is simultaneously real and imagined...
[my italics]’ (1999: 69). Anthony Missen concluded with a statement, proposing in essence,
that space is produced and reproduced by such collective cultural engagement: ‘I think it’s
amazing, that we can alter perception, reality really – that’s what it is’ (appendix 6), which
bears a close similarity to Harvey’s argument that:
...there are no philosophical answers to philosophical questions that arise over the
nature of space— the answers lie in human practice. The question "what is space?"
is therefore replaced by the question "how is it that different human practices create
and make use of distinctive conceptualizations of space?"
(2009: 13-14)
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This process of the production and reproduction of space was dramatically
illustrated by Robbie Graham, recounting the experiences of a participant in a project that
he had directed who had powerful associations to a particular urban environment:
One of the participants in a show had been assaulted in that space and it was this
whole journey that she was going on… in a way it empowered her and whilst it
didn’t diminish [the experience of being assaulted] she overcame it. It allowed her
to take back power over that space.
(appendix 2)
Here it is not just a change of perception, but a radical re-conceptualization of
power-over-space taking place of the kind described by Haedicke in relation to broader
issues ‘...of institutional power, individual agency and inclusion/exclusion’ (2013: 176).
Angus Mackechnie talks about other transformative spatial interventions that
programmers regularly use, such as street markets, and the way they also transform spaces
but separates them because they are essentially unchallenging: ‘It is a commercial
experience, it isn’t a cultural experience. I don’t think a marketplace transforms space in the
same way a piece of culture does’ (appendix 4). Compared to such a temporary, commercial
repurposing of space, MacKechnie goes on to describe how much more focused and
affective his memories and abiding conceptualisations of space are in relation to two
significant cultural experiences:

I couldn’t tell you where I bought a burger from a street market stall. And I’ve
bought many of those. Whereas I can tell you exactly where I sat when the feathers
came down in Piccadilly Circus [Les Place des Anges by Les Studios de Cirque,
2012]. When I cycle through there, I get a little frisson - of something happened to
me there. It’s unique and special. Ditto when I cycle through Admiralty arch, I
remember that that was where I saw the little girl for the first time and I turned
around and the elephant was waiting for her [The Sultans Elephant by Royal Deluxe,
2006]. I know that’s what happened there, and I know many other people share that
collective experience with me.
(appendix 4)
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Figure 3. 15 The Sultans Elephant, London 2006

Another of Angus MacKechnie’s abiding memories, from before he was fully
involved with Outdoor Arts, is of Le Phun’s The Seedling’s Revenge (figure 3.16) in
Manchester (2003).48 In this installation a large city square is transformed overnight into a
French Paysan farm replete with crops, shacks and livestock, and is peopled 24 hrs a day
for three days by in-character performers. Because I too had been strongly affected by this
installation, (seen in Northern France, possibly in Lille, circa 1998), I was interested to
discuss it with Jeremy Shine, as he had programmed the 2003 performance in Manchester
which Angus Mackechnie saw.
It was clear from Shine’s response that his intention in programming Le Phun had
been precisely targeted on ‘...changing people’s perceptions of the space’ (appendix 7); he
described the experience by saying:
...you see these people walking through at 8 o’clock in the morning on their mobile
phones not really noticing, and then looking around and seeing there was a cow
standing there…and you saw them stop and really notice their surroundings. That is
how that kind of show can work…you just noticed your environment in a different
way.

48

A timelapse film made by Antony Elliott (Construct Films, 2014) of the transformation the installation
made in Huddersfield can be seen online (https://vimeo.com/99702441).
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Figure 3. 16 The Seedling’s Revenge, Le Phun, 2003

The significance of such transformative elements was repeatedly observed in
rhythmanalysis of various festivals and is discussed at length in relation to the case studies
in chapter 4, where the term anchor is used to describe the components that establish an
‘extra-everyday’ (Lefebvre, 2004: 45) transformed, festive space.
Winnie Elliott claims that ‘[y]ou can transform a public space’, and goes on to
describe an anchor of leviathan proportions from her own practice: ‘...[y]ou put an 18 metre
inflatable sperm whale in the middle of the shopping centre and people go [noises of
astonishment] “there’s a bloody great whale in the middle of the shopping centre!”
(appendix 1; see figure 3.17).
The result of this surprising juxtaposition, akin, in many ways to a ‘situation’, or the
‘...concrete construction of momentary ambiences’ (Debord, 1957: np) is, according to
Winnie Elliott, that ‘…the space is changed, it’s not a through-way anymore it’s a stopping
place…they interact with you but they also interact with other people…’ (appendix 1). The
combination of shock leading to a new relationship to space (Ranciere, 2010), and of the
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‘...peoples’ festive laughter...’ (Bakhtin, 1984: 12) encouraging new relationships between
audience members is key to the way that Outdoor Arts work to re-produce space.

Figure 3. 17 The Whale, Circo Rum Baba, Darlington, 2013

Jeremy Shine uses the term ‘animation’ to describe the technique he uses to achieve
this transformation and particularly stresses the importance of the concentrated use in space
and time of those anchors which might be considered the mise-en-scène of a festival:
We constantly think about this process of animation, whereby we want to flood –
put a lot, in a limited time, in a place so you can’t avoid it rather than spread the
money [thinly]… we wanted lots of decoration if we could afford it, we wanted lots
of activity, we wanted a situation where, if you came into the festival area, you could
not be unaware that it was happening.
(appendix 7)
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The ephemeral transformation of space during an event is often clearly visible, but
whether any of this repurposing of space persists over time is more problematic and difficult
to prove: whether, as Haedicke states, the ‘...memory of the disruption haunts the place for
audiences who experience it’ (2013:1) or whether it is merely a fleeting moment,
experienced and then gone forever. In relation to the longer-term transformation in
perception and usage of public space Jeremy Shine reflects that:

30 years ago, you couldn’t sit outside in public and have a tea or coffee or a beer,
you had pubs and beer gardens and that was about it. The idea that people can have
a life in public spaces, I think comes a lot from a changing society… but we
contributed to that whole idea: that you can have fun outdoors, and street arts was
one of the first to do that.
(appendix 7)

Andy McNicholl echoes this idea in relation to the central role that the Capital of
Culture (2008) played in the development of Liverpool’s outdoor culture, describing it as
‘...a catalyst to a lot of the change that happened…’ (appendix 5).

Nicki Street states that: ‘...the basic thing, the fundamental thing about outdoor performance
is that it happens whilst you’re doing something else’ (appendix 8), and thus she attributes
the transformation to surprise which is similar to dissensus (Ranciere, 2010) and the way,
as Haedicke argues, that street arts ‘...disrupt expectations, unsettle routines, and transform
ordinary places of commerce or relaxation into places of art’ (2013: xii). The key difference
between this effect on public space and that of indoor arts, where the participant has chosen
to cross the threshold and enter a special space, is the possibility that outdoor art weaves
‘...itself into the fabric of everyday life and transforms it...’ (Lefebvre, 2008: 346). Street
also identifies the communal rather than individual nature of this transformation, suggesting
that it relies on physical co-presence:
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...obviously the herd, the crowd is a great place to be, to share. It’s like going to a
great gig or a rave it’s where everyone is enjoying what’s going on and you can
share it, watching other people laughing or watching other people in awe...
(appendix 8)

These mutual feedback cycles, where affect is reinforced by observation of similar
responses in others, act as a motor in shaping social identity. According to Reicher, this
‘...engenders a cognitive shift whereby crowd members adopt a common perspective on
which to base thought and judgement’ (2011: 438). The importance of such experiences of
shared identity is that they empower members by allowing them to see themselves as, and
potentially act as part of a larger whole, or, as Haedicke claims:
The dynamic interrelationship between performance, participant and place creates a
unique politicised aesthetic of public space that, in turn, enables the public to
rehearse democratic practices
(2013: 1)

3.4

Summary

In this chapter I have produced an [auto]ethnography based on reflection on my own praxis
and on interviews with a range of industry professionals. My autoethnographic reflections
led me to put Without Walls and the festivalization of UK outdoor arts at the epicentre of
changes I have witnessed in the sector since 2007, and the interviews have, largely,
confirmed this notion. However, the way in which participants view Without Walls’
intervention seems to reflect their relationship with it and, perhaps unsurprisingly, whether
they are beneficiaries of its policies or not. Those inside the Without Walls group tend to
see the sector as vibrant and healthy, whereas those outside of it, who have been more
exposed to the effects of austerity are generally despondent and see contraction and
precarity, sometimes bordering on crisis.
It appears to me that the direction taken by Without Walls in respect of (generally)
valorising esoteric aesthetics and novelty has encouraged and nurtured a new range of
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entrants to the industry who see the role of outdoor arts as making cultural products for the
outdoor audience rather than constructing cultural interventions with that audience.49 This
is reflected in the debate, promoted by NASA, around work which is on the street, compared
to that which is of the street. This view contrasts with that expressed by several research
participants (mainly privately) who suggest that the content produced before Without Walls’
curation was aesthetically tired, dumbed down and pandered too much to entertainment.
UK Outdoor Arts have themselves become more mainstream in the last two decades,
and creating them is no longer, of its nature, a radical act (Mason, 1992 Mackechnie,
appendix 4). What was once the ‘Wild West’ of the performing arts has become structured
and regulated (Southall, conversation, 2008) and some of the pre-Without Walls group say
that a new stratum of managers and producers has achieved dominance over the artists
(Palmer, 2015; Taylor, 2015). This dominance can be seen in the statistics relating to
Without Walls’ most-often supported companies, showing the great majority of them
already funded as NPOs with administrative and managerial infrastructures.
One strategic criticism which seems to penetrate the issue, made by Jeremy Shine
and echoed by Nicki Street, is that in response to a perceived lack of quality in UK Outdoor
Arts, Without Walls adopted a ‘supply model’ where selected companies were
commissioned to create new, high quality work to fill the gap. This was in contrast to the
alternative, a ‘demand model’, where festivals are funded to book artists and high-quality
work survives by getting bookings in the marketplace. Whichever point of view is held,
there can be little doubt that the programs of contemporary UK festivals have been

49

The by/with/for delineation was developed in the discourse around applied theatre (see, for example, Cox
& Wake, 2018; Youth Theatre Journal; Child Drama Collection) where there has also historically been a
division between those who aim to construct meanings for their audience and those who aim to construct
meanings with their audience. When I trained in young people’s theatre the late 1980s these were known as
Drama in Education and Theatre in Education respectively (Jackson, 1988: undergraduate lecture notes).
The ‘by’ in relation to outdoor arts would refer to amateur, community performances.
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transformed by the Without Walls phenomenon, accelerated by the combination of Without
Walls’ exponential growth and the concurrent contraction of other touring opportunities,
historically funded by local authorities.
Despite any criticisms made of Without Walls, one clear success is that in the last
decade there has been a clear diversification of the artists visible on the streets and Without
Walls, led by Xtrax, has been the central engine of this process with a strong record of
promoting women, BAME people and D/deaf and disabled artists. It has been noted that
streets arts can reach a more diverse audience, and that diverse artists have become more
visible, but the industry reflects wider society and other artforms in that power at company
leader level is held unequally by able-bodied, white men.
Beyond the debate around strategic direction, the ethnography charted a sector
which was eclectic, passionate and committed to the form. Contrary to my predictions, the
narrative histories of respondents did not resemble others within the same grouping.
Whereas I presumed that artists working in a similar genre would share references, no such
correlation was found. Although the size of group was too small to make claims that this
observation can be mapped onto the sector as a whole, the basic hypothesis requires reevaluation. For example, one element of the interviews was to ask participants to
diagrammatically represent their influences with the thought that it would be possible to
overlay enough elements to fit together a ‘jigsaw’ representing the whole industry. I
suspected that in fact this jigsaw would resolve into two separate elements with little shared
between the pre- and post-Without Walls groups. In fact, there is too little commonality to
construct any cogent picture and, to extend the metaphor, we are left with a box of jigsaw
pieces, none of which really fit together. It may be that a wider survey would find the
‘missing pieces’, but as yet no conclusions can be drawn about whether this would be the
case and if it were, whether we are working on one jigsaw or two.
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Another prediction was that the inspirations and motivations between the groups
would differ but in fact they demonstrated remarkable similarities, particularly in relation
to critical epiphanies that led respondents towards Outdoor Arts. These foundational
experiences, or super-moments, were often international and generally have a strong, almost
poetic resonance. They combine particularly good memories of the space/time and the
audience with that of the performance. The belief systems constructed around working
outdoors and the perceived advantages of the form were similarly held across all
respondents and can be summed up in terms of democratic appeal: that which encourages
access for the widest range of the public without regards to their existing cultural or
economic capital.
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Chapter 4: Case Studies

4 Case Studies
4.0

Introduction

Festivalization (Häußermann, 1993) and the instrumentalization of outdoor arts have been
discussed as factors in the organisation of many contemporary UK outdoor arts events
(3.3.5). Furthermore, the process of festivalization is criticised for its tendency to impose
homogenising, exogenous cultural forms on to events (Fleischer et al., 2013: 5241;
Medeiros de Araujo & Scott, 2018: 524; Zherdev, 2014: 16), which parallels the criticisms
made by many research participants in this study of the effects of the Without Walls
catalogue on the festival programs they subsidise. Kearns and Forrest, discussing the
management of public space, describe the ‘hegemony of middle-class civic culture’ (2000:
1007) which may result from such a process.
Zherdev identifies two factors driving festivalization: ‘...[o]n the one hand topdown initiatives driven by policy makers, and, on the other hand, bottom-up initiatives led
by individual and collective artists’ (2014: 14). The first ‘top-down’ group includes
instrumental funding aimed at outcomes such as tourism, the local economy, image, placemaking and community cohesion (Richards, 2016) The second ‘bottom-up’ group is,
however, acording to Zherdev, ‘...rather unexplored despite its importance...’ and requires
investigation (ibid.). The following chapter focusses on the detail of the tactics used by those
artists and producers involved in the delivery of festivalized space to diverse audiences in
three case studies using rhythmanalysis: a methodology well suited to examine the triadic
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relationships between space/time, performance and audience in such environments. The
case study festivals occurred in the summer of 2018 in three locations: London (Greenwich
and Docklands International Festival (GDIF)); Luton (Imagine Luton) and Doncaster (DN
Weekender). In addition, data from several other festivals which have been studied is used
in this introduction, both to explain the categorisation developed to structure the analysis
and to offer a wider comparative foundation to the study.

4.0.1

Context

All outdoor arts festivals (even where the programmes are similar) are very different and, it
can be argued, are more different from one another than corresponding indoor festivals.
This is because even where the performance element of the triad remains the same, the
space/time and audience elements vary more widely than indoors: although individually
different, a theatre building shares more qualities with other theatres than town and city
centres, parks and greenfield sites share with each other.50 Also, according to Audience
Agency figures (Mills, 2018), outdoor arts audiences are more diverse and representative of
local communities than audiences attending indoor events. For these reasons the context of
the festival is discussed for each case study. Context is divided between the vertices of the
space/time, audience, performance triad proposed by Street in Chapter 3 and the data from
each case study are compared in the conclusion of this chapter.

50

Indoor audiences are still highly controlled (Harrison-Pepper, 2010: 125); they still generally sit in the
dark, facing a lit and highly controllable performance area, and are present from beginning to end whereas
outdoors, both space and audience are highly uncontrollable. The exception to this rule in outdoor arts may
be in shopping centres where some greater homogeneity has developed and, in indoor arts, where they use
buildings not specifically designed for performance as, for example, with much immersive theatre.
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In addition, general demographic data is presented where appropriate to
contextualise the surroundings of the case study. Three indicators which are used throughout
are the relative wealth of the area, measured through the 2018 Office for National Statistics
(O.N.S.) measure of gross disposable household income per head (DIH, figure 4.1) the
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Figure 4. 1 Comparison of DIH by Local Authority (O.N.S.)

prevalence of arts engagement amongst the adult population, based on data from the Active
People Survey (2011, figure 4.2) and the ethnicity of each population based on the 2011
census (figure 4.3).51 Figures 4.1 to 4.3 offer a summary, at a glance, of where each area
lies in relation to the others and to national averages.

51

The acronym GDIH (Gross Domestic Income per Head) is shortened to DIH to avoid any confusion with
GDIF (Greenwich and Docklands International Festival).
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Figure 4. 3 Comparison of Ethnicity by Local Authority

As can be seen from these graphs, wealth and arts engagement are at the lower end
of the spectrum for Doncaster and Luton compared to the greater wealth and engagement in
the WoW consortium festival: GDIF. Luton and GDIF are both ethnically diverse
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communities whereas Doncaster is less diverse than the national average, having a very
small BAME community.
The three festivals studied were selected on the basis of the range of qualities they
exemplify but I do not claim that they constitute an empirically selected sample representing
all festivals in any sense. Rather they offer a satisfactory number of similarities and
dissimilarities to begin to develop a comparative analysis and start a sector discourse. One
(GDIF) is a WoW Consortium member, one (Doncaster) an ATN member, and one (Luton)
independent. In addition, the extended introduction to this chapter does mention several
other events which were documented on a more ad-hoc basis during my 2018 tour (including
at Halifax, Barnsley, Grimsby and Peterborough).

4.0.1.1 Space/Time
Differences relating to space/time include the more obvious material aspects of geography,
architecture, topology and the socio-economic profile of the area, as well as timeframes
including time of day, season, as well as topical weather conditions and coincidental events.
The main focus, however, is on lived, ‘third space’( Soja, 1996:74; see section 2.0.2) which
encompasses the first two but is different because it is social and active, the nexus of change:
‘...a site of struggle — a site for the enactment of power...’ (Rogers, 2002: 38).

4.0.1.2 Performance
The programmes of the case study festivals are included in the appendices (appendix 15)
which show full details of the artistic offer but the cameras (particularly at GDIF and Luton)
were not intended to capture the entire event and so only those performances documented
with timelapse are discussed. Equally, space prevents a detailed description of every
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performance and only those elements critical to the analysis are discussed in detail, in
particular the way the performers manage their audiences. For the most part the shows have
been documented by the companies that created them and videos are available online (see
webliography, section 6.1) which also gives links to the edited time-lapse films on which
the analysis is based.

4.0.1.3 Audience
Audience data is separated into quantitative and qualitative sets. The full numerical data are
presented in spreadsheets with basic functions allowing a comparison of average show sizes
as well as total audience engagements (summarised in appendix 16 and available digitally
on application to the author). Typically, in this chapter, these data are represented
graphically in either pie or bar chart form to illuminate particularly significant behaviours
or comparisons. For example, total engagements with each performance documented are
always calculated, as shown below for Batley Festival 2019:
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Figure 4. 4 Report for Batley Festival, (Macpherson, 2019)
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All the audience statistics relate to engagement with the various performances rather
than attendance at the whole site and so one person might well be counted watching several
shows. This is partly for practical reasons, but mainly because the focus of the research was
into how people behave as audiences in public space and not an attempt to quantify festival
goers.52 The main reason that counts were taken is so that a comparison might be made
between the flows of audience during a performance, comparing the peak audience number
with those who watched some, but not all of the performance, described here as the sampling
audience (see Pie charts, section 4.0.4).
Qualitative audience data was generated by a researcher on the ground making
detailed notes about the atmosphere and more intangible aspects of the experience in order
to inform the analysis of the time-lapse documentation and feed into the rhythmanalysis. In
addition, at one of the case studies (Doncaster) and several other festivals during the summer
of 2018, informal interviews were held with audience members, and these are used to inform
understanding about audience experience. In terms of audience make-up, although no
empirical survey was attempted, observations around age, ethnicity, gender and the size and
make-up of family/friendship groups were also made by the on-the-ground researcher.

Certain features of festivals became critical in the understanding and comparison of
different models which required the development or adaptation of new descriptive terms.
These relate to the triad of space/time, performance and audience and are divided into
anchoring, the way that the space/time of the festival is made special or festivalized;
managing, the way that performers and sometimes festival staff build and maintain

52

The ethical approval for the project relied on the data being GDPR compliant (see appendix 12) and so the
resolution of the cameras is intentionally too low to make individuals recognizable but high enough to make
accurate counts and observations around orientation
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audiences; and audiencing, the ways that audiences actively engage, disengage and
participate with outdoor arts, particularly as revealed by their flows and accretions in
time/space. None of these features apply to indoor arts and so they are considered in detail
in the next section, which gives an overview of them using examples from some of the
events documented during the research.

4.0.2

Anchoring

One way that this research developed to discuss the effects of outdoor arts events on
space/time is through the notion of anchors. An anchor is an element of scenography, or
performance, a temporary sensory disturbance or a human presence which demarcates the
space as special for the timeframe of the event and repurposes that space/time from its
intended or usual usage. Anchors might include signage, sound, decoration of the space,
sets, durational performances, installations, information stands, stewards and volunteers as
well as crowds of the public. In the images below (figures 4.5 & 4.6) it can be seen how
GDIF transformed Cutty Sark Gardens, Greenwich in 2018 using several of the anchors
mentioned above.
Certain performances which decorate the audience, including, at the simplest level,
face painting as well as the more sophisticated interventions of companies such as Osadia’s
performance hairdressing, (figure 4.7) have an anchoring effect as does, for example,
encouraging the audience to create tribes at Festival No. 6 seen below (figure 4.8). This
image demonstrates the results of the festival’s encouragement to attendees to wear their
own costumes and decoration to intentionally construct shared identities.
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Figure 4. 5 Cutty Sark Gardens before GDIF 2018
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Figure 4. 6 Cutty Sark Gardens during GDIF 2018
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Figure 4. 7 Osadia, Photograph Paul Herrmann, 2000

Figure 4. 8 Festival No 6. Audience members (Photograph: Danny North The Guardian, 5/9/2016)
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Research and analysis of multiple events including those located in Batley, Norfolk
and Preston (Macpherson 2018a; 2018b; 2018c) suggests that anchors are key to a
temporary repurposing of space in the minds of the public and are central to the platform
created by such events for community empowerment. Where the space of the event
apparently changes, so can its customary usage and the cultural potential increases – for
performers it is also easier to maintain an audience because they already have moved toward
a shared, (festival) identity (Reicher, 2011: 437-442).
These anchors are open to various readings; for example, a human in hi-vis is an
anchor, but can be seen in a variety of lights. The knowledgeable, helpful and enthusiastic
volunteer can be seen as a very positive element of the festival experience, an example being
the London Olympic games where the Games Makers were almost universally lauded as
exemplary (Heald, 2012; The Independent, 2012; Addley, 2012). In contrast, where that
individual is categorised as unfriendly, negative and authoritarian it can have a very negative
effect: the Security Guard trope was evident at the Millennium Dome opening event in 1999
where confrontational interactions with several editors of national newspapers caused a
great deal of irritation and, it has been claimed, resulted in the bad press from which the
Dome never really recovered.53 These features of festivalized space are important elements
in affecting and connecting the audience, but management of the audience’s experience is
also the realm of the performer.

53

I was working at the Dome on New Year’s Eve 1999 and witnessed such confrontations between
journalists and security guards in the queues which took up to four hours to get in. In addition, I performed
there for over 50 days during 2000 and got to know many of the staff and some executives who held this
view.
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Managing

The management of outdoor audiences is a complex skill and critical to the construction of
moments which Lefebvre claims ‘...make a critique...of everyday life’ (2014: 650).54 He
also recognizes the intentionality required in arranging or conducting these moments: ‘[t]he
moment does not appear simply anywhere, at just any time. It is a festival, it is a marvel,
but it is not a miracle’ (ibid.). This stimulation of conditions in which the moment might
‘germinate and take root’ (ibid.: 651) begins with the gathering of a crowd and
transformation of them from bystanders into audience.
At the start, this often involves a process I have termed seeding, done by arranging
a core audience into the desired shape at the start of a show whether by making direct contact
or clearly demarcating the front row or ‘edge’ (Gardair, 2013: 40); the subsequent
management of this edge and tactics designed to hold the audience have been observed
across a range of outdoor arts performances both by scholarly writers such as Simpson
(2012), Mason (1992) and Harrison-Pepper (2010), in conversations with performers and
through field observations. A common traditional technique uses a rope to define the edge
along which, with a variety of techniques, audiences are invited to gather, and it becomes a
main focus of the negotiation around spatial usage, ownership and consensus.
I have observed that many of the post-Without Walls companies (for example
Missen, Appendix 6) do not see audience gathering or shaping to be part of their
responsibility, and in some modern festivals such as GDIF (4.1.3) and TAC in Valodolid,
Spain (see figure 4.9) the festival stewards, pre-placed barriers, temporary seating and guide
ropes are used to define audience shape. 55

54

See Chapter 3 for a fuller discussion of moments in the Lefebvrian sense.
At the Festival Internacional de Teatro y Artes de Calle de Valladolid (TAC), Valodolid the festival sets
up tiered seating and manages entry to the fenced performance area, although performances are still free.
Disconcertingly the 2m high fences remain in place during the performance and secondary audiences gather

55
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Figure 4. 9 Temporary seating at TAC Valodolid, 2016, photographs: Macpherson

Successful shows tend to have a good edge, however created, and if, for whatever
reason, the edge collapses, the performance often fails.56 Where audiences can be persuaded
to sit on the floor at the front, the edge becomes more stable and begins to draw its own
crowd and so there is a substantial advantage to those warm dry days where sitting on the
ground is not unpleasant. Examples of such days from documented examples include GDIF
(2018), Luton (2018) and Waddesdon Manner (2017), which contrast with wetter or colder
conditions at Doncaster (2018) and Batley (2019).
An additional consideration is the length of the edge, which relates to the size of the
performance space, as the longer it is, the more people are required to make it stable. This
means that whilst there is more risk for the larger show, it can accommodate more people
before sightlines become compromised. For example, at Imagine Luton, Block (No Fit State
and Motionhouse, 2016), which has a long edge, gathered average audiences of 332
compared to the average of 186 which other, smaller shows with shorter edges managed
(appendix 16). Conversely, on a rain-affected day in Doncaster (2018) the show with the

outside them to watch. The festival management say that the reason is to prevent crushes due to the
popularity of the event.
56
Success and failure in outdoor arts is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3
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longest edge, Highly Sprung’s Urban Astronaut, had difficulty maintaining its edge and in
the most weather affected performances had slightly smaller audiences than Mind The
Gap’s Mirror Mirror, a much smaller show with a more stable edge (4.3.3).

In order to disentangle some of the complexities involved in the process of audience
gathering, positioning and management, and in particular how the unique circumstances of
each space/time affects the process, I will give a brief analysis of how it was done in three
performances documented using time-lapse at festivals which are not part of the case
studies.57 The wide range of data is better for ascertaining those behaviours and tactics
which are widespread, and those which are site or performance specific.
In several previous studies, for example both Simpson and Gardair, single spaces
and often times are analysed. In Simpson’s rhythmanalysis of a street magician (2012) the
site was highly atypical in the way it hosted a series of waves of tourists who, after watching
the show for a few minutes, were shepherded off by guides. Similarly, Gardair’s close
analysis of audience positioning and orientation relied on observation of a particular site
(Covent Garden) where the topography militates towards straight lines (2013: 48-49). In the
course of the current research, over 70 performances at 16 different events were documented
and thus commonalities began to appear from the particulars.
In the following examples four frames are taken from each of the filmed
performances which show the way the audience was built, some of the techniques used, the
issues which were encountered, and the audience behaviours identified. In all the frames the
edge, as it shifts and transforms, is shown with a blue line and, for clarity, the performer/s
are identified with red arrows.

57

This decision to go beyond the case study data is largely in reaction to the limited datasets presented by
Harrison-Pepper (2010), Simpson (2012) and Gardair (2013) in all of which only a single site is considered.
One of the objectives of this study is to consider how outdoor arts operates across a range of space/times and
so where possible additional data from the 16 festivals which have been documented to date will be used.
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The first example, Grow by Kapow, was recorded at the Llawn Festival 2018
(Llandudno) and occurred at around midday on the promenade, a wide pedestrianised paved
area adjacent to the seafront. The weather was cloudy, and it had rained earlier, leaving the
ground still wet, and so, once positioned, the entire audience stood throughout. There was
a relatively low footfall of about 15 people per minute but the core audience (seen in figure
4.10) were mainly following the festival programme. This is partly observable from the
footage, where they can be seen waiting at the site in anticipation, but I also noted several
individuals consulting festival brochures and overheard enquiries about when the show
would start made to stewards. There were some anchors present in two beach huts (one can
be seen in the top left corner) a festival sign board and three stewards wearing hi-vis, but
the site lacked any festival atmosphere, apart from that created during the performance.
In figure 4.10, the two performers have just arrived with their props and a small
audience of about 40 people have gathered who were, judging by the publicity materials in
evidence, mostly following the programme. The audience forms a semicircle as far away
from the performers as is possible in the space, some people who had arrived early sat on
the benches at the back of the promenade which made others reluctant to stand closer and
obstruct their view. The rest of the semicircle, actively having to negotiate their relationship
with the performers and space, without the explicit clues one might find in an indoor
auditorium, took its cue from this distance and stood approximately 12m away from the
performers and, apart from family groups, maintained as much distance as practical between
each-other. The performance was being filmed by the festival and the camera position
(directly in front of the performance at about 6m distance) became an issue as the audience
was arranged by the performers: the two camera operators seemed to have no notion of the
effect they were having, and made no attempt to move. The company had a small PA system
(playing music from figure 4.11) which they positioned at the rear just in front of the kerb
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and to one side (stage right), the asymmetry of this positioning also effecting the final
audience shape.58

Stage Left
Video Camera

Sound System

Stage Right

Figure 4. 10 Grow, Kapow (1)

In figure 4.11, the performers define the performance space somewhat using
flowerpots, turn on a pre-show music track and separately move into the audience, speaking
to individuals and small groups, inviting them to move closer to watch the show. Both
performers are very charming and gentle, and the audience begins to move closer. This
temporarily destabilises the edge as the stage right performer goes into the audience first
and in the image this side have already begun to come closer. People are clearly reluctant
to stand in front of the camera position (centre) or the PA (stage right) and there are still
people sitting on the benches which seems to exacerbate the gap at the centre.

58

The terms Stage Left, and Stage Right are the conventional ways of communicating stage position in the
theatre and are always taken from the point of view of the performer facing the audience. In addition, Up
Stage refers to the back of the stage and Down Stage to the front. The terms have been adopted in the
following pages for clarity and consistency as the camera angle may differ and on occasion be positioned
behind the audience.
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Figure 4. 11 Grow, Kapow (2)

People sitting on benches,
now unable to see
Video Camera
2m

6m

Figure 4. 12 Grow, Kapow (3)

In figure 4.12, the performers have successfully brought the centre of the audience
forward leaving a few people still sitting on the benches unable to see, but determined to
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stay where they are.59 They now start the final section of audience shaping which involves
a choreographed gestural invitation to come closer made while standing on the large
downstage flowerpots. Even so, the shape is more of an inverted ‘V’ than the classic
semicircle because no one wants to stand in front of the camera, and the camera operators
do not move. There is also still an asymmetry upstage where, because of the position of the
PA, the stage left audience stand only 2m from the upstage left flowerpot, but the stage right
audience are over 6m from the upstage right flowerpot.
Finally, in figure 4.13, the audience is tempted into standing in front of the camera,
the edge becomes semi-circular and the performance proper starts. There is still an
asymmetry stage right caused by the PA position but otherwise the audience is dense with

Figure 4. 13 Grow, Kapow (4)

a stable edge. Asked during a post-show interview about the PA positioning and why it was
not placed centrally, the performers said that they did not want it to be a visual part of the

59

At least two of the people sitting on the benches were elderly and they (and others) may have not been
able to stand for the duration of the show. Access is discussed further in Case study 3, but there is no simple
solution to the problem and the way public space is used for performance almost always involves
compromise.
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show and, in other documented examples of the same show, they continue to place it to one
side.60

The second example Danger Dick (Bongo Bolero, 2018) was recorded at Grimsby Festival
2018 and occurred at around 2pm in a suburban park. The weather was very hot and sunny,
and the performer chose to perform in the shade of two trees. The ground was dry, and the
majority of the audience, largely made up of families, sat. There were five other shows in
the park, timetabled one after another, although the timings were not published, and
audiences followed the sound and activity to find the next show. There were some anchors
present on the site: a ring of flags which delineated the area where most of the shows
occurred, some food concessions and a number of uniformed stewards and staff. Audiences
were not particularly large, averaging between 50-100, and there was relatively little footfall
through the park.
As the performer, Richard Durnford, chose to perform outside the festival area
envisaged by the producer in order to make use of the shade of the trees, his audience took
some time to gather. Because the show has evolved over many years of constant touring to
successfully gather audiences in non-festivalized spaces, Durnford’s experience led him to
believe he would be able to do so (conversation). As well as employing many tricks of the
trade, some of which are detailed below, he positioned the show under trees adjacent to the
park’s café, which had a constant flow of pedestrians. The show is built around tricks on a
Chinese Pole which, in this case, is stabilised by three guy ropes held steady by audience
members.61 The audience participation this requires is a central part of the show and the

60

This is an example of how performer priorities shape spatial usage through the choice of compromises
they make. As well as the festival’s programming, considerations such as architecture, aesthetics, pedestrian
flow and direction of natural light are often in competition and the performer’s vision and experience lead to
a unique solution to the ubiquitous problem of exactly where to site a show.
61
Chinese Pole is a vertical metal tube, approximately 5m high which the performer climbs and performs
acrobatics on.
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relationship formed by the trust the performer displays in these volunteers clearly unites
them in common purpose. In this particular case two of the guy ropes were tied to the trees
but the third can be seen as can its effect on the audience shape (see figure 4.16 & 4.17).
In figure 4.14, taken 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the show, the performer
is setting out props, getting changed and chatting to two families (families 1 & 2) who are
taking advantage of the shade of the trees. He gently repositions them into the beginnings
of an edge (Stage Right).

Family 1
Family 2

Figure 4. 14 Danger Dick, Bongo Bolero (1)
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In figure 4.15, Family 2 has moved to a stage left position on the edge on the advice
of the performer ‘to get a better view’, which has the effect of seeding that side of the edge.
He continues to set up and encourage people to join the audience in a way which supports
the edge he is trying to build. Individual family groups begin to gather around the
performance, but they are not yet joined up into a unified group, rather they retain separate,
family identities.

Family 2
Family 1

Figure 4. 15 Danger Dick, Bongo Bolero (2)

In figure 4.16, The individual groups have coalesced into an audience with a clear
semi-circular edge orientated around the performance area. The exception to this is in the
centre where the performer has created a channel and positioned a steward holding the guy
rope.62 The erection of the pole and its height drew more audience in itself as it is visible

62

The steward is replaced by an audience member later in the show as the performer begins to climb the
pole and take risks partly controlled by the person holding the guy rope. This cements the audience’s
connection with the performer via their in-group proxy in the shape of the volunteer more successfully than
the out-group steward would have done.
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from some distance above the heads of the audience, and the PA (upstage right) is now
amplifying the performer’s voice which has attracted some people’s attention.
Steward holding
guy rope

Chinese Pole

Figure 4. 16 Danger Dick, Bongo Bolero (3)

At the same time there starts to be some concentric rings of audience visible, with a
first line of those sat right on the edge, a second sat slightly further back with a small gap
in between and a third standing at more of a distance. These concentric rings relate to
differing levels of commitment to the performance as described by Gardair (2013: 108-134),
with those at the front fully committed and those at the back retaining more personal space
and appearing, by their orientation, ready to move on; this effect is also discussed in chapter
3 (3.2.1) and in an interview with Kat Joyce from Tangled Feet, where she calls them the
‘sideways audience’ (appendix 10). Richard, still partly involved in performing the ‘setting
up’, encourages the outer rings in particular to move forward and close up the gaps. He does
this by inviting, cajoling and inveigling them into positions directly facing the performance,
closer to the front and to other people. This key action of managing the audience into a
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unified group from a series of individuals and families is at the heart of constructing the
form of shared identity Reicher describes, where membership: ‘...engenders a relational
shift whereby crowd members cease to view fellow participants as other and hence orient
to them as intimates’ (2011: 438).

Figure 4. 17 Danger Dick, Bongo Bolero (4)

In figure 4.17, satisfied with the shape and density of the audience which now forms
a complete edge (apart from a narrow channel where the guy rope is positioned), he then
begins the show with an apparently dangerous handstand on top of his flight case. He uses
a wireless radio microphone, worn in his costume to keep up a comic patter during the tricks
and the promise of the final, dangerous and spectacular trick is alluded to throughout. A
visual reminder of this finale is also ever-present in the pole which is being held up by the
volunteer’s guy rope. From the timelapse of the full show (see webliography for links), it is
easy to see that, perhaps because of the promise of jeopardy, almost no one in the first two
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rings of the audience, and less than 10% of the whole audience left before the end, which is
an unusually low sampling rate compared to other documented examples (see appendix 16).

The third example, Dodo’s Dream (Circle of Two, 2018), was recorded at VivaCity
Peterborough 2018 and is particularly interesting because of the effects of the benches on
the audience shape and density. The Festival in general was well publicised, well attended,
and sited in a popular park some way away from the city centre. There were a substantial
range of anchors, including the marquees visible in the photographs, art installations,
workshops and decoration. Also, the park is generally busy in the summer, as evidenced by
a site visit carried out two weeks earlier, and the weather was good. There were numerous
activities for families but few professional shows, and Circle of Two, the largest
professional show on the programme, only performed once at 3:30pm. As the programme
was well publicised and available across the site the audience was keen and arrived in
numbers some time before the start time. The company had been on-site all day, were set
up well in advance of the performance and, unlike the other examples, the performers do
not appear in the photographs of the audience building; rather, they let the objects positioned
in the space, including the rope, benches, props and rig which locate the performance and
promise spectacle, do the work for them. However, they were observed to keep a very keen
eye on the process and make small but important adjustments to the arrangement of these
objects in response to the behaviour of the gathering audience. The set consists of an aerial
rig with mats and props arranged around it and a backdrop attached to the company’s trailer
at the rear.
In figure 4.18, the legs of the aerial rig can be seen with backdrop and props arranged
around them. In front of the performance area there is a rope semicircle, and beyond that a
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semicircle of benches. The crush barriers (stage right and, just visible, stage left) were
positioned to discourage people walking underneath the rig during the day

Benches
Rope

Crush Barrier

Props

Aerial
Rig
Figure 4. 18 Dodo’s Dream, Circle of Two (1)

Benches
moved back
Crush
Barrier
removed

Figure 4. 19 Dodo’s Dream, Circle of Two (2)
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In figure 4.19, about 20 minutes before the show starts, the audience has started to
gather, initially sitting mainly on the benches. In addition, three families have laid out picnic
blankets and sat on the ground orienting themselves to the rope. The stage right picnic
blanket was laid out before the crush barrier was removed, and the stage left one after, which
accounts for their relative positioning. In between the first two images the performers had
made a subtle change by moving the benches, particularly the ones in the centre back by 12m. This was in order to accommodate more people sitting on the floor and was based on
their experience and instinct about how many people would turn up and the capacity of the
space (conversation). As a rule of thumb, sightlines become critically compromised when
there are more than 3 or 4 rows of audience on the same level. Using the benches as a middle
level with sitters in front and standers behind, this gives a potential of 7-9 rows of audience.
Each row in this configuration might contain 70-80 people giving a maximum audience of
approximately 600.63 I refer to this maximum audience as ‘topped out’, and it tends to be
self-regulating because the view is too poor at the very back for newcomers to stay long,
unless others leave, and they can take their places.64
In figure 4.20, the audience continues to grow, filling up mainly from the front and
centre at first with families sitting on the floor along the rope. Some of the children who had
sat on the benches are moved onto the floor by their parents to make room for adults and
some (mainly adults) stand behind the benches. The edge is still asymmetric where the stage

63

Whilst inevitably imprecise as, for one thing, people do not stand in rows, this figure is reached by
dividing the edge length by the minimum space each person requires. Each subsequent row is longer, but
also less dense because adults (who are more likely to stand) take up more room and tend to stand further
apart. It also seems to be the case that those towards the back assert a larger personal space and may be seen
as less committed to the performance (see Danger Dick above, also section 3.2.1).
64
Mathematically this number is known as the asymptote: ‘[a] line which approaches nearer and nearer to a
given curve, but does not meet it within a finite distance’ (OED, 1989). In an indoor auditorium the
asymptote equals the total number of seats and thus ‘capacity’ would be an accurate term, but outdoors there
are many more factors at play and an audience topping out does not mean the total capacity of the space has
been reached nor that the audience is static.
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right picnic blanket had been put behind the crush barrier, even though the blanket has now
been moved forward.

Seated audience
follows rope

Asymmetry
relating to
crush barrier
(removed)

Figure 4. 20 Dodo’s Dream, Circle of Two (3)

Figure 4. 21 Dodo’s Dream, Circle of Two (4)
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In figure 4.21, the show has just started, and the audience is more or less topped out.
The edge is stable, and the audience is dense and between 7-10 rows deep. Symmetry has
now been achieved on the stage right side as the audience take up every available space,
and this close proximity has the effect of further unifying the audience’s shared identity,
evidenced by highly synchronised reactions observed throughout the show. Between now
and the end of the show the core audience numbers approximately 500. An additional 200300 people come and go, the main area of change being behind the 6th row. This flow
(sampling) is addressed in the next section.

4.0.4

Audiencing

To turn the noun ‘audience’ into a verb is grating on the ear, but useful when the behaviour
under investigation is so active. Warren sees audiencing as both generally applying to the
active process of making meaning, which: ‘... challenge[s] authorial control and curatorial
interpretation in specific ways pointing toward the open-endedness of the production and
reception of cultural forms...’ (2012: 83) and specifically applying to the choices about how,
when and where to be part of an audience. This second meaning is of particular use in a
Rhythmanalytic study, as it helps:
...to illuminate audience engagements that usually remain unrecorded or
disregarded, and that can give new insights into the meaning of art within different
people’s lives...[b]y expanding understanding...of critical spatial sensibilities...
(ibid.: 86)
Some of the most important findings of this research, which underpin a new way of
thinking about outdoor arts, relate to observations of active audiencing. Central is the fact
that outdoor arts audiences are far from static and, using the temporal compression afforded
by timelapse, often appear more like a liquid than a solid because they are in constant flux
and flow. Whilst this can be seen in the three examples above (figures 4.11 - 4.21), the effect
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is better understood by viewing the films themselves (see webliography, 6.1 for links). Such
dynamic rhythms are due to significant percentages of audiences engaging with the
performance for only part of its duration.
Temporary engagement is typical of outdoor arts. I have termed this ‘sampling’ (see
4.1.4). Depending on a number of factors, the sampling rate has been observed to vary
significantly from as little as 10% to as much as 350% of the peak audience. It is observed
in detail for each time-lapse documented show at least once and the sampling rate, as a
percentage of the peak audience, is applied to other shows by the same company (where
there are no other significant factors at play). This method, adapted from Deacy et al (2016)
has been shown, in controls with meticulously detailed counts, to offer an accuracy of + or
-10%.
This intrinsic part of outdoor arts does not relate to the indoor arts model (as can be
seen graphically in the example below, figures 4.22 – 4.26), which assumes a static audience
and has been used by outdoor festivals to understand their audiences.65 This revelation,
which has not previously been described or measured, changes the way that outdoor arts
need to be thought about and is discussed below and in the conclusion (5.7). In the example,
a show performed by the Desperate Men at Halifax Piece Hall in 2016 in which sampling
is particularly evident is compared to a control, indoor show (Stagedoor, Rose Theatre,
2019) to demonstrate how rhythmanalysis can reveal highly significant patterns.66 In both,

65

For example, based on conversations with several festivals, many Without Walls audience estimates are
based on static headcounts.
66
‘Control’ here is used loosely rather than in a strict empirical sense as there are too many variables to
draw generalisable conclusions. The indoor performance was directed by the author and as such was a
convenient study. Although no wider survey of indoor theatre has been made, my long term and regular
attendance at theatres suggests this performance was relatively typical in regards of audience movements. A
comparative study of indoor and outdoor performances is outside of the remit of this research, and equally, I
am not considering here the reasons that indoor audiences tend to not move around or leave partway
through, although I accept there are several possible causes for this including the auditorium architecture,
being seated in the dark, disturbing others, behavioural expectations, financial investment etc (see HarrisonPepper, 2010: 125). The main point of the comparison here is that outdoor arts audiences have historically
been modelled and quantified in a similar way to their indoor counterparts, an approach which this data
challenges.
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the audience sizes at any specific moment were relatively similar at approximately 75; the
peak audience for the outdoor show was 82 and for the indoor show 78. Audience
movements during the performance were tracked and documented using blue arrows to
represent people joining the audience and red arrows for those leaving it. The results are
represented as vector graphics below (figures 4.22 & 4.23). It is clear from these vector
graphics how the two types of audiences differ in relation to the act of audiencing.
In order to construct the vector graphic, a single performance was documented in
extreme detail as shown below for the Desperate Men (figures 4.24 – 4.26). Footage was
slowed down and watched repeatedly in order to track the movement of every audience
member over the course of the 30-minute show. A blue arrow was superimposed to
represent each person joining (figure 4.24) and a red arrow for each person leaving (figure
4.25) and, as far as possible, to record the direction they came from or went to. With the
image removed (figure 4.26) the sampling rhythms are clearly visible. In figures 4.22 and
4.23 both joiners and leavers are combined in a vector graphic to show total audience
movements for each show.

Figure 4. 22 Desperate Men (Outdoor) Audience Movements
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Figure 4. 23 Stagedoor (Indoor) Audience Movements

The same process was repeated for the indoor show, although, as that audience’s
movements were so limited, numbering 8 in total compared to 289 in the outdoor example,
only the combined vector graphic is reproduced.

Figure 4. 24 The Desperate Men, Joiners Superimposed
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Figure 4. 25 The Desperate Men, Leavers Superimposed

Figure 4. 26 The Desperate Men, Movement Vectors: Joiners (Blue) & Leavers (Red)

Using pie charts (figures 4.27 & 4.28) to analyse these two performances shows that,
whilst single snapshots of the audiences might give very similar numbers (70-80), the
audience in the outdoor arts example, unlike indoors, cannot be legitimately represented by
those (5%) who saw the whole show. In fact, only 17 people saw the Desperate Men’s whole
show but around 289 saw some of it with 149 seeing at least 5 minutes. Far more of the
audience were making active decisions about their role during the performance: audiencing.
This compares to an almost static audience indoors where, apart from 7% of the audience
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missing a short (less than 5 minute) section of the show due to being late, going to the toilet
or returning late from the interval, 98% saw the entire show.

Desperate Men at Halifax Piece
Hall

5%
Stayed Throughout
46%

Engaged for 5 mins +
49%

Stopped to Look

Figure 4. 27 The Desperate Men, (Outdoor) Audience Movements

Stagedoor at the Rose Theatre,
Ormskirk
7%

2%

Stayed Throughout
Missed up to 5 mins
Left at interval

91%

Figure 4. 28 Stagedoor, (Indoor) Audience Movements
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In the case studies (sections 4.1-4.3), audience numbers for the shows have been
calculated using a formula developed for this research, which uses a peak audience count
(the largest audience visible over the course of the show), an estimate for any audience not
visible at this moment (due to camera angles or obstructions) and another estimate for
sampling: people who engaged with the show for a significant period (usually 5 mins. for a
30 min. show) but who were not there at the peak audience count. Analysis of the complex
movements of audiences in time/space, is then attempted through rhythmanalysis.

4.0.5

Rhythmanalysis

To briefly recap, rhythmanalysis is a methodology developed by Henri Lefebvre ([1992]
2013) which focuses on spatial-temporal relationships and functions as ‘a conceptual tool
and the methodology for attending to cultural phenomena’ (Chen, 2017: 18). The adaptation
of the methodology for the case studies used up to 8 time-lapse cameras, positioned at high
angles to document festival space over extended periods of time in order to replicate the
effect, described by Lefebvre, of looking down from a balcony in order to separate out
rhythms (2013: 37-46). At the same time, a researcher was present to experience and be
‘grasped by’ (ibid.: 37) the essence of the event, observe behaviours and sometimes conduct
interviews with audience members. The time-lapse films were then repeatedly viewed,
analysed, edited and annotated to construct knowledge about the nature of outdoor arts.
Whilst only still images are reproduced here, viewing a selection of the films online is
recommended to fully appreciate the data (see webliography, 6.1 for links).

Lefebvre uses four particular terms which have been useful in understanding the
complex interaction of rhythms: Polyrhythmia, Eurhythmia, Arrhythmia and Isorhythmia,
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brief descriptions and examples of which are given below. He sees them exemplified
literally and metaphorically in both ‘...the experience and knowledge [connaissance] of the
body...’ (2013: 77) and in symphonic and orchestral music (ibid.:78).
Polyrhythmia means ‘...composed of diverse rhythms...’(ibid.:77) and refers to the
complexity of co-existent rhythms in a phenomenon. They are also sometimes described as
‘rhythmic assemblages’ which Chen characterises as ‘...a unity that encompasses a
multiplicity’ (Chen, 2017: 4). In the body these include, for example: breathing, digesting,
the heart beating, circadian sleep patterns, reproduction and ageing. Polyrhythmia is also
compared to symphonic and orchestral music (Lefebvre, 2013: 41, 78) where multiple
instrumental parts co-exist.
Eurhythmia occurs when the polyrhythmia is in a state of balance or wellbeing: in
the body when different ‘[r]hythms...unite with one another in a state of health’ (ibid.:25)
and in music where instruments harmonize. I would suggest that, in relation to outdoor arts,
there is a sliding scale of eurhythmia and that most polyrhythmic systems can be analysed
in order to evaluate their relative eurhythmia and to what extent that state approaches
arrhythmia.
Arrhythmia is that state where rhythms are out of time or conflicting, where:
‘...rhythms break apart, alter and bypass synchronisation...[a] pathological situation...’
(2013: 77). In bodily terms, illness and eventually death and in music, discord. In relation
to timelapse, arrhythmia in modern urban life can also be seen as represented by Reggio’s
film: Koyaanisqatsi: Life Out of Balance (1982). In it, the modern city is represented
through a series of time-lapse films which reveal mechanical rhythms of modern capitalism
(See 2.2).
Of all Lefebvre’s terms, isorhythmia is, perhaps, the most elusive: literally ‘...the
equality of rhythms...’ (2013:77) and ‘...rare, beyond eurhythmia...’ (Lyon, 2019: 27), it
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suggests a coming together of diverse rhythms. For example, in music: ‘under the direction
of the conductor’s baton...a rhythm falls into place and extends over all the performers,
however many they may be’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 77-8). The metaphor also extends to those
exceptional super-moments in outdoor arts where all the elements seem to come together -space-time, performer and audience -- to construct what Shine refers to as ‘ecstasy’
(appendix 7).

In relation to the timelapse footage, many of these Rhythmanalytic terms can be illustrated
by annotated still images, as demonstrated in the preceding text, although again, viewing
them in motion is preferable (see webliography, 6.1 for links to them online). Taking again
the Halifax Piece Hall (2016) as an example, a complex assemblage of rhythms
(polyrhythmia) is visible in the space as shown below. Before even considering the effect
of the shows, there are rhythms of circulation present, one of which is made up of people
visiting the site to browse the many shops and restaurants housed in the colonnade which
surrounds the site, and another is made up of people using the site as a thoroughfare,
crossing between the entrances on the North (top of frame), West (left of frame) and South
(bottom of frame) sides of the site. These are shown as blue arrows (figure 4.29). When the
five performances taking place in the square (figure 4.30) are taken into account there are
also the sampling rhythms: the flow of audience members between the shows (yellow
arrows, figure 4.31) and more dynamic waves of movement, mainly towards the other shows
and exits which occur when shows end (blue arrows to exits, yellow arrows to other shows,
figure 4.32).
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Figure 4. 29 Piece Hall(Circulation)

Figure 4. 30 Piece Hall (Shows)
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Figure 4. 31 Piece Hall (Sampling)

Figure 4. 32 Piece Hall (Show Ending)
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Figure 4. 33 Piece Hall (10am, before event starts)

Throughout the two-day festival there were between 500-1000 people on the site during the
hours of the event, which compares to fewer than 30 before the event began (figure 4.33).
Such a comparison may not be ideal, as it would offer a more accurate comparison to
document the same space, at the same time, on the same day of the week when there were
no events. However, whilst in the future I would like the opportunity to carry out such a
comparison, this would have doubled the travel expenses budget and resources were,
unfortunately, not without limits. The same constraints applied to the case studies, although
I was able to observe all three spaces on site visits outside of the festivals.

The programme had up to five shows running simultaneously, and the activity and
noise they created felt anarchic and seemed to produce a somewhat competitive attitude to
gathering audiences, with a high sampling rate compared to events with a less busy
programme. Noisy and spectacular shows tended to have the largest and most stable
audiences, with subtler, more conceptual and quieter shows having smaller and more fluid
audiences. This said, a kind of lively eurhythmia was established by the second day with all
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of the shows able to hold an audience and co-exist in synergy with each other and the space.
However, this compared with the first day when Circus Raj, probably the largest, most
spectacular and noisiest show, was programmed in parallel with other smaller shows. They
dominated the whole space (in particular with loud, reverberating drumming) making it
almost impossible for any of the un-amplified shows to hold an audience, which led to a
level of arrhythmia. The programmer (Jeremy Shine) adapted his programme on the second
day so that Circus Raj were not programmed at the same time as any of the smaller shows
and this rectified the problem.
Finding an example of isorhythmia is more challenging, with them being far rarer,
but the autoethnographic moments numbers 1, 3, & 4 described in Chapter 3 all contain
elements of an isorhythmic coming together of rhythms. Moment 1 involved a personal
epiphany as an individual audience member watching a juggler in Edinburgh; moment 3
was experienced collectively with audiences and other performers in Northern France as
streets were transformed over-night into ‘rivers’ and in moment 4, I was, as a performer,
immersed in a state of ‘flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) which involved the audience at the
premier of Revolution in Manchester (2005).
The rhythmanalysis of the case studies is embedded in the sub-sections which look
at the specifics of Context, Anchoring, Managing and Audiencing and a comparative
rhythmanalysis is made in the Chapter summary (4.5).

4.0.6

Summary

In this extended introduction I have considered the context of festivals and argued that
focusing on their space/time, performances and audiences is an innovative and worthwhile
set of lenses. The data is consequently organised into sections reflecting these lenses: on
anchoring, how a special festivalized space/time is constructed; on managing, how the
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performances gather, arrange and hold audiences; and on audiencing, how the public
actively engages with the festival. The threads are then pulled together in a rhythmanalysis
of the data collected which uses Lefebvre’s key concepts of polyrhythmia, eurhythmia,
arrhythmia and isorhythmia to explore the phenomena under scrutiny. The case studies that
follow are organised in similar fashion and then compared in the conclusion.

4.1

Case Study 1: Greenwich and Docklands International Festival 2018

4.1.1

Context
Greenwich and Docklands International Festival (GDIF) is arguably the most

significant outdoor arts festival and showcase in the UK. The festival is a central member
of the Without Walls Consortium, has a large budget, long history and central London
location.67 The core of GDIF is a weekend festival, Greenwich Fair (in 2018, 22-4 June),
which is focussed around the UNESCO world heritage site of Maritime Greenwich, but
which includes some events in the wider borough over a two-week period. The programme
is entirely professional, and much is international.
Greenwich is a wealthy area with GDHI/head in the top 25% nationally (O.N.S.,
2018) and arts attendance higher than the national average (ACE, 2017; ACE, 2010).68
However, although no empirical data was gathered on audience demographics, observations
and conversations with representatives of GDIF would suggest that the audience includes a

67

GDIF is an ACE NPO receiving £250,000/year and part of WoW which collectively receives £1.2m/year
as another ACE NPO (ACE, 2018). GDIF state they have another 12 funding partners but that these income
streams only amount to 28% of their total income, the remainder being made up of by the ‘...generosity of
[their] audience and supporters’ (GDIF, n.d.).
68
According to the Active Lives Survey (2017) which measures attendance at any arts event over 12 months
Greenwich was slightly higher than the national average and according to the Active People Survey (2010)
which measured attendance at at least three arts events over 12 months it was in the top third of local
authorities.
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high proportion of tourists and visitors compared to locals. The authority has a diverse
population, with only 51% identifying as white British compared to the average in England
of 79%.

4.1.1.1 Space/Time
Race Horse Company

Ockham’s Razor

Area
1

Bootworks Theatre

Area
2
Area
3

Sites of Main Shows

Cutty Sark

Old Royal Naval College

River Thames

Figure 4. 34 Aerial View of GDIF Festival Site, Greenwich, London (Google Maps)

Of the 18 festivals documented during the research, GDIF was one of the most
controlled environments observed. The site of the festival is on the South bank of the
Thames alongside the Cutty Sark and in the grounds of the Old Royal Naval College in
Greenwich (figure 4.34).69 It is already a busy tourist attraction and populated with several
grade 1 listed buildings built at the zenith of colonialism. The whole area is associated
architecturally with British imperial history, particularly in relation to 17th - 19th century
69

An 18th century tea clipper preserved as a tourist attraction.
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commerce and naval power. The performance areas consist partly of the large areas of
modern paving which surround the Cutty Sark and partly of the extensive formal lawns of
the Old Royal Naval School. The management of the space is very protective and
bureaucratic, and the permanent visitor infrastructure and private security presence is wellpracticed at supervising public behaviour .70
There is a high pedestrian footfall through the site throughout daylight hours at any
time of year as it is a popular tourist destination and links several transport and commercial
hubs; the most significant flows of pedestrian traffic are shown in figure 4.35. It is perhaps
not surprising that a free festival, in central London and located in an already very busy site,
Greenwich foot tunnel

Underground

Cutty Sark

Greenwich Pier

To Bus routes and Observatory

Car park

Main pedestrian routes

Figure 4. 35 Aerial View of GDIF site with pedestrian traffic (google maps)

70

The permissions required to simply attach a camera to a lamppost were, by far, the most onerous to
acquire of all the sites documented and access to the site in order to install them required several levels of
security clearance.
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was well attended, particularly as the weather for the 2018 festival weekend was hot and
sunny.
The festival also coincided with the 2018 football World Cup in which, significantly,
England played Panama on Sunday 24th June at 1pm (and won 6-1). These kinds of national
sporting events have historically affected audience numbers and because the game was
broadcast live in pubs there was a noticeable exodus from the site during the match. The
beer garden of The Gypsy Moth is adjacent to the site and noise from it was significant from
1-3pm. There was an influx of people into the festival after the match, and although there
had been a lot of alcohol consumed, the atmosphere stayed good-natured (perhaps because
of the result).

4.1.1.2 Performance
The documentation of the festival concentrated on Cutty Sark Gardens and the Old Royal
Naval College lawn (areas 1 and 3 in figure 4.34). Area 2 was not filmed because the site
owners would not permit the mounting of cameras on the trees, which were the only option
for most of the performances. The full brochure which gives timings and descriptions of all
the shows is available online.
Four performances were observed in each of the two spaces on Saturday and Sunday
by Avanti Display, Teatro So, Max Calaf Seve and Ulrik Robotik in the Old Royal Naval
College and by Race Horse Company, Ockham’s Razor, Southpaw Dance and Bootworks
Theatre in Cutty Sark Gardens. Of these companies, only Bootworks Theatre used language
to any extent, the others being dance, circus or mime based, and they were mostly (with the
exception of Avanti Display) accompanied with amplified sound. Avanti Display were
again one exception in relation to audience management: the circularity of their show (Full
Circle) was its defining feature, and, since building that audience shape was integral to the
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performance, they managed the audience independently of the festival staff. Bootworks
Theatre also managed audiences self-sufficiently; their short and noisy show was performed
with greater frequency than the others in a very busy thoroughfare on the East side of Cutty
sark Gardens and audiences generally stood. Apart from these two, the performances
allowed audiences to gather around ropes or barriers, and festival staff did most of the
management.
This management by stewards is discussed in more detail in relation to Race Horse
Company, below, where the effect of using benches and disabled viewing areas is also
considered. In general all of the audiences were topped out, the performances able to gather
and hold substantial audiences (commensurate with their size) with stable and symmetrical
edges. One particular exception occurred in Belly of the Whale by Ockham’s Razor in
which, at one point in the performance, the large semi-circular structure on which the show
was based was turned in such a way as to obscure the view from stage left (see figures 4.36
& 4.37). At this point the edge on that side of the performance tended to disintegrate, leaving
the audience smaller and asymmetrical. In a conversation with one of the performers at a
later date this was attributed to the show being designed for indoor, proscenium arch venues
where sight lines do not have to take account of audience at the sides. It is telling that, even
though Belly of the Whale was commissioned by Without Walls for outdoors, the show was
in reality designed for indoors, a prime example of what NASA refers to as work ‘on the
street rather’ than ‘of the street’ (see section 3.3.4.2).
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Figure 4. 36 Belly of the Whale by Ockham’s Razor

Figure 4. 37 Stage Left edge collapses when sight lines are blocked

Perhaps the artwork with most radical intent at GDIF was Windrush: 492 (Williams 2016)
presented on Friday evening as the opening event, but outside of the main program. Here
the names of all the passengers who arrived at Tilbury docks on the Windrush Empire 70
years earlier were inscribed on the ground in front of the Cutty Sark in fluorescent paint.
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The event was poorly attended in comparison with the daytime program and, in a piece of
unintended but resonant performance, given how the Windrush generation were treated by
the UK government, the names were scrubbed off by street cleaners overnight and by the
time of the first show of the main festival, no trace of them remained .71

4.1.1.3 Audience
The audience numbers for shows were substantially higher than at almost any
other event studied, averaging 511 compared to 215 at Imagine Luton, which was
documented over the same weekend, and 138 at Doncaster on a rain-affected day (figure
4.38).

Average Audience per Show
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
GDIF

Luton

Doncaster

Figure 4. 38 Comparison of Audience Numbers at Case Study Festivals

71

Low light prevented an accurate count, but the front row delineated by crush barriers was never fully
populated and it generally had less than 30 people watching at any one time.
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The limiting factor to audience size for many of the shows at GDIF was not a lack
of willing audience members but the fact that audiences had topped out: visibility became
an issue at the rear and the majority of sampling occurred in the areas where the view was
obstructed by other audience members.
Pedestrian traffic was higher in Cutty Sark Gardens (area 1 in figure 4.34) than the
Old Royal Naval College Lawns (area 3 in figure 4.34). Cutty Sark Gardens borders the
Thames footpath and is within 200m of Greenwich foot tunnel, Greenwich pier, major bus
routes and a London underground station, as well as homing the Cutty Sark, a popular tourist
attraction. The audiences for shows on this site were particularly large and included one for
Belly of the Whale by Ockham’s Razor (23/06/2018) which peaked at over 1200, the largest
recorded in any of the case studies. The reasons for this substantial audience may relate to
a range of factors other than just that the site was busy. Firstly, Ockham’s Razor were
prominently featured in the programme and the company has a strong reputation and fanbase outside of the outdoor arts circuit, consequently, planned attendance would have been
higher than average. Secondly, the show is of scale and ambition, has a long edge and the
site was particularly conducive to large audiences, with a bank of steps forming raked
seating and offering good views to more people.
The Old Royal Naval College lawn had the least flow through it of all the festival
sites: there are no visitor attractions in it (such as the Cutty Sark in area 1) and it does not
particularly operate as a route for people passing through. Apart from a number of families
using the shade of the trees for picnics, the great majority of those using the space were
attending the shows.
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Full data on numbers and sampling rates are given in appendix 16 with the total
values represented graphically below (figure 4.39). Of particular interest is the comparison
between the largest show (Belly of the Whale by Ockham’s Razor) and the smallest (The
Jukeboxes by Bootworks Theatre): although the average audience sizes are at opposite ends
of the spectrum, the simple fact that Bootworks did far more shows (nine compared to

GDIF 2018 Audience Numbers
UliK Robotik
Teatro Só
Southpaw Dance Company
Race Horse Company
Ockham’s Razor
Max Calaf Sevé
Bootworks Theatre
Avanti Display
0

500

1000

Average Audience

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Total Audience

Figure 4. 39 comparison of audience engagements

Ockham’s Razor’s three) meant that their total audiences were comparable, with Bootworks
having the largest number of total audience engagements. Ulrik Robotik also did more
shows (six) than the average number (four) whereas Southpaw only did two.72

4.1.2 Anchoring
There were a range of anchors which signalled the festivalization of the space, although
because of the scale of the site these were sometimes lost in comparison to, for example,
the size of the Cutty Sark (figure 4.40). They included the branded 3D logo placed in front

72

Southpaw’s show included a promenade element which led to the main static piece. Camera positions
meant that this element was not visible and so is not included in the data.
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of the ship as well as signage flags, information tents, stewards and volunteers. However,
perhaps the most successful anchors were the shows themselves: the various sets and props
arranged in roped off areas between shows and the audiences and amplified sound during
the shows. Even during the busiest parts of the festival, the space was still used for other
purposes including as a thoroughfare, for alfresco dining, and by tourists visiting Maritime
Greenwich as opposed to the festival. As will be discussed, this was one of the reasons that
the festival was only partially successful in repurposing the space and creating an
atmosphere of ‘fête’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 45).73

Show set

Stewards

3d logo

Information tent

Signage flags

Cutty Sark

Figure 4. 40 Anchors at GDIF 2018 (Cutty Sark Gardens)

4.1.3 Managing
The majority of audience management observed at GDIF was carried out by festival staff,
with the exception of the Avanti Display and Bootworks’ shows (mentioned above)

73

See section 2.0.2
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however, it was clear from structural and performance elements observed in the shows that
some other companies were perfectly capable of doing so (Teatro Só, Race Horse Company
and Max Calaf Sevé).
A typical example of this was Motosikai by Finnish circus group Race Horse
Company (figures 4.41 to 4.44). I attended this particular show from (well before) the start
until the audience had dispersed at the end in order to be able to combine the overview
afforded by the time-lapse footage with being physically ‘grasped by’ the rhythms (Lefebvre
2013, 37), a dual perspective which was particularly important in describing the moment.
Although the performance space was defined by the company van, used as raised
stage at the rear, and a large square of acrobatic mats on the floor, the space was managed
by the performers in a subtler way: they used informal objects such as blankets for children
to sit on at the front and a loosely laid out rope, plus familiar street theatre tactics, including
an easy-going warm up in which they chatted whilst ‘practicing’ some spectacular elements
of the show. The festival’s management was, at the same time, far more formal than the
performers’ and (it is presumed, unintentionally) authoritarian. They used a pole and rope
barrier, benches positioned in front, a strongly demarcated disabled viewing area and, at
times, 7 stewards to position the audience.
Conversations on site convinced me that all of these actions by the festival were
well-intentioned: they wanted to help people gather in the right place, to afford the best view
to the largest number of people, to grant equal access to the performance and offer as much
help and guidance as possible to audience members. However, the result was that the
audience was denied the experience of negotiating their own relationship with the
performance and with the space. The most notable element of this control, and a good
example of how the time-lapse used alone can miss an ‘essence’ (Alyushin, 2010: 451-52),
were the actions of one steward in particular. He is not wearing hi-vis and so is easy to miss,
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but I have highlighted him in figures 4.42 and 4.43. This steward (steward ‘A’) was
determined to get as many people to see the show as possible and, never thinking that the
performers might want to do this themselves, he harangued, dragged and pushed us into the
most compacted form possible, deciding it was also his responsibility to police the loose
rope barrier the performers had set out. He even walked right across the stage to do so,
telling off the children who were playing with the rope (figure 4.42).
It was a shame that the festival representatives went to such lengths to organise the
way we experienced the performance, as the performers were highly skilled, both in terms
of the circus and of their ludic management of the audience. In effect the heart of the show
was the interplay between the real danger of injury inherent in the daredevil acts and our
proximity to it: trust and risk in tension with each other.

GDIF Benches
Performer’s Rug
Performer’s Rope
GDIF Disabled
viewing area
GDIF Boundary
Ropes

Figure 4. 41 Motosikai at GDIF, (1)
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Stewards (two more were
out of shot).

Steward ‘A’ tells children
off for touching the rope

Figure 4. 42 Motosikai at GDIF, (2)

Steward ‘A’ tells the
audience to ‘move
up!’

Performers warm up,
pre-show.

Figure 4. 43 Motosikai at GDIF, (3)

The show begins
The audience has been at
capacity for some time.

Figure 4.44 Motosikai at GDIF, (4)
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Whilst there is a clear logic informing the management of the festival - which asks,
how can the most people experience the most art? - the resultant strategies, reinforced by
the commercial and public safety preoccupations of the owners of the space contributed to
a lack of the anarchic excitement I associate with the ‘alchemy’ of outdoor arts. The space,
chock-full of the symbols and architecture of colonialism, was not re-written as a spatial
palimpsest by the festival in the way suggested by Haedicke (2013: 1); rather, the festival
was permitted, by the owners and licensing powers to temporarily decorate its civic
grandeur with licensed colour.

4.1.4

Audiencing

Durational audiencing behaviours were clearest on the Old Royal Naval College lawn (area
3 in figure 4.34), mainly because there was less usage for other purposes. Figures 4.44 –
4.47 show stills from an edited film of that area: the shows are programmed sequentially so
that they never compete, and the time-lapse film shows audiences moving between them in
a relatively ordered and predictable way. Watching footage of the whole day compressed
into approximately a minute (see webliography for links) reveals the rhythms of
spectatorship clearly, as the audience rotates between the shows in turn.
As a beekeeper, my instinctive analogy here is to a swarm; the crowd appears to
leave one show en masse in apparently chaotic dispersal before ‘alighting’ around a new
centre and organising themselves anew. Bees achieve this through complex systems
involving scouts, communication ‘dances’ and pheromone signals, all invisible to the casual
observer, and in a similar way the polyrhythmic transitions between sites, which appear
unordered, can be disentangled.
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Judging by the number of people carrying festival literature, at GDIF, a fair
proportion of the audience were following the program, which cost £1 and was distributed
in volume around festival. This allowed audiences to predict where the next show would
occur, and for those unsatisfied with their view or the comfort of their position at one show,
to arrive before the next show started to claim an advantageous position. Because of this,
the beginnings of the ‘swarm’ occurred before the end of the previous show as the front row
of the next show began to form (figure 4.44). As one show ended, the majority of the
audience began to move and, as in Halifax (figure 4.32), some decided to leave, others

Show 1

Show 2
begins to
build

Show 2

Figure 4. 44ORNC lawn, Show 1 (1.45pm)

Figure 4. 45ORNC lawn, Show 2 (2.15pm)

Show 4

Show 3

Figure 4.46 ORNC lawn show 3 (3.15pm)

Figure 4.47 ORNC lawn, show 4 (4pm)

arrived from elsewhere, but many moved on to the next show. For those without a program,
or happy to ‘go with the flow’, observation and imitation of the swarm’s general direction
seemed to produce the collective action, but within this group there were those clearly more
anxious to get there, and others happy to dawdle and chat to friends.
At GDIF there were fewer audiencing choices than at Halifax because of the
sequential programming of each site and clearer management of audience expectations. The
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audience seemed well behaved, passively settling into a new, focused conglomeration
relatively quickly. The ‘feel’ when part of that audience was in many ways similar to
attending an indoor show, in particular the way we were stewarded and the way both
performance and audience spaces were managed by the festival rather than by negotiation
between performers and audience.

Bootworks Theatre performing The Jukeboxes (figure 4.48), by comparison, seemed to
bypass this festival management, and their space was as a result more defined by audience
choices. In most of the footage the audience is assisted rather than controlled by a single.
steward (Steward ‘B’) who may well have been a company member.74 As I watched from
near the back, I was not even aware of her presence until I viewed the time-lapse footage.
In some of the shows another, uniformed steward focussed on keeping the thoroughfare at
the rear of the show open but did not interact much with the audience. There was no disabled
viewing area provided and, although some children sat down on the floor at the front, most
of the audience stood for the duration of the show (approximately 10 minutes). This show
had a more anarchic feel than many of the others, which was aided by the fact that it was
loud and fast-paced, but also that the area it was in, behind the Cutty Sark, felt less policed.
The audience make-up for Bootworks Theatre’s show, based on observations, also
seemed to be weighted towards passers-by rather than dedicated festivalgoers, which again
contrasts with the other spaces and performances. Although an audience who were clearly
following the program of between 20 – 40 gathered before each show, the majority of the
audience (which averaged 162 in total) joined once the show had started. This is perhaps
because the area behind the Cutty Sark was a very busy thoroughfare between Greenwich

74

Steward ‘B’ responds to audience enquiries rather than giving instructions, stands approachably by the
information board and is happy to squat down to talk to children (figure 4.49)
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Pier and the town and a favourite place for large groups of exchange students and tourists
to pause on organised tours (figure 4.49). However, the comparative lack of anchors such
as benches and disabled viewing areas and the fact that the minimal set was disguised by a
pagoda may also have had an effect.

The Jukeboxes

Steward ‘B’

The Jukeboxes

Steward ‘B’

Figure 4. 43 The Jukeboxes by Bootworks Theatre at GDIF

Exchange Students

Tour Groups

Figure 4. 44 Organised groups of exchange students and tourists gather behind the Cutty Sark
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Being the closest part of the festival to Greenwich Pier, the effects on pedestrian
flow of the arrival of ferries and sightseeing boat trips are clearest in this area, and the timelapse film offers a clear document of the localised rhythms that these waves of arrivals
construct. They are, however, hardly perceptible on the cameras mounted on the East side
of the Cutty Sark a mere 200m away, exemplifying how complex polyrhythmia can create
spatial micro-environments. Such evidence acts a caution against too easily characterising
a festival as a unified whole when, in fact, multiple nuanced atmospheres and rhythms may
co-exist across a site, as will be seen in the following two case studies.

4.2

Case Study 2: Imagine Luton 2018

4.2.1

Context
Imagine Luton (23-4 June 2018) is a free festival of outdoor performance and a sister

festival to Imagine Watford. With their combined budgets they are able to commission work
from both professional and community partners which generally reflects local interests and
demographics, an example from the performances documented being Kadam Asian Dance
and Music’s Sacred Shapes (2018).
The festival runs on the same weekend as GDIF which, as mentioned above, in 2018
was very hot and coincided with England playing in the World Cup on the Sunday (1-3pm).
Because of this concurrence, I was not able to be present for the full festival as I was at
GDIF for most of the weekend, and so trained a research assistant, Marc Parry, who has
extensive outdoor arts experience, to make detailed field notes on the basis of a
rhythmanalytic brief I designed (see appendix 10). I did, however, visit the festival on
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Friday and Sunday and had previously carried out two site visits to familiarise myself with
the location.
Architecturally, the festival space is of modern design and is bordered to the north
by the Luton Arndale shopping centre which, according to the Luton Town Centre
Development Framework, is: ‘...dated, aesthetically lagging and does not contribute to the
public realm’ (Luton.gov.uk, 2004).
The Town centre is generally somewhat rundown and has suffered from bad press
on this account, being described as: ‘...where the rats run in packs...’ (Daily Mail 2013),
‘...the worst town in the UK...’ (Boult, 2016) and where ‘[v]isitors ...are greeted by peeling
paint, leaking roofs and boarded-up windows...’ (ITV.com, 2016). Inspired by the success
of Luton Carnival, which is claimed to be the largest one-day Carnival in Europe
(Luton.gov.uk, 2004: 81-2; ITV News, 2013), the council has begun to see outdoor arts as
part of the solution to this reputational issue in combination with structural redevelopment
of the town centre.
Economically, Luton fairs worst of the three case study areas with a gross disposable
household income per head in the bottom 10% nationally (8th percentile) according to the
ONS (2018). In relation to arts engagement it rates slightly higher than Doncaster in both
surveys considered, but still comes in the bottom 10% nationally (5th percentile, Active
Lives Survey, 2018; 7th percentile, Active People Survey, 2011).75 These positions contrast
strongly with Greenwich, which is comfortably in the top half on all measures.
Conversations with the festival director led to her commissioning a rhythmanalysis
of Markethill, a part of the festival which she was keen on evaluating as the site was being

75

The Active People Survey gives statistics on those who have attended at least 3 arts events in the previous
12 months but the data relates to 2008-2010, whereas the Active Lives Survey uses more up to date data
(2016) but relates to attendance at only a single event in the previous 12 months.
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used for the first time. The concept was for it to be programmed largely with dance, and to
respond to Luton’s ethnic diversity (see comparative demographics in section 4.0).

4.2.1.1 Space/Time
The festival is sited in various of the pedestrianised shopping streets and squares of
the town centre but has historically been focussed at the western end of George street and
in St George’s Square where the majority of the shows were programmed (figure 4.50). The
eastern end of George street is generally quieter than the western end and the has the
atmosphere of a route rather than a destination; it is at the extremity of the town’s
pedestrianised area and, on both site visits carried out before the festival, was almost empty.

Festival performance sites

George St.

Markethill

Enlarged area (fig 4.51)

Figure 4. 45 Imagine Luton 2018 festival site (google maps)

Four static shows were programmed to play in Markethill, Block, Sacred Shapes,
Da Native and That Parking Show (figure 4.51), as well as two walkabout performances
which were programmed to visit it, Blaas of Glory and All at Sea. In reality, All at Sea came
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nearly as far as Markethill and then turned back, but Blaas of Glory took the opportunity to
play a set in the space.

Motionhouse

Blaas of Glory

Kadam & Far From The Norm

Tangled Feet

Figure 4. 46 Enlargement of Markethill site (Google Maps)

The site consists of a large circular arena of about 20m diameter surrounded on the
North, South and East by raised terraces with railings overlooking the circle, and it is open
to George St on the West side. There are three sets of steps leading up to the higher levels
aligned roughly North, South and East. Markethill is described by Luton Council as ‘...an
elegant brick-paved amphitheatre...’ (Luton.gov.uk, n.d.). However, this description, I
would argue, exaggerates the space’s aesthetic and practical benefits as a performance
venue and speaks of the council’s hopes for the space rather than its actual usage. The term
‘amphitheatre’ in particular is used loosely, as there is no raked seating, and it is difficult to
see how the design relates to noted examples of the form such as Epidaurus, mainly because
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the design does not allow for audiences to be constituted as a single physical group but as a
series of small, separated groupings.
In terms of design, several features militate against its practical use as an
amphitheatre including its size and lack of a unified audience position, and it was telling to
note that the three most experienced outdoor arts companies avoided using the main circular
‘amphitheatre’. Block played just West (approx. 15m) of the Circle on another open space
in George St., Blaas of Glory played a set in the open end of the circle on Saturday 23rd at
approximately 16:00hrs and That Parking Show played on the Eastern terrace, backing on
to the railings which overlooked the amphitheatre. The effect of That Parking Show’s
position was to close off about a quarter of the potential space available for the audience to
watch shows in the amphitheatre from a higher level, and this divided the audience even
more. The two companies with less experience of outdoor performance, Far From the Norm
and Kadam Dance, played in the centre of this space with varying degrees of success in
terms of gathering unified audiences (see, for example, figure 4.58).76
The weather was good all weekend making it pleasant to be outside; it was dry and
so sitting on the ground was possible. There was minimal sound pollution, and the sequential
programming meant that there was never competition for audiences on the site (although
there were other shows programmed in the town).
The site in Luton on Market Hill was relatively quiet outside of festival
programming and on the site visit. It is used for pedestrian access to the shopping streets
and there are three pubs just east of the site, which are busy in the evenings and were full
during the England match on Sunday. There was a Police riot van parked near to them (and
the festival site) throughout the day on Sunday. Most of the time the large circular arena

76

This was for both companies their first outdoor shows (as far as can be ascertained), and both shows were
less than 12 months old (Farfromthenorm.com, n.d.; Kadamdance.org.uk, n.d.).
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space was empty except for people crossing it and occasionally using the benches. Perhaps
because of the location of the pubs, the time-lapse footage shows that, unusually for urban
shopping streets, the space is as busy at 1am as it is at 1pm (Macpherson, 2020).77 One of
the timelapse cameras (which was closest to the pubs) was vandalised on the Friday night,
presumably by having something thrown at it, and so a portion of the footage was
compromised, although fortunately the other cameras covered the area that the damaged
camera was filming. This was the only incident of vandalism throughout the research which
included the documentation of 18 events in all. Generally, the town has a diverse and busy
cultural feel and has a visible ‘street’ community of drinkers who were loud but friendly.

4.2.1.2 Performance
The four main shows documented were all commissions, one of Without Walls, and
three of Imagine Luton/Imagine Watford, and this use of commissions extended to half of
the rest of the program too (Imagine Luton, 2018; Without Walls, n.d.). The programming
on the Saturday focused on two periods: 12:15 to 15:15 and 17:15 to 20:00 when, although
not always continuous, the shows followed on from each other sequentially, sometimes with
short gaps. When one show did not lead straight from another, the space generally emptied,
and people went elsewhere.
The first of these performance periods was interrupted as Da Native (14:00hrs) was
cancelled because of technical issues with the set. In addition, on the Saturday Blaas of
Glory, a roaming band took the opportunity to play a set in the space at 16:00 which was
popular and well attended. On the Sunday, the programme for which ran until 17:00, the
event was more continuous, and all the shows played both of their sets.

77

The time-lapse cameras used in several of the events documented over the course were set to record
overnight and this observation is based on evidence from these films.
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It was noticeable that, of all the shows, Block had the largest audience and the
greatest proportion of audience who appeared to be following the program and were in
position before the start of their shows. This is perhaps not surprising as it was the largest
scale show on the site and the companies collaborating on it, Motionhouse and NoFit State
Circus, both have significant reputations beyond the outdoor arts world. Motionhouse, for
example, are part of GCSE dance curriculums (Tes.com, n.d.). It is likely, based on
observations of performances of Block at 8 different festivals over two years, that this highprofile, large scale, spectacular and expensive show would have attracted a bigger audience
in the more populous space of St George’s Square. However, according to the festival
director, it was used intentionally as a means to entice people into Markethill. This pattern
was repeated at Lancashire Encounters, a festival documented in Preston later in 2018 where
again Block was used as a means of getting people into a new festival space (Winkley
Square) even though audience numbers were sacrificed (private conversation with council
officer, 2018). Instrumentalism in both cases is a key feature, both in the targeting of funding
to festivals in areas of low engagement and in the usage by those festivals of the
performance as a ‘loss leader’ to open up new cultural spaces in the urban landscape.
Sacred Shapes, presented by Kadam Dance, involved 20 children in a pre-show
procession which had the effect of seeding their audiences with a substantial number of
family members, evident from how the children dispersed into family groups once their part
in the show was over. There was some evidence of performances by roaming acts, including
Lost at Sea and Blaas of Glory, ‘connecting up’ the site with the rest of the festival as they
brought audiences with them as they promenaded up George Street from west to east.
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4.2.1.3 Audience
Audience engagements at Markethill totalled 3429 with an average audience of 214 (see
figure 4.52 and appendix 16). The audiences were roughly comparable, given the different
contexts, to other ATN festivals documented in 2018. However, the weather was an
advantage in Luton and the spaces had potential to accommodate much larger audiences
than they actually did. Whilst the rest of the festival was not documented, the researcher
observed that the other festival spaces in the town were better attended, and my own
company’s installation, The Bees, which was programmed towards the western end of
George St, had large audiences throughout according to reports from the performers
(estimated at 3000 over two days).

Imagine Luton 2018 Audience Numbers
Blaas of Glory
Tangled Feet
Far From The Norm
Nofit State Circus & Motionhouse
Kadam Asian Dance and Music
Average Audience
0
200

Total Audience
400 600 800

1000 1200 1400

Figure 4. 47 comparison of audience engagements: Luton

The research assistant made notes of at least one performance of each show (see
appendix 10) which were particularly focussed on the audience’s make-up, connection to
and reception of the show. For example, in Block he noted how there was a ‘stronger bond
between audience and performers’ created when the audience were directly addressed
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(appendix 10), whereas with Da Native the ‘...show was entirely played to the front which
left all of the other viewing angles unused especially as the frame blocked the view from
behind’. Also, he noted that Sacred Shapes had a more diverse and expert audience,
evidenced by overheard discussions about the dance style (ibid.).

4.2.2 Anchoring
The main anchors on site were the sets of the various shows, some technical infrastructure,
up to 8 uniformed security staff and stewards, signage and a limited amount of decoration
including bunting hung from the lampposts surrounding the space (figure 4.53).

That Parking Show set

Bunting

Da Native set

Signage

Stewards

Block set

Figure 4. 48 Markethill looking west/east, Anchors at 7.15pm, 23/06/18
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All four shows had substantial sets including Tangled Feet’s cars, Motionhouse’s blocks
and floor mats, Kadam Dance’s poles, bunting and dance floor and Far From the Norm’s
scaffold structure., between shows, these were generally removed or covered and so had
limited impact on the full duration of the event. Collectively these factors led to a partially
successful festivalized space which, as is often the case, may take several years and
considerable budget to rectify. Examples from personal experience where similar situations
occurred include Oldham and Stockton, where, from somewhat inconsistent successes in
the early years, thriving and busy festivals developed over time in parallel with changing
perceptions of those town centres.78

4.2.3 Managing
There was a broad range of differences evident in the management strategies of the five
performances observed, ranging from the highly active and considered show management
manifest in Blaas of Glory and That Parking Show to the clearly developed understanding
of audience dynamics in Block, to an almost passive acceptance of the audience as a given
in Sacred Shapes and Da Native. The importance of outdoor arts experience in being able
to read space and adapt performances to a wide range of conditions or micro-manage spatial
usage in negotiation with fluid audiences became particularly clear in comparing the shows.
Blaas of Glory have a 10-year history of work in outdoor arts festivals and
foreground spatial transformation, describing their performances as a ‘...guerrilla

78

Unfortunately, although not surprisingly in the current economic climate, funds were not available for
further iterations of Imagine Luton, and 2018 was its last year. This is part of a pattern where the number of
local authority organised festivals have been contracting over recent years.
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surprise...[which] pop[s] up out of nowhere to create extravagance extraordinaire’ (Blaas of
Glory, n.d.). They also court and play with audience engagement: ‘[t]he public is tempted
to awkward proximity – the boundaries are fluid ...[p]eople find themselves suddenly singshouting along, dancing the polka and screaming saxophone solo’s [sic]...’ (ibid.), and the
researcher at Luton described their reception as: ‘...rousing up the audience into a festivallike frenzy!’ (Parry, Appendix 10.2). Whilst Blaas of Glory were mainly involved in
promenade performances throughout the weekend, they took the opportunity to play a set
at Markethill at 16:00hrs on Saturday when the program included an error which led to some
people expecting a different show, Band to be performed there.
At the time Blaas of Glory were playing, the Kadam set was taking up the centre of
the amphitheatre and Motionhouse’s blocks and flooring were also out, and so the space
required some substantial re-orientation to make their show the centre of attention. They did
this by backing onto a raised part of the amphitheatre and pulling the audience very close to
them to create a small but topped out, densely packed semi-circle. The audience were not
initially minded to come so close, standing several meters from the band (figure 4.54) but
using a combination of invitation and clear signalling of where they should stand (by making
a line on the ground with shaving foam: see figure 4.55) they brought the audience into a
much more intimate sphere. There were still a number of people spectating from a distance,
from both sides of the amphitheatre, but the majority, core audience were an active part of
the show (figure 4.56).
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Disparate edge as set begins

Blaas of Glory

Figure 4. 49 Blaas of Glory 4.10pm

Line drawn with shaving foam

Band invite audience forward

Figure 4. 50 Blaas of Glory 4.12 pm
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Satellite audiences spectate

Core audience engages

Figure 4. 51 Blaas of Glory 4.15 pm

In contrast to this conscious and intentional audience management, Kadam made no
attempt to organise their audience and hence they gathered in an ad hoc manner in small
groups around the amphitheatre. The very clear change of floor colour between the grey
amphitheatre paving and the darker red outside of it operated as a barrier, much as a rope or
line on the floor might, and no one stepped over it. Whilst the square of poles with bunting
attached to them acted as an anchor, it also left a question as to whether the whole space
was going to be used for performance. In fact, while the company processed in through the
whole space with a group of children, the main performance by four adults took place
entirely on the square of wooden laminate. As the performance progressed, it engaged a
relatively large audience, but at no time did they meld together into a unitary body, always
remaining in small groups, separated by the topography of the space and never numerous
enough to force close proximity with strangers.
Motionhouse had a similar circle of paving in their space but used this to their
advantage, placing their square of mats in the centre of it so that the curved edge assisted
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the audience in deciding where to stand or sit. This was partly a function of the relative sizes
of the two squares and circles, with Motionhouse’s show being of a more similar size to
their paving circle than Kadam’s and therefore allowing the audience to be more intimate.
Because the Motionhouse set was not quite centrally placed in the circle of paving, the two
sides had slightly different effects, with the Stage Right side audience following the paving
more closely. A comparison of how the two audiences built is given in figure 4.57 which
takes four stills from each show from before the companies arrive until the show begins.
Motionhouse’s tour manager, Jack Luce, was interviewed by the research assistant
and saw the role of audience placement as being the responsibility of the stewards, and
mainly relating to safety:

The general public here take a bit more management, in terms of crowd management
– there tends to be more people encroaching upon the space than we would be used
to normally but the festival have provided stewards and security who have done a
fantastic job of keeping everybody safe and in the zone they need to be in.
(Luce, 2018: Appendix 10.5)

They did, however, clearly take responsibility for engaging and holding the
audience, and the tour manager described how this concern had been central to the creating
process. Luce attributes the necessity for always holding the audience’s interest both to the
fact that outdoor arts are free, and to the fact that it is ‘...so easy to walk away’ (ibid.). What
is less clear, and would require more research to resolve, is whether this was a result of the
collaboration between Motionhouse and NoFit State or not, given that NoFit State have a
longer history in the sector.
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The audience for Sacred Shapes
develops in an ad-hoc, unmanaged
way and consists of several
groupings
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Block

The audience for Block is partially
managed and the topography of the
space utilised to shape the audience

Figure 4. 52 Comparison of Sacred Shapes and Block audience gathers at Imagine Luton
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Tangled Feet, presenting the premier of That Parking Show, were more proactive in
relation to audience management than any of the other static shows. Because they were cocommissioned by Imagine Luton, they had the opportunity to have a greater input into the
siting of the show and specifically chose the area they used because it was on the corner of
two roads and had substantial footfall. In an interview with a co-director of the company,
the nature of the audience-performance relationship was foregrounded and characterised as
an organically developing negotiation: ‘...we always design the relationship with the
audience but it’s always a given that it’s not assumed, (Joyce, appendix 10.4). Some basic
practical observations about performing at height to improve sightlines were held in
common with Motionhouse/NoFit State, but, in addition, the performers were actively
engaged in audience management, and Tangled Feet performer Mario Christofides reported
that direct contact with the audience was the most successful means of achieving the desired
results:
Should we be talking to ourselves or should we talk out to the audience? Well, we
tried it one way and then we tried at the other and we had a totally different reaction.
The more you work outdoors the more you get used to that, because though you
might not be verbally addressing the audience, if you’re hitting them with your eye,
just engaging with them, even if it is quick looks, you’re still keeping them in,
involved. You have to keep it in your mind as well: to mark the audience behind
you, to the sides of you, it’s not proscenium arch.
(Christofides, appendix 10.3)

Tangled Feet were also both curious and perceptive about the level of engagement in their
audiences and in particular echoed one of Gardair’s main observations about orientation and
its relationship to commitment (2013: 114-117):
We have a thing: we talk about the sideways audience, someone walks past the show,
weren’t expecting to watch it and stops, watches for a bit but they never turn their
bodies fully towards the show – they watch the whole thing as a sort of sideways
angle and it’s always interesting to see how long those people stay because they are
clearly not intending to.
(Joyce, appendix 10.4)
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In this aspect the company has clearly decided to intervene in behaviours and
manage audiences, rather than just presenting their work outdoors. Thus there are three
levels of engagement with audiences at work: Kadam and Far From the Norm presented
their work outside, but without any obvious concessions to the site; Motionhouse consider
the site in relation to sight lines and audience positioning, have different performance
dynamics for indoor and outdoor work but the performers do not take responsibility for
audience management or, in general, make direct contact with the audience and Tangled
Feet and Blaas of Glory’s performers are fully engaged in audience management and make
regular direct contact with their audiences.79

4.2.4

Audiencing

Sampling rates were fairly typical of similar festivals documented, but higher by 5-10% in
the shows presented in the amphitheatre by Far from the Norm and Kadam Dance. It was
interesting to note that when scrolling over the footage of both That Parking Show and
Block, the two shows with more outdoor credentials dramaturgically, the ‘peak audience’
moment is almost the same in all of their shows – for That Parking Show when the
inflatables go up and for Block just before the ‘Jenga’ tower collapses. The researcher
reported that the audience of Block and That Parking Show approximately doubled in the
shows he watched up to these moments. For the other two shows which have less obvious
structural dynamics the peak is often in different places with more ‘sampling’ going on and

79

I have noted over several years of observing the show Block, that the performers have increasingly used
their warmup as a way of attracting audience, in particular before the show they will congregate behind the
set but periodically come in front of it, in view of the gathering audience, to do certain more spectacular,
high skill warm-up exercises such as handstands. The researcher at Luton also noted that at ‘13:25 the
audience were directly addressed which created a noticeable change in atmosphere and a stronger bond
between audience and performers which caused a greater level of commitment and appreciation of the
performance from the audience’ (appendix 10). It is therefore possible that an evolution of their approach is
happening and that further concessions to the outdoors will be made in the future.
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no clear audience build, although, of the two, Sacred Shapes had a larger and more stable
core audience. I would suggest that, with the former two companies, this difference relates
to extensive experience of working outdoors and the concomitant ability to predict audience
behaviours and thereby design performance dynamics to influence them.
The different nature of spectatorship between the four shows was noticeable in that
the audiences for Block, Blaas of Glory and That Parking Show were more closely packed
and the proximity of individuals and family groups produced an orientated cluster.
Responses were audible and coordinated with a clear enjoyment present in joining in or
collectively gasping together. These signs of ‘behaviour-in-common’ described by McPhail
(1991: 164) are critical to the goal of placemaking, and steps on the way to the formation
of:
...shared social identity amongst different participants, allowing them to see
previously disparate groups as one and leading to both the experience and the
expectation of mutual support and coordinated action.
(Reicher, 2011: 442).

Although they had larger total audiences, with Da Native and Sacred Shapes there
was more space between audience members and the atmosphere was different: the shows
called for less interaction and the mood was more of individual contemplation or, in Sacred
Shapes in particular, of a discussion of the traditional dance forms.
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Audience groupings separated by different levels, railings and empty spaces

Figure 4. 53 Fragmented audience for Kadam Dance at Luton Festival

This may be because the size of the audience is not necessarily representative of the
collective experience of being part of an audience, which can be more related to how much
one feels part of the group. Both McPhail and Reicher stress the inconsistent manifestation
of collective behaviour and shared identity in crowds and the range of co-identification
between crowd members (McPhail, 1991: 153; Reicher, 2011: 440 & 444). Equally,
sampling means there is a shifting basis of any ‘psychological crowd’ (Reicher, 2011: 434)
as members join and leave. The two shows which used the amphitheatre never managed to
establish a continuous edge or unitary audience group, leading to less of the behaviours-incommon identified by McPhail, and the performers did not lead the audience to take part in
such behaviours or act as the ‘...skilled entrepreneurs of identity...’ that Reicher terms
ringleaders in crowds (2011: 437). This audience fragmentation, clearly visible in the
footage (see figure 4.58), may have the effect of reducing audience loyalty to the event and
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to feelings of common purpose with the rest of the audience. I would maintain that the
collective experience of physical co-presence in outdoor arts is central to the potential of
developing a shared identity (ibid.: 438) and thus to the collective appropriation and
reproduction of public space (Lefebvre, 2009: 186), even if temporarily.
The roots of these different practices may be in content and form of the
performances, but also the space in which Da Native and Sacred Shapes were performed
was a strong factor: the most engaged, core part of the audience tended to stand or sit at the
open end of the circular arena (where, in both shows, the main action seemed to be directed)
but there were also audiences on the three sets of steps and leaning on the railings on the
four terraces overlooking the circle. In both shows small groups made up the majority of
the whole audience but these ‘satellite’ audiences were observed to be more likely to stay
for a shorter period and then move on.
In these amphitheatre shows, the researcher’s estimations of crowd numbers were
significantly lower than those documented on the timelapse footage (see appendices 10 &
16), perhaps because he was mostly aware of that core audience, whereas his estimates of
the audiences at the other three shows were much more accurate. This underestimated
perception of audience size made when part of a fragmented audience probably also
pertained to audience members themselves, leading to them feeling that they were part of a
smaller group than in reality they were.
The density, orientation and physical unity of an audience, which in outdoor arts
often relates to the presence of a continuous and stable edge, is central to the affective
potential of membership of such groups and to shared identity where membership of the
group ‘...engenders a cognitive shift whereby crowd members adopt a common perspective
on which to base thought and judgement’ (Reicher, 2011: 437).
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Many traditional techniques employed by outdoor artists, particularly those of the
pre-Without Walls generation, are engineered to involve what McPhail categorizes as
‘...elementary forms of collective behavior in common...’, including collective orientation,
collective vocalization, collective verbalization, collective locomotion (vertical and
horizontal) and collective manipulation (1991: 164). None, however, were used by either
Kadam or Far From the Norm, who exhibited a more passive attitude to audience
management. In contrast, the active intention to bring diverse groupings together and
achieve a cognitive shift toward ‘...the imagined community made manifest’ (Reicher, 2017:
602) was explicitly targeted in particular by Tangled Feet (Kat Joyce, 2018 see appendix
10.4). It is also at the heart of my own personal motivation to work in outdoor arts where,
to repurpose the famous phrase: ‘the medium is the message [my emphasis]’ (McLuhan,
[1964] 2001) and the rehearsal of democratic practices (Haedicke, 2013: 2) is at the centre
of the artistic endeavor.

4.3

Case Study 3: DN Weekender 2018 (Doncaster)

4.3.1

Context

DN festival Does Space (28 July 2018) was a day-long, outer-space themed festival held in
Doncaster with a mixed indoor/outdoor programme all of which had some, sometimes
tenuous, relationship to Space. The DN Festival is part of Right Up Our Street, Doncaster’s
Creative People and Places project, and is a member of the Without Walls Associate
Touring Network (ATN).80 In terms of demographics, Doncaster is relatively similar to
Luton with regard to wealth and arts engagements but is notably less diverse than both Luton

80

Creative People and Places is an ACE fund which focusses on ‘...parts of the country where involvement
in arts and culture is significantly below the national average...’ (ACE, N.D.)
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and GDIF, with an 89% white British population compared to the 79% UK average and
51% and 43% in Greenwich and Luton, respectively.81
The research was partly commissioned by the festival, to provide an alternative way
of evaluating the event from the Audience Agency report (which all ATNs have to do as
part being a member). In addition to the time-lapse documentation Doncaster also
commissioned a series of ‘Vox-Pop’ style audience interviews, which were undertaken in a
light-hearted way on a tricycle as I pedalled interviewees around the site (figure 4.59),
discussed further in section 4.3.4.

Figure 4. 54 Interview Tricycle at Doncaster

4.3.1.1 Space/Time
The main site of the festival was around Sir Nigel Gresley Square (SNGSQ), a relatively
newly developed location situated between the Town Hall, the Library and Cast,
Doncaster’s theatre venue (figure 4.60). The festival also used the Waterdale shopping
centre, a 1960s open air pedestrianised shopping centre which is accessed from SNGSQ via
an archway through the Library (where some content was also housed). In the Waterdale
several empty units were used for the festival as well as an outdoor covered square (Central

81

Using the same indicators, Doncaster is slightly wealthier than Luton but has lower arts engagement.
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Square) which was used for a series of solo musicians and shows by Fully Booked Theatre
and Mind the Gap.
Waterdale centre

Central Square

Library

SNGSQ

Cast

Figure 4. 55 Festival Site, Doncaster 2018 (google maps)

In relation to footfall, the site had the lowest base rate of the case studies, as the
festival is not located in the town’s commercial centre and Doncaster, whilst having a larger
population than Luton or Greenwich, is far less densely populated (see figure 4.61).
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Figure 4. 56 Population and population density comparisons (ONS)
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The study used 6 timelapse cameras positioned at high angles to look down on the
space as well as myself as a researcher observing behaviour and conducting interviews. The
time-lapse cameras covered SNGSQ comprehensively with only minor sightline issues
caused by trees (for Wheelhouse and one performance of Suitcases). In the Waterdale
shopping centre, three cameras covered various angles but particularly focused on the
central square and the entrance to units housing the DARTS workshop and the Robot Space
Shop.
The programme was significantly affected by the weather, in particular a Met Office
amber warning for high winds, which meant the programme had to be adapted. The most
important effect of these changes was the cancellation of a large inflatable in SNGSQ: The
Big M (figure 4.63) which was to have housed several elements of the festival and a Pop-up
Planetarium. Some of these elements were rescheduled into CAST (the Planetarium, Family
Rave and Moon Photobooth for example) whereas others were sited outside (including
Space Rebel Princess and CAST Youth Theatre). In addition to these changes there was a
short but heavy shower at about 2.45pm which cut short one show (Suitcases by Wet Picnic)
and caused a slight adjustment of the show timings after the rain so that Acrojou could
perform their acrobatic Wheelhouse safely.
The inclement weather also came after an unusually long spell of very hot, dry
weather which may well have negatively affected the audience numbers. The analysis
focused only on outdoor arts and so the content which was moved into CAST was not
documented and does not appear in the analysis of audience numbers. Where the camera
positioning allowed, numbers have been extrapolated for people entering the units where
content was programmed in the Waterdale, but this data does not cover all of the indoor
programming.
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The two festival spaces, SNGSQ and the Waterdale centre, had strongly contrasting
atmospheres and audience numbers for shows, with the relaxed, sociable ‘hanging out’ feel
being restricted to SNGSQ, whereas, in the Waterdale, whilst it had a relatively high
footfall, shows did not get audiences to stop. This might partly be due to the programming,
as the majority of the professional programme was in SNGSQ but also, according to the
festival director (private conversation, 2018), the Waterdale has a reputation in the town for
anti-social behaviour. SNGSQ, being a newly created space, has a more neutral reputation.
The idea of neutral space being advantageous to the creation of a positive festivalized space
suggested here is also discussed by Shine (appendix 7).

4.3.1.2 Performance
Although 20 different performances, installations and workshops are listed in the
programme, taken separately 50% of the professional outdoor programme was made up of
Without Walls funded performances (Highly Sprung, Acrojou and Mind the Gap). The
remaining professional outdoor shows, Suitcases by Wet Picnic (who had previously
performed their Without Walls commission The Lift at Doncaster), The Astronaut’s
Caravan and Space Rebel Princess, are not commissioned by Without Walls. In addition,
there were a number of outdoor amateur/community performances and installations,
including the Sharon Richards Choir and Cast Youth Theatre.
The majority of the professional performances happened in SNGSQ with two in
Central Square in the Waterdale (Mirror Mirror and Space Rebel Princess). Generally the
shows were able to gather audiences (with some difficulties in Central Square), but numbers
attending overall were relatively low in comparison to expectations (conversation with
festival director) because of the severe weather warnings.
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4.3.1.3 Audience
Audience engagements at all the events documented, which include professional and
amateur outdoor performances and some indoor events where a count could be made,
totalled 3178 with an average audience of 138 (see appendix 16). Focusing just on the
professional outdoor programme, the total engagements were 1948 with an average
audience (for shows) of 125 (see Figure 4.62). Whilst this is less than the other case studies,
and considerably less than GDIF the shows tended to reach a greater percentage of those
present in the space than at the other two festivals, both of which had much higher footfall
and better weather. For the hardy souls who ventured out, the prevailing sentiment about
the festival, as evidenced by the interviews, was very positive.

Doncaster Audience Engagements
Astronaut's Caravan
Space Rebel Princess
The Wheel House
Suitcases
Urban Astronaut
Mirror Mirror
0

100

200

Average Audience per show
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400
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Total Audience engagements

Figure 4. 57 Audience Engagements at Doncaster 2018

In general terms, the audience numbers equate to other similar festivals and whilst
the number of variables (budget, location, weather, programme, marketing, local population
density and festival longevity) make direct comparisons problematic, a comparison of
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average audience numbers at shows with similar festival programmes such as at Imagine
Luton offers some useful information to assist with evaluation (see figure 4.38).
At Imagine Luton the locations documented and analysed represented a similar mix
of professional and local artists. In Luton the average audience number at a show was 215,
whereas in Doncaster it was 142 (or 161 if the shows in the Waterdale and the one
abandoned due to rain are excluded). This means that the audiences were roughly a third
larger at Luton and given the range of variables in its favour, particularly the weather, the
success of Doncaster in engaging its audience is comparable if not favourable.
Observations in comparison with other Without Walls and ATN festivals in, for
example, Luton, Peterborough, Preston and Greenwich noted relatively little ethnic
diversity in the Doncaster audiences, but this is largely explained by the local population
which, according to the 2011 census, is 95.2% white. There was, however, a strikingly high
usage of the festival by D/deaf and disabled people and groups which was evidenced in the
conversations and interviews conducted. In particular there were several people attending
specifically because of the signed performances and a large group from Mind, the mental
health charity. One of the support workers from Mind gave a particularly interesting
interview describing how the event offered a safe space to bring the group to, within the
community but supported by the familiar structures of the Mind organisation. She was also
very complimentary about how helpful the festival had been in allowing the group to sample
the whole event and not feel awkward about leaving particular parts if they got a bit too
much, such as in the immersive Planetarium where some people experienced a ‘sensory
overload’ (Interview).
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Anchoring
The nature of the festival space and its relatively uninhabited feel on a normal day

meant that the festival was particularly focused on transforming it to signal the special,
festival space/time. The plan was to centre this around the installation of The Big M (Figure
4.63), a large inflatable space in which ticketed performances and film screenings were
planned.

Figure 4. 58 The Big M, cancelled because of high winds

Unfortunately, because of the serious weather warnings the installation had to be cancelled
on health and safety grounds. There were, however, still several successful anchors in
SNGSQ including flags, set structures, a food concession, audiences, performers (the choir
for example) and visible volunteers but particularly effective as an anchor was the
Astronaut’s Caravan (figure 4.64).
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This installation operated between 10.30 AM and 5 PM with a short break at
lunchtime. A small number of people, usually between four and eight, entered the caravan
and sat on a bench made to look something like a rollercoaster ride. The operator spun the
external body of the caravan around the bench, reversed the direction and then stopped for
people to get out. Although the seats did not rotate themselves, because of the movement of
the caravan one imagined oneself to be moving. The operator was very charming and,
although some people felt a little queasy, virtually everybody left with a broad smile.

Figure 4. 59 The Astronaut’s Caravan, Doncaster 2018

During the day 378 (10% margin of error) people went into the caravan for the ‘ride’
which lasts for about three minutes, the second largest total number for the day.82 The
numbers were estimated by using an accurate account for the first 10 rides and then the
average number of participants (6) for the remaining 53 rides.

82

The 10% margin of error is based on methodology developed by Deacy et al. (2016) for using time-lapse
to accurately estimate Salmon migration in rivers. In this approach the estimated value for each iteration is
based on a detailed count and then the accuracy of the estimation is checked against further ‘spot’ counts.
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It was unusual that they carried on operating even when the installation was on the
fringe of a static show. In particular this was evident with Urban Astronaut and Mirror
Mirror, where the queue for the caravan formed part of their edge. It may be that this was
not overly problematic because the caravan is not noisy and aesthetically (in terms of the
visible engineering in particular) somewhat reflects the Urban Astronaut.
Viewing the day as a whole the caravan provided a focus in the square so that when
there was a gap in the shows there was still always something going on. In this regard the
programming was more successful than at the documented site in Luton (see 4.2.1.2) as the
caravan drew a small but constant crowd and provided a visual clue that the festival was
happening, even when the weather threatened to clear the square.
Its role during the heavy rain shower which occurred at 2.45pm was also significant:
the performance of Suitcases (Wet Picnic) which was going on was aborted and the audience
ran for cover, but the caravan kept going with their small but hardy queue and were the main
focus as the square dried out before the next show by Mind The Gap.
The amateur walkabout Star Wars characters and the Helicopter Cockpit also
helped to keep things going through the rain. Although partly a result of the rescheduling of
content due to weather warnings, the fact that there were indoor activities in CAST and the
Waterdale meant that the audience was displaced rather than dispersed by the rain and
returned (although in smaller numbers) when the ground dried out. These significant effects
of walkabout performances and installations as anchors have been hinted at previously (as
for example with Blaas of Glory at Luton) but they came into their own at Doncaster where
conditions were more difficult because of the weather.
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Managing
Seeding was particularly evident at Doncaster, perhaps because the shows were less

esoteric and generally valued audience contact more than at GDF and Luton, and perhaps
because there was little explicit management by the festival staff. A good example from the
timelapse footage is of Suitcases by Wet Picnic, which uses a choreographed section with a
rope to seed the audience and define their edge (figure 4.65). Here the performers actively
roam the space inviting people to join before using these seed audience members to pull a
rope into a circle, which both involves them in the show and shapes them at the same time.
The technique was successful in creating a dense, orientated and focussed audience both
times they did it, although once the rain started in their second show, the gathered audience
quickly dispersed.83 The audiences at Doncaster could only rarely be persuaded to sit on the
floor at the front which, as has been discussed, tends to stabilise the edge, but other
performance strategies also have an effect, in particular the amount of audience contact
made. This was particularly high in Suitcases, Mirror Mirror and Space Rebel Princess with
the latter involving a large number of children on stage for significant parts of the show.
An additional consideration is the length of the edge, which relates to the size of the
performance space as, the longer it is, the more people are required to make it stable. In
Doncaster this can be clearly seen by comparing the audiences of the first shows of Urban
Astronaut and Space Rebel Princess: whilst the audiences were of a similar size, the
audience for Urban Astronaut was far less dense as the edge for that show is much longer
(figure 4.66). This means that there is more potential risk for the larger show, but also that
it can accommodate more people before it tops out and the sightlines become compromised.

83

Outdoor audiences generally disperse in the case of rain with notable exceptions which often seem to
create particularly strong reactions. For an example see 3.2.4, other personal experience of the phenomenon
has occurred in the Lake District and Western Ireland where audiences arrived dressed for rain and remained
through heavy downpours, in these cases, the fortitude demonstrated by the performers in continuing seemed
to galvanise a common spirit-in-adversity which united audience and performers.
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Figure 4. 60 Wet Picnic use a rope and audience participation to create an edge

Space Rebel Princess: short, complete edge

Urban Astronaut: long, incomplete edge

Figure 4. 61 Comparison of audience density with different lengths of edge
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The majority of the shows used a rope or similar device to guide audiences into the
preferred shape, but the range of audience configurations used at Doncaster was particularly
wide. The show Wheelhouse, for example, conforms to some qualities of both static and
walkabout performance. The show consists of a dressed double wheel (akin to a German
wheel) described as a ‘rolling theatre set’ (Acrojou, 2018) in which two acrobatic
performers interact and play out a ‘post-apocalyptic love story’ (ibid) as the wheel slowly
rolls. The performance occurred on the road in front of the Library in SNGSQ where the
majority of footfall (in and out of the Waterdale Centre) was focussed.
The audience for this show demonstrated a higher sampling rate than other shows
in SNGSQ (75%) which, on analysis of the time-lapse, seems to be due to there being two
kinds of audience: those that follow the promenade, in this case on either pavement of the
road as the Wheelhouse moved from SW to NE, and those that watched part of the
performance in passing, often taking the cue to leave from the Wheelhouse moving on
(figure 4.67). Urban Astronaut also begin their performance with a promenade element
which makes direct contact with the public (figure 4.68) before settling into a static format
with a circular performance area and audience making up ¾ of the circle whereas Suitcases
is performed completely in the round and both Mirror Mirror and Space Rebel Princess
place their audiences in a semi-circle and play out.

Audience

Performance

Direction of travel

Figure 4. 62 Acrojou’s promenade performance of Wheelhouse
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Figure 4. 63 Urban Astronaut: pre-show promenade

Because there was no standardised way of watching all of the shows, the
negotiations over space were particularly active and fresh every time, which contrasted
strongly with the shows observed at GDIF in particular, where the activity of finding out
how to watch was (with significant exceptions) almost always controlled and minimised by
the festival staff and infrastructure (see 4.1.3).

4.3.4

Audiencing
In Doncaster the sampling rate in SNGSQ kept within the range of 25%-50% for all

static performances and was only seen to alter significantly for the shows programmed in
the Waterdale where it ranged from 68%-200%. The central Square in the Waterdale was
the most challenging space with the musicians generally not able to hold a static audience,
and both Fully Booked and Mind The Gap struggling with much smaller audiences and
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higher sampling rates than their shows in SNGSQ. For example, even though the sites were
less than 200m apart, the peak audience size for Space Rebel Princess was 19 in the
Waterdale as opposed to 148 in SNGSQ and the sampling rate was 200% as opposed to
25% (see figure 4.69).

SNGSQ

Waterdale centre

Figure 4. 64 Space Rebel Princess: audience comparison

These figures seem counterintuitive in some ways, as the Waterdale has a higher
footfall than SNGSQ, but people were not generally observed to stop in any numbers and
those that did stop tended to move on quite soon. Three reasons might be responsible for
these phenomena: the space is known to have a reputational issue with drug use and antisocial behaviour; the footfall observed consisted mainly of people focussed on getting
somewhere else (parking, public transport, shopping, home etc.) and the inability to create
a stable edge of spectators around the performance makes others less likely to stop and so
becomes a vicious circle, as those who do stop feel more vulnerable and are more likely to
move on. Street and Shine both suggest that the way to transform such spaces, at least
temporarily so that the people who experience them as festivalized may change how they
think about them, is to flood them with content, and that piecemeal or low-intensity
interventions will fail.
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In comparison, SNGSQ is a new space and may have fewer negative connotations
for families in particular; those in the space generally appeared to be there for the festival,
confirmed anecdotally by the interviews conducted, and a core group which, apart from
during the rain, stayed in the square all day was content to be arranged into an audience at
the start of each show.
My usual on-the-ground observation of the event was augmented at Doncaster with
short, open format qualitative interviews conducted with members of the public. These
interviews form part of a wider project conducted with a number of festivals and are
designed to gather narrative data rather than statistics and to complement the evaluation
questionnaires which were also being taken by the festival.84 The result is an edited film of
the interviews (available on application) organised around answers to some basic questions
used to start the conversation:
1. What brought you here today?
2. What did you expect?
3. What have you seen and what did you think of it?
4. What do you think about Doncaster?
5. What do you think about outdoor arts?
To make the interviews into a more relaxed element which fitted into the festival
programme they were conducted on a tricycle fitted with video and sound recording
equipment, and I was costumed as a scientist. Not all participants wanted to be recorded and
several conversations were conducted ad hoc and documented in field notes. In the main,
the tricycle operated in SNGSQ because the festival atmosphere was most developed there
and people were more open to being interviewed. Although children were not interviewed,

84

Although not part of the other two case study festivals, Doncaster along with festivals in Norfolk, Preston,
Peterborough and Newtown commissioned these interviews and the data is referred to here because it is
useful to inform understanding, of audiencing behaviours in particular.
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inevitably many wanted a ride and so the tricycle became an anchor in itself, often taking
children for a ride was used as humorous leverage to get the parents to agree to be
interviewed.
Whilst there is no common narrative or generalisable conclusion to be inferred from
the responses, several themes and illuminating responses emerged. The self-selecting
participants were unlikely to be overly critical but the enthusiasm for the event and pride in
the town were both significant features of most discussions and notable in comparison to
other events and several common stories began to emerge.

1. What brought you here today?
In one way this question is aimed at evaluating the marketing of the festival and
common responses included social media, particularly Facebook; the internet, both as a way
of finding out about the event and of researching it; publicity in the local swimming pool,
Library and at CAST; leaflets distributed by local schools; people coming because they had
attended the festival in previous years and several just coming upon the festival whilst out
in town. There was also a strong connection for several people between DN Festival does
Space and other events such as Doncaster Pride and DN Light Night Festival. Here the use
of the town’s public spaces for outdoor arts seems to be having a positive snowball effect
on perceptions of the town generally.
A subtler theme which arose in a number of interviews was of family and friends:
significant value was attached to the opportunities for time-poor families to spend the day
together (without spending a fortune) and share interesting experiences. Here, for example,
the Moon Booth was mentioned as important for some people who rarely have the
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opportunity to have a family photograph.85 Friendships were also important as several
people had used the festival as an opportunity to arrange to meet friends or had just bumped
into people they knew. There were also several family members of those performing
present.

2. What did you expect?
Expectations were generally vague, the most common answer being ‘I didn’t know
what to expect’ but drilling down a little further the most common expectations included
‘lots of activities’, ‘performing arts’ and ‘things about space’. Most people reported there
being more content than they expected and with more variety; there was also a presumption
amongst some that they would have to pay for it all and so the free events mixed with
nominal voluntary contributions were popular.

3. What have you seen and what did you think of it?
The group interviewed were not selected on the basis of what they had seen and so
some had just arrived; however, others had been at the festival for longer and had seen up
to 6 different things. There were only two slightly negative comments: one related to an
indoor show, The Black Stuff by Lioness Theatre because the age appropriateness was not
clear from the programme and a parent had given the (free) tickets back; the other was that
the Planetarium (again indoors) was ‘too philosophical’. Both of these comments were
made in a constructive, positive way and in the spirit of ‘you can’t please all of the people
all of the time’ and both families had stayed and enjoyed other elements of the festival.
Otherwise, the feedback was entirely positive and enthusiastic; whilst people had their

85

Situated in Cast, this installation offered free family photographs, posed on a moon set, reminiscent of
early photographic studios.
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favourites, almost all of the programmes was mentioned by someone and it was clear that
people had been engaging across the site, indoors and outdoors and with both shows,
installations and workshops. The most mentioned element was the Astronaut’s Caravan and
common language used to describe the general experience included the following words:
‘...Superb...Great...Fun...Enjoyed...Quirky...Different...Unknown... Exploring...’
The group from Mind, the mental health charity, were particularly positive about the
durational nature of the event and the way it was possible to see sections of a variety of
work and negotiate their own way through the programme. This use of sampling as a
conscious strategy reflects a number of techniques being used by some theatres such as
Derby Theatre and Leeds Playhouse to mount ‘relaxed’ and ‘dementia friendly’
performances where it is possible to come in and out of performances, house lights are left
on and support is on hand (Leeds Playhouse, N.D.; Derby Theatre, N.D.).

4. What do you think about Doncaster?
The majority of those interviewed were from Doncaster and everyone else
interviewed had a strong link to the town through family or friends. There was an
unanimously expressed pride in and optimism about the town, the most common adjective
being ‘Brilliant’. People had clear perceptions of the town being invested in, undergoing
regeneration and generally improving as a place to live, and, whilst this process was not
finished, Doncaster was ‘getting there’.
In this regard, it would appear that at least one instrumental function of the festival
was being satisfied in relation to awareness and approval of the provision. There

was

a

strong feeling that there were more events being produced by and for the town than before
and that this was ‘bringing people out’ and getting ‘everyone together in the middle of
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town’. People said there was lots of choice and things to do, particularly for families, but
there was also enthusiasm for more events in the future.

5.

What do you think about outdoor arts?

This question elicited a range of responses and resulted in extended discussions in
some cases, but it is possible to group the responses into three general themes, that outdoor
arts are free, relaxed and democratic.
Many interviewees were appreciative that the event was ‘not a money-making
activity’ as so many events aimed at families are and that, particularly for larger families, it
‘saves you a few quid’. In addition, there was an awareness that cost often creates a barrier
where ‘not all families can afford’ an activity but that the DN festival was ‘accessible for
everybody’.
There were several perspectives on the idea that outdoor arts are ‘relaxed, not
pressured’. In relation to building based arts provision, significant meaning was made of the
act of crossing the threshold, going ‘through a door’ when one might not be sure what to
expect: ‘if you go into a building then you’re a bit locked in….do you have to pay? What is
it?’ In contrast, outdoors ‘you can walk away if it’s not for you’ and so ‘people are not as
frightened of it’ and it ‘feels more free’. This freedom alludes to a quality related to, but not
defined by lack of financial cost: it includes the ability to try a bit of something and maybe
come back later as well as moving around ‘to see different aspects of the art’. These qualities
were highly valued and related to the broadening of the cultural offer of the town, in
particular in relation to children, where it was considered ‘good for the children to
experience and get used to [the arts]’.
The nature of outdoor work was considered to be more democratic, and Audience
Agency research reinforces this (2018). It was felt that outdoors ‘people will come up more’,
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and that ‘there are more people outside than there are inside’. In tandem with what was said
about access, this implies a wider social demographic than might engage in building-based
provision. The benefit of this characteristic of outdoor arts was that, as it is an activity
experienced by the community together, that it ‘brings more people together’ and on a
smaller scale brings families together. In two interviews there was significant further
emphasis on fathers being able to spend time with their families.
.

4.4

Rhythmanalysis

Rhythm is a conceptual metaphor (Lakoff, 2014) and I suspect that, as with other metaphors,
it will always be contentious when used to signify phenomena, behaviours or relationships,
simply because the individual’s reception of the metaphor is what gives it communicative
power. However, I consider the argument I have made that rhythms are a useful way to
discuss the intricacies of outdoor arts to be persuasive, and that these rhythms are apparent
in the timelapse films I have made.
I have found that rhythmanalysis is a practical and useful conceptual tool, helping
me understand the complex interrelated phenomena that are present in festival
environments. Seeing the festival as a meta-system with many interrelating elements has
allowed for the unpicking of a complex whole by disassembling the ‘bundles of rhythms’
(Chen, 2017: 4). Equally, time-lapse videography revealed iterations and patterns with a
clarity unavailable to the real-time observer, and gave me (once the cameras were attached
to available lampposts, drainpipes and trees etc.) the ‘view from the balcony’ that Lefebvre
recommends (2013: 37-46) at ephemeral events where no such convenient vantage point
actually exists. The combination of these techniques has certainly led me to a more detailed
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and nuanced understanding than my 30 years of ground-level professional attention to the
form had previously provided.
I was surprised by how often my expectations and beliefs were contradicted, both
by the time-lapse footage and my own focused observations. The most obvious example in
relation to time-lapse was the prevalence of sampling, which has transformed my
understandings of outdoor audience behaviour as well as my thinking about how to gather
quantitative data around audience engagement. In other areas, performance techniques that,
as an experienced practitioner, I knew were important, such as seeding, were clearly
evidenced by the data.
Being on the ground, able to sense the atmospheres, was also essential to the
analysis in evaluating the effects of codification on events and making judgements, for
example, about whether a group of individuals had become a Reicherian ‘crowd’ with
elements of shared identity ‘...whereby crowd members adopt a common perspective on
which to base thought and judgement’ (Reicher, 2011: 438). My physical presence (or that
of my research assistant) at the events also prevented my missing significant details (such
as the behaviour of stewards) which I would not have seen from just viewing the footage.
Polyrhythmia has been the core conceptual tool allowing analysis of the data through
the identification of different parts of complex rhythmic assemblages. These parts included
the circulation and sampling rhythms evident at Halifax and ‘swarm’ effect at GDIF. In
addition, within one festival there were sometimes multiple polyrhythmias at work, for
example the different micro environments identified at GDIF and Doncaster. Once a rhythm
has been identified amongst the many at work in any space, it is far easier to question
whether particular behaviours affect it, such as with the contrasting stewarding methods
observed at GDIF or performances with, and without audience interaction at Luton.
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Eurhythmia is at one level easy to identify as logistical efficiency, when the program
and space work together in balance and the triad of space/time, audience and performance
are all present in appropriate forms and sufficient quantities. Looking at the examples
discussed, these failed to balance on the first day at Halifax when Circus Raj compromised
the other performances with its sound levels, or at Luton when Far From the Norm’s show
was cancelled, and the programme developed a lacuna. It could also be argued that the rain
at Doncaster caused an interruption to the Eurhythmia of that festival. In this sense I
identified a continuum between eurhythmia which is ‘healthy’, and arrhythmia: ‘a
pathological situation’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 77). These exist on a reciprocal sliding scale
analogous to a seesaw: as one increases the other decreases (figure 4.70).
Another way to conceive of arrythmia, however, is as more of a positive presence,
as a force for change, and perhaps a motor of Rancière’s dissensus. McCormack critiques

Arrhythmia

Eurhythmia

Figure 4. 65 Reciprocal Relationship Between Eurhythmia and Arrhythmia

Lefebvre for pathologizing arrhythmia (cited in Lyon, 2019: 34) and Davies asks ‘...what
mode of resistance or politics lies dormant in the idea of arrhythmia, the body or machine
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that does not, cannot or will not converge with the pulse-rate of its environment’ (2019:
532). The spatial re-imagining I have been discussing may require a certain de-stabilising
arrhythmia to shock people into a new experience of lived space; it is then possible to see
arrythmia as a catalyst rather than an illness. An example of this is the slightly anarchic
feeling, concurrent programming at Halifax which set off strong sampling rhythms, pushing
audiences to be more active in their audiencing decisions.
Isorhythmia, ‘...rhythmic equalit[y]...of a higher order...’ (Lefebvre, 2013: 77), is the
most elusive of Lefebvre’s terms which I see, in many ways, as parallel to
Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of ‘flow’ (2014: 150). I am not sure that it arose in any of the
case studies, nor indeed at any of the other events I have documented over the last three
years. Isorhythmia is, however, present in the majority of epiphanic moments reported by
the research participants and, when it does occur, is clearly a powerful experience.
Subjective, individually powerfully moments are common, and strongly felt affect
is reported regularly by individuals, but for isorhythmia to be present that affect must be
experienced mutually amongst a group, and that group must be in some way transformed
by it.86 These moments are, for me, the goal of outdoor arts, and the recipe for constructing
them, the holy grail. I am convinced that they are not simply random convergences of the
planets, but that they have ingredients in common which might be manipulated to induce
their existence, at least on a more regular basis. Experiments in constructing isorhythmia
are another, essentially practical project, but might involve a strongly engineered
relationship between space/time, audience and performance and perhaps a certain
arrythmia.

86

Such reports are familiar to anyone who regularly performs on the street, as audience members often come
up after the show and express such sentiments.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
5

Conclusions

This chapter begins with a brief précis of the research questions with which I started this
process. I assess the conceptual framework and methodology employed and then summarise
the key findings of the main chapters on [auto]ethnography and rhythmanalysis. I argue that
within the established limitations of the study, I have largely achieved what I set out to do
and that the research is original and represents a significant contribution to knowledge in
the subject area.
This contribution lies in both the previously unknown phenomena I have observed
and described, and the theory developed to explain and contextualise them. In addition, the
practical, efficient and revelatory methodology I have constructed to study ephemeral
festivals through a combination of time-lapse videography, the observations of an embodied
researcher and ethnographic data generated with audiences, artists and producers represents
an innovative response to the problem of interpreting Lefebvre’s unfinished rhythmanalysis
project.
I go on to discuss impact: the implications and real-world applications of the
research, some of which have already materialised such as additional rhythmanalyses being
commissioned by festivals and funders requesting the findings of the research to inform
policy. Finally, I make some recommendations for further research and for practice which
utilises the research. The last word is given over to a postscript on the ramifications of the
Coronavirus pandemic on the outdoor arts sector.
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5.1 Research Questions
My original aims for the research focussed on the ongoing history, context and practices
existing in contemporary UK outdoor arts, and on the relationship between the sector’s
activities and public space. The research questions were formulated to investigate these aims
and are expressed as follows:
1. What kinds of practices, histories, motivations and relationships exist in currently
active street arts in the UK?

2. How have these changed in the last decade, and what may have led to any changes?

3. How might new data about UK street arts contribute to our understanding of the way
in which public space is produced and contested?

These questions were largely tackled separately, with the first two addressed in the
[auto]ethnography and the third through the rhythmanalysis; however, I see these two
approaches as a synergy where the interaction between them is ‘mutually reinforcing’
(OED) and deeply embedded, one within the other.

5.2 Conceptual framework
As I noted at the outset, there is little extant academic theorisation on outdoor arts and none
about my specific area of interest: contemporary professional UK outdoor arts. The key
texts which provided a starting point include Harrison-Pepper, 2010; Mason, 1992;
Simpson, 2012; Haedicke, 2013; and, although published too late to influence the main
project, Calder, 2019. I consider that my research builds on the theory constructed by these
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thinkers and that there are clear continuums with Mason thematically and Simpson
methodologically.
I came to rhythmanalysis as a core methodology only after I had started
experimenting with timelapse photography as a way of documenting durational outdoor
events. Reading Simpson, initially because of his use of time-lapse, I first encountered
rhythmanalysis as an organising principle and I realised the theory united several key
elements of my work including spatial theory, mapping the flows and accretions of noncaptive audiences and my interest in epiphanic moments. Lefebvre, and particularly his
rhythmanalytic project, has since then been the guiding force behind my methodology.
As envisaged by Lefebvre (2013: 94), my rhythmanalysis has been a
transdisciplinary project which, from my specialism of performance studies, has expanded
into sociology, psychology, geography and anthropology. Rhythmanalysis can be seen as a
branch of Spatial Theory but has also led me to consider concepts of Crowd Theory,
particularly useful in understanding the nature of shared social identity; of Carnivalesque,
for insights into the radical potential of ephemeral, ludic events and of Festivalization,
which provides a framework for apprehending historical trends towards homogeneity and
codification at outdoor arts events.
The use of photographic methods is discouraged by Lefebvre, who states that ‘...no
image or series of images can show these rhythms’ (2013: 45). However, I took precedent
for the use of time-lapse as a tool of rhythmanalysis from a range of scholars, particularly
Simpson (2012) and Lyon (2016) both of whom combine the researcher’s embodied sensing
of rhythms with time-lapse documents. The specific circumstances of studying temporary
spaces required some additional methodological adaptation, in particular the splitting of the
interior and exterior perspectives between the researcher on the ground and the cameras
overlooking the space. Some may feel that this is a step too far toward the Cartesian duality
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many rhythmanalysts reject; however, I attempt to recombine them in the analysis which
‘...does not isolate an object, or a subject or a relation [but] seeks to grasp a moving but
determinate complexity’ (Lefebvre 2013, 21). This analysis is partly embedded in the edited
films I have produced and made available as open-source resources (Macpherson 2020),
which are themselves, I argue, a discrete representation of the analysis, and not simply data.
As with both Simpson and Lyon, my rhythmanalysis is built on a foundation
of [auto]ethnography. I found that performing an autoethnography was sensitising and
informed my role as interviewer, and that the ethnographic data at times challenged and
revised my understandings of the contemporary sector. Such studies are, perhaps inevitably,
ongoing and the sample can never be large enough to produce truly generalisable results.
However, my aim was rather to ‘...construct memory, meaning, and experience together’
(Madison, 2012: 28) and in this I consider the methods effective. Chapter 3 thus represents
a new ethnography of the contemporary outdoor arts sector focused on themes of why
people choose to work outdoors and how they see their work affecting public space.
My main motivation in conducting this research is the impact it may have on the
sector, and so the methods and analysis I have developed are focused on evaluating the
contemporary state of UK outdoor arts with a view to improving outcomes and challenging
bad practice and un-evidenced assumptions. In order to do this, parts of Chapter 4 have been
disseminated through papers given at four conferences and taken up in real-world
applications by eight UK festivals which have commissioned me to rhythmanalyse their
events. These festivals have used the findings to evaluate their practices in order to plan
future events and to gather quantitative data unavailable from their own research methods.
Arts Council England, the most relevant policy making body in relation to outdoor arts, has
also requested information from my findings, of which more below. The methodological
innovations and some of the theorisation related to Lefebvre’s concept of la fête are also
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being disseminated in a book chapter I have authored on the time-lapse rhythmanalysis of
outdoor arts for an international collection on rhythmanalysis, co-edited by Dawn Lyon, one
of the inspirations for my methodology and an important contemporary writer on
rhythmanalysis (to be published 2021).

5.3

Findings

The research imperative that led to this study related primarily to my unease with the
direction of travel I have observed in the industry in the last decade. I wanted to know more
about the people involved and the motors of change. I consider that this trajectory has been
effectively scrutinised with the help of research participants from a range of backgrounds
and perspectives. As I had suspected might be the case, the influence of the sector’s most
powerful organisation, the Without Walls Consortium, was universally recognised. The
artistic policy and decision-making process of that body are seen in conflicting ways which,
within the sample group, were mainly on the basis of access to those resources.
Previously uncollated statistical data which I have assembled on the commissioning
trends of Without Walls over time is contributing to a resolution of the dispute over this
direction of travel, with the evidence suggesting that access to these funds has been most
favourable for companies which are already core-funded by Arts Council England (National
Portfolio Organisations) working in the genres of contemporary dance and/or contemporary
circus and (relatively) new to the sector. This statistical analysis represents new knowledge
as the figures had not previously been collated or interpreted, and since completing it I have
been asked to share it with the head of combined arts at Arts Council England (the
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department with responsibility for outdoor arts), where the trend was not previously
recognized.
In the [auto]ethnography of Chapter 3, there were more unexpected findings in the
narratives constructed with the research participants, which examined their inspirations,
motivations and practices. In particular, interviews with three contemporary dance/circus
performers have changed my opinions about why their cohort might have become involved
in outdoor arts. Here all three had very different, powerful individual life experiences which
motivated them to work outdoors and whilst all were aware of the favourable economic
environment for their artforms which currently exists outdoors, I do not believe any were
primarily ‘following the money’.
I had expected to find two fairly distinct artistic genealogies into which I might fit
what I have termed the pre-Without Walls (pre-WoW) artists and the post-Without Walls
(post-WoW) artists, respectively. In fact, I found almost no commonalities between any of
the correspondents and as a result have reconsidered the hypothesis. Although the sample
was relatively small and so continuing research might find more connections, I now consider
the supposition of less importance. This reflects my change of perspective from seeing the
tension between pre- and post-WoW groups as artistic, to seeing it as structural and
ensconced within strategic funding policies.
The stimulus-in-common which I have come to see as far more significant, because
it occurred in all of the interviewees, was a strongly affective epiphany occurring early in
their careers. These Moments (Lefebvre, 2014: 634-652) seem to have deeply embedded the
seeds of passion for and commitment to outdoor arts in the interviewees’ psyches. No one
found it difficult to find an example, and many descriptions of these experiences were lyrical
and imbued with emotion. Such experiences often involve the temporary transformation of
space and connecting with others in a crowd leading to what I have argued is a cognitive
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shift, which Reicher describes as ‘...the imagined community made manifest’ (2017: 602).
It may be that such Moments involve the convergence of numerous unpredictable internal
and external factors for the individual; however, if it were possible to construct them, or put
in place those common elements which can be controlled then might a similar affect be
produced, or at least its frequency increased? Such a project begins to echo elements of
Situationism, and I am interested in further practical investigation of how such ends might
be achieved as part of an artistic project.
The idea of ‘motivation’ was one of the early lines of investigation ensconced in
research question 1 (What kinds of practices, histories, motivations and relationships exist
in currently active street arts in the UK?), however, the specific theme of ‘epiphanies’
arose from [auto]ethnographic data generated through Grounded Theory method (Birks &
Mills, 2012: 98). This process involved initial and advanced coding of the data, leading to
the identification of categories and the core category of ‘Moments’. The analysis of
epiphanies using the lens of Lefebvre’s theory of moments (2014 [1961]; see 3.1.2)
represents a new and original approach to the investigation of artistic motivation.

In relation to space, I have observed over several years that the new cohort of companies,
particularly when they begin working outdoors, bring expectations and techniques from
indoors, some of which are, I would argue, antithetical to outdoor work. Examples can be
seen in the use of staging, where it is not used to improve sightlines by raising the performers
but to replicate a flat indoor performance area (where seating might be raked); in the use of
dance floors and structures which are highly susceptible to rain; in choreographies which
negatively impinge on sight lines and in the adoption of dramaturgies and dynamics which
presume a cognoscenti audience. I find it self-evident that if, in order to realise an artistic
vision, the audience is required to sit quietly throughout the whole performance and attend
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to the minutiae of every moment, be it gestural, verbal, scenic or aural, then it is probably
better to work indoors where that focus is intentionally facilitated by the architecture and
traditions, and granted by the audience. However, amongst the interviewees with the postWoW artists there were clear examples of a recognition that outdoor work requires a
different approach and that it has different advantages, particularly in relation to access.
Some of their views on working outdoors were, however, distinctive which I will now
discuss.
There were two areas in which they tended to differ from the pre-WoW artists: in
content and audience management. Whereas the pre-WoW group generally embrace
popular, accessible, often comic material, without feeling that this weakens their serious
intents, the post-WoW group are concerned about such tactics ‘dumbing down’ their work
and are exercised about the tension between diluting their esoteric artistic intent and making
work that engages non-expert audiences. In documented examples, this commitment to the
esoteric often goes hand-in-hand with a ‘fourth wall’87 aesthetic, where the performers
pretend the audience is not there, a conceit which is harder to maintain on the street where
the audience aren’t sitting in the dark, and which precludes any management of that
audience. This said, over the last four years of research, I have increasingly seen examples
of post-WoW companies beginning to make contact, engage with and sometimes manage
audiences. Where I had thought that this new aesthetic, imported from indoor work, was the
central cause of the festivals that foregrounded them feeling less edgy, and audiences
becoming more respectful and passive in recent years, I am now less convinced and see the
‘streetification’ of such performance styles as a work in progress. Those that can embrace

87

Here I refer to the widely understood idea of a ‘conceptual barrier’ (e.g., Jernigan, 2004) between the
imaginary world of the performance and the real world of the audience rather than the specific notion of one
of four walls having been removed and subsequently imagined by the performers.
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the street, including the three interviewees, often stay outdoors, and those that cannot seem
to go back indoors.
I have raised the question of whether the phenomenon of Festivalization, with the
levels of instrumentalism and control it entails, leads to the ‘pseudo-fête’, and whilst I make
no unequivocal claims based on such a small survey, the evidence suggests that an increase
in codification leads to a decrease in agency, and that agency is fundamental to the collective
power which epitomises Lefebvre’s fête. Whilst ‘no festival is improvised’ (Monin 2008,
155) and there is always a level of direction and supervision, I observed a sliding scale of
control at different festivals, and the more implicit audience management is, when made
through suggestion rather than instruction, the more room there is for audience agency and
self-determination. Equally, the more explicit the management, where audiencing is
codified through ‘...a comprehensive system of behaviour codes and controlling
conventions...’ (Harrison-Pepper, 2010: 125) the more akin the experience is to being
indoors.
Whilst many festival directors and members of advocacy organisations are focused
on the perceived artistic merit of the works they present and produce, they seem less
interested in the way these works engage with audiences and spaces. I have argued that this
separation of the performance from space/time and audience tends to reduce the audience’s
active engagement in meaning-making and ‘spatial practices’ (Soja, 1996: 74). These active
spatial practices, which are integral to audiencing, are central to outdoor arts’ potential
impact on everyday life.

The time-lapse rhythmanalysis I employed revealed significant, previously undocumented
behaviours around the way audiences have agency in the production and reception of
performances and suggested new ways of thinking about outdoor arts. Of particular import
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is the previously undocumented fact that outdoor audiences, unlike their indoor
counterparts, are involved in a constantly negotiated and fluid, triadic relationship with both
the performance and the space. They are often involved in short term ‘sampling’ of
performances which renders previous estimates of audience numbers inaccurate by a margin
of up to 350%, and these choices to shift position, to leave or to join are a highly valued
characteristic of the form.
Other phenomena identified included the relationship between ‘seeding’ and the
construction of edges, understanding how audiences become ‘topped out’ in a specific
formation and topography, the significance of ‘anchors’, and the effects of concurrent and
sequential programming. These examples of new or previously undocumented, embodied
and tacit knowledge all derive from the close analysis of the time-lapse films and represent
a contribution to understandings of the unique ways that outdoor arts operate with noncaptive audiences in public space.

5.4 Implications, Applications and Recommendations
It has become clear to me, as an implication of the research, that policymakers and all sides
of the sector need to come together and discuss the current situation in an open and honest
discourse. There are real commonalities which relate to the passions, motivations and
commitment of artists and, it seems, we all share some powerful experiences and memories
which have led us to work outdoors. At the same time, the current commissioning structure
and decision-making process is causing a great deal of disquiet within the sector and, whilst
with the best intentions, I have shown that it has historically concentrated resources into a
limited number of hands. I suspect that in order to resolve these issues it may be necessary
to formally separate the decision-makers from the recipients of funds and their partner
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organisations, making the entire process radically transparent. Personally, I also favour the
route, suggested by Shine and Street (appendices 7,8), of adopting a demand model where
festivals are funded, as opposed to the current supply model where (certain) companies are
funded to make new work and then also subsidised in touring it.
The research suggests that it would be advantageous, when creating new work, for
artists to consider ‘sampling’ whereby numbers of spectators are watching only part of a
performance (see 4.0.4). The surprisingly large proportion of an audience which might
change during a show means that the performance has to be dramaturgically appropriate for
purpose rather than the common current understandings which presume reception of the
show in its entirety, or reception by a growing audience, who might miss some of the start
of the show but will stay to the end. Chapter 4 shows how this sampling audience may
constitute up to 95% of total audience numbers. Therefore, it is incumbent on the artist to
make work which either fights tooth and nail to hold its audience throughout, or make shows
which are intelligible and valuable to the short-term sampler. This might mean that shows
need to be more modular, with sections designed to stand alone, or that structural elements
designed to hold audiences are foregrounded. Equally, evaluations of outdoor arts should
consider the effect on numbers and quality of engagement and certainly accept that a single
headcount during an outdoor performance will never give an accurate count of the number
of people who have engaged with it.
Another aspect of audiencing, with ramifications for the sector, is the process of
negotiating a relationship with a space/time, with the rest of the audience and with the
performance. This is, in and of itself, a significant motor in the ‘alchemy’ of outdoor arts.
If we over-codify festivals, prescribing the way in which audiences experience artworks in
public space, then we may lose something of the form’s power. There are arguments in
favour of codification, one example being the arrangement of audiences to allow for
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disabled viewing areas as at GDIF. Whilst I would consider such access a self-evident good,
there are unintended consequences in formalising the way audiences arrange themselves.
Perhaps we should consider alternatives, where audiences are encouraged to self-organise
to ensure access, something which they already do with small children by allowing them to
filter to the front.

Applications of the new knowledge are ongoing and the impact of the research to date is
measurable, both at a policy level where, as previously stated, Arts Council England have
requested me to share some of my findings with them, and in terms of the project’s extension
to eight UK Festivals which have commissioned their own rhythmanalyses from me. As an
artist myself, I am already beginning to incorporate the findings into new creative projects
where the new knowledge is informing my process.
Dissemination of the new knowledge constructed, through conference papers,
publication and open access formats to the academy and beyond, has reached a wider and
more transdisciplinary audience than I had expected. The main datasets are available for
evaluation and reuse in other studies and the methodology provides a logical and effective
model for the study of spatial usage.
The timelapse films themselves are potentially a useful resource in the training of
both artists and producers and could help a range of artists, producers and policy makers to
see the assemblages of rhythms apparent in outdoor arts events. I now document my own
performances with time-lapse as a matter of course – it is cheap and easy to do and the
resultant document is a useful tool of reflexive practice.
My documentation of festival crowds over the last four years may also be a useful
comparator in studying the social changes wrought by Coronavirus. It would be interesting,
for example, to compare datasets from events documented in the next few years to consider
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whether the enforced distancing and increased spatial sensitivity have a lasting effect on
gatherings, or whether as soon as a vaccine is (hopefully) found and administered, we return
to ‘normal’.

My recommendations for further investigation include several areas where the limitations
of my study precluded me from going further, but where useful research might be done.
Whilst the ethnographic material I generated informed the project, a wider archive
of outdoor arts would be a valuable research resource. The comparison between archival
materials in outdoor arts and other areas of performing arts and popular culture is
disappointing and, despite conversations over a number of years within the sector, little has
been done to organise such an archive. I suspect that this role could only be successfully
taken on by the academy because of the skills and ongoing resources required for such a
long-term endeavour, such as with the National Fairground Archive held at the University
of Sheffield.
The time-lapse documentation undertaken was limited, by available resources, to
filming on the days of the festivals. It would be illuminating to make a comparison with the
flows and accretions of people on a comparable day outside of the event. Whilst I do not
claim that this would offer an empirically valid control, as there are too many variables, it
might assist in the separation of everyday behaviours from those associated with the extraeveryday.
For artists, the findings of this research might be incorporated into new projects: in
particular experimentation with engaging the ‘sampling’ audience and finding innovative
ways to resolve the compromise over accessibility/agency in a performative way would be
beneficial. Another area of practice I would like to see investigated is the concept of
‘anchoring’ as a means to produce festivalized space and collective affect. For this to work,
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evidence generated by this project suggests the anchoring has to be exceptional and to
transform space, making the familiar truly unfamiliar. The ubiquitous bunting, flags, chalk
boards, logos and information tents are eminently ignorable. And so, how do we make fête?

5.5 Postscript: Coronavirus
Lastly, I will turn briefly to the elephant in the room: the coronavirus pandemic. Almost all
of the individuals, organisations, practices and ideas in this thesis will be enormously
affected by it, but, because it came so near the end of my process, I am not offering a
considered response to it here. However, as an example of the impact it has had across the
sector, I can offer this from personal experience.

In a normal year I might perform up to 300 times to audiences in excess of 50,000, but this
year (2020) bookings are down by 95% and, so far, I have only performed once, to about
35 people. To avoid these people being disappointed, entry required a ticket which, though
free, had to be booked in advance. The social distancing protocols meant that the whole
area was barriered off and family ‘bubbles’ were allowed in, one at a time, and positioned
by stewards using 2m long sticks to ensure separation. During the show all elements of
physical contact and proximity to audience members had to be cut, and at the end no one
came up and shook my hand like they usually do. The show wasn’t that bad, but it wasn’t
outdoor arts (and it rained).
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6.1

Webliography

Links are embedded in the text and valid as of 7 September 2020. Where there is no
website, an alternate source of information is given and signalled in brackets.
6.1.1

Outdoor Arts Company websites

Abbozzo Arts
Acrojou
An Act Above
Artemis Productions
Artizani
Artizani Research
Astronaut’s Caravan
Avanti Display
Big Rory
Blaas of Glory
Bob & Bob Jobbins

Bootworks Theatre
Bread and Butter
Candoco
Circo Rum Baba
Company Chamaeleon
Deaf Men Dancing
Far From The Norm
Fully Booked Theatre
Highly Sprung
Horse and Bamboo
Inter-Action (Unfinished Histories)
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IOU
John Bull Puncture Repair Kit
(Unfinished Histories)
Kadam Asian Dance and Music
Kapow
Los Kaos
Markmark Productions
Max Calaf Seve
Metro-Boulot-Dodo
Mimbre
Mind The Gap
Mischief la Bas
Molly Orange
Motionhouse
Musical Ruth
NoFit State Circus
Notting Hill Carnival
Ockham's Razor
Original Mixture (via Missing Link)
Pif Paf
Punchdrunk
Ra Ra Zoo (Wikipedia)
Race Horse Company
Ramshacklicious
6.1.2

UK Outdoor Arts
Red Rebel Brigade
Safety Catch Productions
Scarabeus
Southpaw
Stickleback Plasticus (Facebook)
Stopgap Dance
Tangled Feet
Teatro So
The Desperate Men
The Fairly Famous Family
The Flying Buttresses
The Gandini Juggling Project
The Grand Theatre of Lemmings
The Natural Theatre Company
The People Show
The Phantom Captain (Unfinished
Histories)
The Smallest Theatre in the World
The Whalley Range All Stars
Tilted Productions
Ulrik Robotik
Welfare State International
Wet Picnic
Wired Aerial

Outdoor Arts Organisation Websites

Culture Liverpool
Fool's Paradise
Manchester International Arts
National Association of Street Artists (UK)
Outdoor Arts UK
Without Walls
Xtrax
Unfinished Histories

6.1.3

Time-Lapse Film Links

Full Collection
Introduction to Research (Making Waves Conference 2017)
Halifax Piece Hall (With Commentary)
GDIF Old Royal Naval College (Short Version)
GDIF Old Royal Naval College
GDIF Cutty Sark Gardens
Imagine Luton (Short Version)
Imagine Luton (With Interviews)
DN Weekender Does Space (With Audience Interviews)
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